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jOHN L. SPIVAK, author of GEORGIA
NIGGER, has spent all of his life looking at people and learning what they
are like- especially those whose circumstances in life seem unfortunate.
At sixteen he left his New England
home and began the first of a series of
hobo jaunts which brought him into
contact with and stimulated his interest
in the less happy members of society.
He has for years been a newspaper
reporter on the old Morning Sun, the
New York Call, and the International
News Service. While covering a mine
war in southern West Virginia he became interested in the Hatfield-McCoy
feud and his thrilling factual account
of it, The Devil' s Brigade, is the result.
He tells himself how the haunting
phrase, "Georgia Nigger," recurring
in a Negro folk song he heard over the
radio one night, finally drove him to
the South two years in succession to live
among the Negroes of convict camps
and peon farms.
From these two trips the present
novel, GEORGIA NIGGER, grew.

THE DEVIL'S BRIGADE
The Story of the
Hatfield-McCoy Feud
By JoaN L. SPIVAK
This is the story of the longest, most ,
bitter, and most dramatic vendetta in ·
American history-the HatfieldMcCoy scrap which involved the two
most powerful families in West Vir- ,
ginia and Kentucky for fourteen yean, .
the echoes of which, in a diverted form,
are still rumbling today. If the killings:,,
traceable indirectly to the clan hatreds 1 ·
are considered the trouble actually
lasted some forty years.
The feud started over a tragic love
affair between Rosanna McCoy and
Jonse Hatfield and immediately drew
into its web hundreds of people and for
a period threatened to cause a civil war
between West Virginia and Kentucky.
In Mr. Spivak's book one finds
"Devil Anse" Hatfield, leader of the
Hatfield faction, a picturesque and
jovial old pirate; Jonse Hatfield, the
"Devil's" first born, who, because he
was never meant to be a one-woman's '
man, unwittingly started off the scrap; ;'_
"Cap" Hatfield, the "Devil's" second ·
born, and the worst killer in the feud,
described as "six feet of devil and I So
pounds of hell" whose death two
months ago revived the story of the
feud in the press of the country; Old
Ran'l' McCoy, leader of the opposing ,
faction which was virtually wiped out;
and his daughter, Rosanna, whose '
blind love for J onse enraged her family.
Here is an amazing epic of moun-
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PREFACE

To have placed the scene of action of "Georgia Nigger" in some specific
county would manifestly have been unfair since it would have singled it
out for national opprobrium when it is no worse than many others in the
state or in other southern states; and to have presented a collection of factual, individual cases would have centered attention upon them and have
left the many thousands of others as unknown as before.
Excellent studies in this field have been published by sociologists and
penologists but these are too little known. I thought it wise to tell the
story of David's efforts to escape from a monstrous system, in the guise
of fiction. But though all characters in Georgia Nigger are fictitious some
of the scenes described are so utterly incredible that I feel an appendix of
pictures and documents are necessary in this particular work. The pictures I took personally in various camps and the documents are but a few
of the many gathering dust in the State Capitol in Atlanta.
Georgia does not stand alone as a state lost to fundamental justice and
humanity. It was chosen because it is fairly representative of the Carolinas, Florida, Alabama-the whole far-flung Black Belt. Nor is the whole
south as pictured here. There are many counties where conditions are
infinitely better, and too many counties where they are infinitely worse.
I do not believe that the overwhelming proportion of intelligent and
humane citizens of the south approves these conditions. In those representative southerners, white and black, with whom I discussed my investigations and showed the pictures and documents, I found a sense of
startled horror and a desire to end these things.
To those who are vaguely familiar with the lives in Georgia Nigger
from the shocking cases which reach the press from time to time, and
who may think I deliberately chose sensational and extreme instances for
David to see and hear and pass through, I make assurances that I have
earnestly avoided that, not only because it would not have been a representative picture but because the extreme cases are unbelievable.
To those, colored and white, who helped me with introductions which
opened the doors of planter and cropper, peon and convict camp stockade, much gratitude is due.
c.J.L.S.

This preface was titled "Postscript" in the original edition.
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lanterns hung from the wooden cross
driven deep in the red soil of the convict
camp stockade. They threw a pale, yellow
light over the ground and the steel cage on
wheels so like a huge circus wagon in which
ferocious feasts of the jungle are penned. The
guard, staring absently at the sky, sat in an old
chair tilted against the mess hall shack.
It is difficult to sleep when it is your last
night on the chain gang and David peered
through the latticed iron bars at the cross with
its smoking lamps. There were thirteen men
in the cage with him-nine negroes and five
whites-sprawled on thin mattresses covering
the iron bunks ranging the length of the cage
on either side in three three-decker tiers. The
six nearest the solid steel door were reserved
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for whites. The fourteen men were naked to
the waist. Their exposed bodies shone with
sweat even in the semi-darkness.
"You kin take a bath in de ribber tomorrow," a voice from an adjoining bunk
whispered enviously.
David did not answer. To bathe in a river,
and a haunting devil always with him-that
was Caleb's life. The toothless old convict,
with a skin dried and withered by Georgia
suns, had long since lost what little wit he had
been born with and now spent his waking
hours arguing with evil spirits and reliving
the day when he had bathed in a river.
A mosquito lit on the boy's neck and he
slapped at it casually. Flies hummed in the
cage. Flies and mosquitoes were always entering through holes in the screen covering the
bars and buzzing desperately to get out again.
They were worse than the vermin you
scratched at incessantly.
The guard, too, slapped at his ankles and
arms and face. Somehow it helped you when
you could not sleep, to know that the flies and
mosquitoes annoyed him, too.
The mountainous mass of Sam Gates
stretched on the bunk across the narrow aisle
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from David turned slowly at the whisper and
spat through cracked and swollen lips.
" You work out dis mawnin' ," he said with
difficulty, raising himself on an elbow.
" Yes, suh," the boy whispered.
"I wish I wukked out," Caleb announced
eagerly.
The huge negro moved restlessly. His legs
hurt. A steel spike resembling an ordinary
pick extended ten inches in front and behind
each ankle. The twenty-pound weight had
rubbed against his feet until one leg had become infected. Shackle poison convicts called
it. He had asked for a doctor and the guard's
fist had crashed against his mouth. That had
been yesterday and he had not complained
again though the throbbing pain made it hard
to work and impossible to sleep.
Everyone was afraid of this strapping prisoner doing life for murder. Sam Gates had
killed a man on the farm where he had
worked-broke the man's neck with his two
hands. From the day two months ago when,
chained -hand and foot, he had been delivered
to the Ochlockonee county camp at Snake
Fork, he had terrified them. In his sullen
eyes and powerful body was the tremendous,
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quiet power of the primitive savage. Sam
Gates was a killer. Even the guards who tried
to break him and failed only hated and feared
him the more.
" How long you did, boy? " he asked.
"Six months."
"Six months! Dat ain' nothin'. I bin in
camps fo' five year an' I got a lot mo' tuh do
befo' dey takes dese ofien me."
He raised the swollen foot in explanation
and let it down easily on the torn mattress.
" Yes, suh," said David respectfully.
" Five year," Sam repeated. " Five year,
an' a lot mo' tuh do-onless I kills dat bossman an' die out."
A prisoner, scratching himself drowsily,
raised his head.
" Gittin' up," he called.
The sleeping men tossed restlessly, disturbed by the cry.
" Git up," the guard shouted.
The convict's bare feet thudded on the floor.
The sharp clang of iron against iron drowned
the hum of the insects as the chains riveted
around his ankles struck the rim of his bunk.
He stumbled to a stool covered with wet
newspapers.
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Under it was a zinc tub and the smell of its
contents drew flies and mosquitoes nightly to
feed in it. In the stifling heat the stench
mingled with the stagnant odor of the nearby
swamps and hung heavy over the cage. Sometimes a breath of hot wind shifted the pall rising from the tub. Then, for a beneficent moment, the air was filled with the south that was
not of a convict camp and the prisoners
breathed the sweet scent of rose and jasmine
and rich magnolia growing luxuriously in the
warden's yard.
"Gittin' back," called the convict standing
motionless beside the stool.
" Git back," returned the guard.
The lean, leathery face of the man watching them was distinct in the light from the
cross. The sleeves of his blue denim shirt
were rolled to the elbows and the collar was
open at the throat.
This was Charlie Counts' fourth year as
guard. As illiterate as his parents he had
grown up in the county like a weed in rich
soil. Before his seventh birthday he had
tasted the back-breaking toil of picking cotton
under a broiling sun. As far back as he could
remember he had always worked hard from
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dawn to dark. Somewhere in the years before
he reached manhood he learned to write his
name in a laborious scrawl.
There is little to be earned guarding the
chained creatures who lay Georgia's roads but
carrying a shotgun and leaning lazily against
a shady tree is easier than sweating in the fields
or breathing dust in a cotton gin, so Charlie
Counts became a guard.
During his hours on duty he was lord and
master. And though even poverty stricken
Crackers look down upon a guard, the sense
of power in having men under him soothed
the harassing struggle to house and feed and
clothe a wife and brood of ragged children on
the dollar and twenty-five cents a day the
county paid him.
To David Charlie Counts had not been
harsh. The boy was a misdemeanor convict,
born and raised in Ochlockonee county. Even
the chains of captivity had been spared him
during the past months. And now, within a
few hours, he would be away from the clank
of chains and the stink of the cage. He would
be a freed man again.
There was work to be done at home. With
these cloudless skies and tropic sun it would
"6

be an early season. The speckled bolls of
cotton were cracking open and dotting the
fields with heads as white as his mother's
counterpane; cotton to be picked under a
friendly sky, with the black, shiny faces of his
mother and father near and the dry drone of
field insects for music while he and Henrietta
followed the furrows and stuffed the sacks
hanging from their shoulders. Henrietta
would be joyous at her brother's return and
little Zebulon, scampering barefooted in
patched overalls, would do a jig in sheer delight.
David wondered as he had wondered so
often in the long months on the chain gang
whether it had been wise to reject Mr. Jim
Deering's offer to pay the twenty-five dollar
fine as an advance on a thirty-dollar a month
job on the Deering plantation. There were
ugly rumors about the white man. Those for
whom he advanced fines somehow never quite
succeeded in working them off. Sometimes
they were never heard of again after they went
to work for him.
It was Mr. Jim Deering whenever the boy
thought of him. Mr. Jim Deering was a
power, an important figure in county politics,
7

a wealthy man with three or four thousand
acres of cotton and corn, pecan groves and
peanut farms. He was a director in the
Southern Cotton Bank where the whites kept
their money, and lived in a big house in a remote end of Ochlockonee county.
But the boy's father had advised against the
planter's offer.
" I ain' specially keen 'bout hit," he had
said. "Dey's bringin' yo' up tuh-morrer 'n' de
co't o' ginral ju'sdiction ain' s'posed tub set fo'
t'ree months yet."
To the old man wise in the ways of the
white man's south the haste was an ominous
sign. He had heard of other negroes whom
Mr. Deering had befriended. There were said
to be men working for him whose fines he had
advanced years ago, men never seen even on a
Saturday evening in town. Mr. Deering always said the eighteen miles to the county seat
at Live Oak was too long for the tired help.
A few of the planter's trusted men did come
to town once in a while. He brought them in
his Ford and when these found a bottle of
white mule they sometimes whispered tales
black men do not repeat too often even among
themselves.
8
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In that magic hour before the dawn when
the heat of the night glides into the grateful
coolness that follows fever, the fourteen caged
men breathe more easily. Some turn restlessly
and when you turn the sweat from your half
naked body leaves a damp clot on the torn
mattress. A rooster wandering from the
warden's yard crows lustily. When you cannot sleep you hear him each morning. It
presages your awakening.
The vast hulk of Sam Gates stirs. He bends
his head over the edge of the bunk and spits
through his cracked lips upon the floor.
Charlie Counts had called the cook and his
helper from the dark shack in a corner of the
stockade where the trusties slept. The
weather-beaten clapboards that formed the
kitchen were illuminated by a lamp suspended
from a beam in the center. You could see
them moving about, preparing breakfast for
the convict crew, their shadows flying across
the dusty window panes like gigantic bats.
With creaks that shrieked their message the
rusty iron door of the cage turned on its
hinges.
"Come an' git it!" the guard called loudly.
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Dark shadows drop to the two-foot space
between the tiers of bunks. Chains strike the
iron floor with loud clanks and scrape over it
with harsh rasps. In the half darkness they
bump into each other and curse in undertones.
" Fo' Christ's sake! " a convict exclaims as
his bare feet step into a puddle of spit.
" Watch yo' step! " another cries as a steel
spike stabs his leg.
And above the noise Charlie Counts' voice
rises louder:
"Come an' git it! Come an' git it! Reck'n
you got all day! "
Grumbling sullenly the half naked men
stumble down the four worn, wooden steps of
the cage and pause on the cool, hard clay to
scratch and pull on their striped coats. Some
put on shoes through which their toes protrude.
A well three hundred yards from the barbed
wire fence supplies water to the camp but the
trusties are too busy preparing and serving
breakfast to trouble about water for convicts.
And when you sweat in a stinking cesspool all
night you are too tired to pump water to wash
your face and hands even if you are given perro

mtsswn to go for it yourself. It does not
matter anyway. You soon forget that you
want to be clean when you dig dirt all day and
sleep in it all night.
The dingy mess hall is lit by another kerosene lamp hanging from a beam and its yellow
light glints off the six greasy, wooden benches
at the greasier tables on each side of the hall.
The place reeks with the hot smell of soap and
coffee. A swarm of flies buzz angrily. They
rise from tables and benches, from the floor
and the walls and the ceiling. They circle
about noisily and strike against you in their
efforts to reach the open door.
White convicts sit at the tables to the left
and the blacks at the right.
There is little talk. You gulp the unsavory
coffee from a tin cup and with a tin spoon
scoop mouthfuls of flour gravy, bits of salt
pork and grits that is your portion before being led to the day's work.
The guard leans easily against the wooden
cross, watching you.
Convicts finished their breakfast and left the
mess hall, waiting for the truck that would
take them to work. Caleb followed David out
of the hall, stuffing a mouthful of the chewing
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tobacco the county rations each prisoner every
week.
"Doan you come back yere, David," he
grinned cheerfully.
The boy smiled.
" Doan you come back yere," the old man
repeated earnestly, spitting a mouthful of tobacco juice.
" I'll sho try not tuh," David said simply.
" You won' jes' ez long ez you won' let de
debbil git inter you 'n' ruination yo' soullak he
done did wid me."
Sam Gates approached, walking awkwardly, his shoulders hunched as though to
ward a blow.
On the day a convict goes home those who
remain crowd about to wish him well and the
guard watched tolerantly the small group
gathering about David.
"Yes, suh, Caleb," Sam Gates said goodnaturedly, " I reck'n David kin git hisse'f a
bath in a ribber now."
The old man's shoulders drooped.
" I had a bath in a ribber once," he began
eagerly, scratching himself in excitement.
" We wuz wukkin' a road down near de Flint
an' de road, he tu'ned right aroun' f'um de
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swamps an' run a-tween de ribber an' de
swamps, an' it wuz hot. Yes, suh, dat wuz a
hot day sho an' de boss-man, he says we kin
bathe in de ribber - - "
"Hey, you-Caleb an' Wesley," Charlie
Counts interrupted. "Y'all'd better wash that
pan."
The two convicts carried the tub under the
cage to the swamp beyond the stockade to
dump the night's contents.
A white trusty lit two pine torches that sputtered and crackled. He gave one to the guard
and holding the flares high they took their
places at the stockade gate, their shadows
wavering over the ground.
The headlights of the work truck appeared
and with a great sound of brakes halted at the
entrance. The driver and the day guard got
out and sat on the running board.
"Cap'n up yet?" they asked.
" There he is comin' yonder," Charlie
Counts said.
Ray Alton moved loosely across the wide
lawn separating his rambling house from the
stockade. Tall and thin he seemed to be a
bony framework covered by wrinkled trousers and a soiled, white shirt open at the throat.
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" Line up I " the guards called.
The convicts formed an irregular line.
" Come by me I " the warden ordered
sharply.
Each convict called his name as he passed
through the gate and clambered on the truck.
When the boy's turn came he called:
" David Jackson."
"You work out this mawnin', eh, Dave?"
Alton asked good-naturedly.
" Yes, suh, Cap'n," he replied eagerly.
" Step out."
" Keep yo' eyes op.en fo' de debbil doan git
in you," Caleb admonished as he passed.
" Oh, he'll be a good nigger now, Caleb,"
the warden smiled. " The devil ain't specially
keen on him I reck'n, eh, Dave?"
The loaded truck thundered down the road.
The flares were extinguished.
"Well, it's yore day, ain't it, Dave?" Alton
remarked pleasantly.
"Yes, suh, Cap'n." The boy's white teeth
could be seen in the expansive smile.
" Didn't have much' o' clothes when you
come here, did you? " The warden stared at
David's unchained feet and the striped convict suit. " But you'll git some now."
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The eight dollar outfit the state insists the
county give you when your time is up was
brought from the commissary: a pair of brogans two sizes too large, overalls, a jacket and
a cap. It is supposed to have cost eight dollars
but you could buy it in any town store for
much less.
The boy stripped the convict suit and
donned the county's gift. The light from the
lanterns on the cross grew sickly. The deep
purple of the southern sky turned wan in the
east. The lamps were removed from the rusty
nails and extinguished. The cross was bare
and forlorn in the cold, morning light.
The warden brought his Ford from the
blacksmith's barn.
"I'll take you home myself," he announced
as he pulled up at the gate. " I have to go to
town anyway."
H.e opened the door of the battered old car.
" Get in, boy," he invited. "You're a freed
man now."

IS
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miles from Snake Fork lay Shay
SEVEN
Pearson's sixteen hundred acres. Here,
was the first of the sagging shacks where his
croppers liv,ed, a rude and dilapidated structure blistered by summer heat and swept by
years of wind and rain; and there, behind the
luxuriant branches of those towering live oaks,
peeked the dark, unpainted boards of another
cabin, with the morning sun on its roof. In
the fields deep in rich rows of cotton, croppers
worked their one-horse farms apportioned in
return for half their products, stuffing the
fruit of their year's labor into sacks hanging
from their shoulders.
Half way across his sprawling lands was the
planter's home, an oasis of opulence in a world
of ruined and decaying clapboards. Forty
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thousand dollars that house cost and it compared with Jim Deering's, lost in his acreage
at the other end of the county. Few ever saw
the Deering mansion but Shay built his facing·
the main road so that anyone could see what
a Cracker can do when he has ambition.
" I knew Mr. Pearson when he didn't even
have a pair o' shoes for the winter," said the
warden.
"Yes, suh," said David.
The Jacksons were Pearson niggers and
David knew the story of the white man's rise.
From the hopeless background of poor trash
parents scraping a precarious subsistence from
a two-horse farm he had become the second
largest planter in Ochlockonee county. When
his parents died and his brothers deserted the
place for the city's opportunities, he was left
alone to squeeze a living from the soil. He
began with Isaiah Cleveland who owned an
adjoining thirty-acre tract. Old Isaiah was a
nigger so the aggressi.ve young Cracker
ploughed twenty feet ove'r the balk into his
neighbor's land. In three years Shay had so
encroached on the property that ·Cleveland
went to law about it only to learn that his title
was questionable and that he owed his attorney
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one hundred and fifty dollars. The lawyer
accepted a note secured by the property for
the debt and Pearson bought it with money
borrowed from the Southern Cotton Bank. In
the fullness of time, after a season of rain and
another of cheap cotton, old Isaiah's farm was
knocked down to the white planter who permitted him and his family to work their old
land as croppers. By loans and similar transactions Shay had acquired farm after farm
and now ruled his lands and the thirty-two
families on them, like a medieval lord.
A sow and two pigs wandered out of a side
road and stood rooting in a ditch by the highway. A flock of buzzards, feeding on the carcass of a pig killed by a passing motorist, took
wing at the car's approach and swarmed to the
dead limbs of a tree to eye them owlishly.
" Won't be much left o' that there pig by the
time I gits back," the warden commented
amiably.
" No, suh. Reck'n not," the boy agreed,
glancing back to the buzzards returning to the
feast.
" I ain't never seed such smellers as them
buzzards have. I once saw a pig run down
like that there one was an' there wasn't a buzI8

zard around an' a couple o' hours later when
I passed by, them bones was picked clean.
Picked clean they was."
He paused and added thoughtfully:
" Them buzzards has sho got wonderful
smellers."
At a turn in the road David saw the familiar
live oak rising before his home like a lonely
sentinel, its wide-spread branches shading the
roof of the rickety porch. The cabin rested
on three brick stilts and an upright log of
hickory.
"Well, I reck'n here's where you git out,"
the warden smiled. He pulled up at the deep
wagon ruts of the narrow path lined with
broom weeds that led to the house. "Good
luck now, an' don't you go to gittin' into no
mo' trouble!"
His parents and sister were probably at the
far end of the field for only Zebulon, not yet
old enough to work, was visible. The five-yearold boy was trying to ride a pig and at David's
loud shout, fell off with excited squeals of glee.
There was an air of peace and tranquillity
here: the sun on the white rows, that butterfly
dipping over the heavy stalks, the noises of the
field-even the pig grunting under the house
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added to the restfulness. That pig always·
rooted there, right under that crack in the
floor where water from the drinking bucket
dripped to the cool ground underneath.
Bright red geraniums in rusty tin cans and
broken earthenware ranged the porch and
gave the drab boards an air of cheerfulness
and color. The three rooms were spotless.
The large cooking stove, with its pots and pans
scrubbed shiny, was in the kitchen as when he
had left. Nothing seemed changed and there
was comfort in that knowledge.
He found a large cake of soap, a towel and
a pair of old overalls. Zebulon watched curiously while he poured water into the large
zinc tub his mother used for washing clothes.
" Gottuh git rid o' de lice an' crabs," David
explained cheerfully. " You wouldn't want
'em crawlin' all over you, would you now?"
"No, suh I" the boy exclaimed with certainty. " Louise'd jes' smack hell outer me if
I done got lousy! "
When the new clothes were left soaking in
lye water to rid them of any vermin he might
have brought from Snake Fork and his own
body washed, David swung a cotton sack over
a shoulder and with his little brother chatter·
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ing at his side, went to the fields. He was
needed there, and besides, Shay Pearson's
overseer knew that he would be a freed man
this day and the planter would be angry if Dee
Jackson did not put his boy to work immediately when there was such a big early crop.
Dee's monthly credit of twelve dollars included David's needs, and the boy was considered as much a Pearson nigger as his father.
Henrietta, a spindly-legged but comely girl
of fourteen, dropped her half-filled bag and
rushed to greet him. His mother, her hands
pressing against the small of her back,
straightened up and beamed happily. Dee
stretched his long, angular form and carefully
depositing his sack on the ground, smiled
broadly. His mother hugged the boy, the
tears filling her eyes.
" Here, here, Son! " his father protested affectionately. " You leab Louise alone! "
" Git away, you fool nigger!" she chided,
pressing the boy closer. " Son, I'm sho happy
you is back! "
" Blessin's on de Lawd," said Dee reverently.
They plucked the fluffy cotton from the
wide-open bolls, Henrietta following a furrow
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beside her brother, laughing or exclaiming
sympathetically at his stories of the chain
gang. Zebulon scampered about, indifferent
to the burning soil under his bare feet. Field
insects hummed their dry songs and the heat
waves quivered over the baking rows.
The gangling form of Shay Pearson's overseer, his long legs draped about a mule, came
towards them.
"See you're back, Dave," the white man
smiled pleasantly.
"Yes, suh. J es' in time fo' work."
"Yeah. I reck'n Dee needs a li'l he'p. I'll
tell Mr. Pearson you're back."
Dee approached hastily, wiping the sweat
from his face with a sleeve.
" Sho glad tuh hab'm back," he said. " Fine
picker, dat boy."
"Yeah. Good nigger," the overseer agreed,
squirting a mouthful of tobacco juice.
With a careless nod he continued on to the
next farm, his round shoulders drooping listlessly.
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Dee Jackson could never see a mule without sad memories, for upon a mule and the
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good Lord he had based a lifelong hope, had
ploughed singing to a vision of freedom, and
both had failed him. For years he had saved
for that mule and a plough. With these and
a little seed it was possible to rent a tract of
ground and pay the owner one-fourth of the
crop for the use of his land, and with a season
or two of good crops and high prices, there
would be money enough to make a down payment on a few acres. There were niggers in
Ochlockonee county who had gone from
tenant farming to independence.
The day he put his mark to an agreement
with Shay Pearson for the use of twenty acres,
and the mule and second-hand plough were
paid for, was one of rejoicing. The mule was
not as young and healthy as Dee would have
liked but he was the best they could afford.
Louise patched their clothes by the kerosene
lamp and they did with little store food that
winter for so much depended upon finishing
the season clear of debt.
Those were feverish days at planting time
when the winter vanished in the mellow
warmth of spring. When perfect stands of
cotton made the long rows a vivid green, Dee
ploughed the middles again to make the beds
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soft and with anxious care they thinned the
luxuriant growths with appraising eyes. Then
the blossoms appeared, flowering like good
omens. The green bolls speckled, and under
the burning July sun, cracked open with the
smiling promise of money for their own farm.
There would be almost a bale to the acre they
told themselves happily.
But on the very day they went out. for the
first picking, it rained.
Fleecy clouds appeared in a suddenly overcast sky. Dee's face grew haggard and he
clasped his hands together as in prayer.
Louise looked up with a frightened air as
though seeking help from the angry heavens.
No one moved. And then it rained.
It seemed to them that the rain beat the
fields with furious gusts of hate. Dee sank to
the furrow as though the rain hammering his
cotton to the ground had hammered him
down, too.
And as suddenly as it had begun, the sky
cleared and the sun shone hot again.
He did not stir. Louise touched him gently.
"Git up offen dat groun', Dee," she urged.
"Ain' no sense carryin' on dat way."
"Oh, my good Lawd," he said dazedly.
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The cotton had been whipped to the ground
or hung dejectedly, their whiteness stained
brown from the wet leaves. The crop was
ruined. They would be lucky to get a third
of what it would have brought.
"Dey'll be mo' pickin's," Louise said encouragingly.
There was only one consolation: the Lord
who gave him his children, a helpful wife and
the strength to work must have had a good
reason to do that to him. Maybe he had been
so busy ploughing and chopping and dreaming
that the Lord thought he was becoming too
independent and took that way to remind him
that He was a jealous God, or perhaps some
sin long since forgot was charged against him
and He had demanded a settlement. The Lord
kept mighty careful accounts.
Then, in the bleak winter days, the mule
became sick.
Dee slept in the barn to attend his slightest
need, but nothing seemed to help. That late
December night when he returned to the cabin
where the lamp with its smoking chimney
threw his shadow across the room, his face told
· the story. Louise was waiting, wrapped in a
blanket and huddled in the old rocker near the
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stove. Twice she had been to the barn but
when the mule stretched out, breathing in
those painful, asthmatic gasps, Dee had sent
her away.
" De Lawd knows His business," she said
bravely.
"Yeah." He clasped and unclasped his
hands, cracking the knuckles of his bony
fingers.
"Sho He knows whut He's doin'." Her
thick lips quivered. "He done gib you de
money fo' tuh buy 'im an' now He takes 'im
away."
The chair creaked over the loose boards in
the floor.
"Sho. Lak chillun hit is. He done gib us
seben an' tuk fo'."
"Dey didn't hab much tuh eat; dat's why
dey tuk sick an' died," he said resentfully.
"Talkin' dat way ain' gontuh do you no
good."
"You kin allus git chillun. But whey kin a
nigger git a mule w'en he ain' got no money?"
Louise slid from the rocker to her knees.
" I ain' questionin' You none, Lawd," she
prayed, " but did You hab tuh do dis tuh
us? Ain' we done eb'ryt'ing You wants done?
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An' now You frows us down lak dis. Caise
maybe we didn't gib no money tuh de chu'ch.
But Lawd, You knows we didn't hab no
money."
Neighbors came with sympathy. Carts
creaked to the Jackson cabin on the chilly
evenings and tired blacks from surrounding
farms sat before the fireplace and comforted
them. Old Isaac Burr, who had ministered
to the spiritual wants of Pearson niggers for
a decade, came on Christmas night and told
the story again of the Son of God Who came
to spread the gospel of love and forgiveness;
and as he talked a desperate hope awoke in
Dee's breast.
" You reck'n de Lawd's too busy right
now?" he asked earnestly.
" He's allus got plenty on His han's but His
ears is wide open fo' anything His chillun
ses tuh Him any time, anywhey in de hul
worl'."
" Den lissen, Lawd! " Dee shouted, rising
to his feet. " I ain' neber asked You fo' much
but I'm askin' You now: gib me dat mule jes'
fo' one mo' season, an' I'll neber ask You fo'
nothin' no mo' in dis worl'. N eber. Sen' a
clap o' Yo' thunder an' raise him f'um de daid.
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You kin wuk all kinds o' miracles, Suh, an' dis
is de las' chance I got. Lawd, doan You see
dat I'll hab tuh go tuh Mist' Pearson if You
do an gib me· dat ol' mule back again? "
" Dey's a lot o' cullud folks wukkin' fo'
Mist' Pearson," the preacher said mildly.
" De Lawd knows His business an' if He
wants you tuh be a croppah den He's got His
own good reasons fo' hit. You kin bet on
dat."
Dee took the lamp in a trembling hand and
with old Isaac went to the mound back of the.
barn, hopeful that on this night of all nights,
the miracle would happen: in a blinding flame
of fire and a deafening clap of thunder the
earth would be rent asunder and the mule
would struggle to his feet ready for supper.
But there was no flame of fire nor dap of
thunder. Only the lantern light and their
shadows on the motionless mound, and a wind
whistling.
Dee's head bowed.
" I reck'n dat settles hit, Lawd," he said
dejectedly.
3
On the second day of the new year Dee got
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off a neighbor's cart in Live Oak and went
hesitantly to the Southern Cotton Bank, the
red brick, one-story building across the square
from the county court house and jail, and
asked for Mr. Albert Graham, the president.
"Coming to deposit your savings, Dee?"
the official greeted him jocularly.
"No, suh," he said nervously. "I done
come tuh see you 'bout a li'l business matter."
"Sure. Always glad to talk business with
you, Dee. Come right in and set yourself
down."
" I'd lak tuh len' 'bout two hunnerd dollars,
Mist' Graham," the old man stammered.
"That could be arranged, but have you any
collateral? "
Dee looked puzzled.
" Something that will make sure the bank is
repaid," Graham explained.
" Sho I'll pay hit back."
" I must have something as valuable in return," the banker said kindly. " Land-or a
house--"
"But I ain' got no Ian'," Dee said helplessly,
spreading his hands in a gesture of emptiness.
"You see, Dee," Graham pointed out regretfully, " we all know you and we know that
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if you have the money you will repay a loan.
But now, suppose your crop is bad for a season
or two-why, you'll hardly be able to pay the
interest let alone the principal. Don't you see?
And the bank must protect its depositors."
The Jacksons had been Ramsey niggers before the Civil War and Dee, depressed by the
inevitableness of a cropper's contract, turned
to Bayard Washington Ramsey as the last
hope. The aristocratic white was known for
his kindness, especially to descendants of his
father's slaves. He lived a mile south of Live
Oak in the mansion his father built before the
lanky northern lawyer ruined the family's
hundred and sixty thousand dollar investment
in niggers, and too proud to enrich himself by
Cracker tricks in dealing with blacks, had
never increased the two hundred acre plantation left when the war ended and all creditors
were paid.
The cook greeted Dee shrilly at the kitchen
door of the Ramsey home.
" If hit ain' ol' Dee hisse'f! Whut you doin'
heah?"
"I come tuh see Mist' Ramsey," he said
with a worried air.
"Whut fo'? "
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" I got tuh see 'im."
"Well, you jes' set right down heah an' I'll
go tell 'im."
When she returned she said, " Mist' Ramsey'll see you on de front po'ch. You go roun'
dey."
The tall, white-haired planter looked at him
questioningly.
"You're a long way from home, Dee," he
smiled. " What is it? "
" Mist' Ramsey, suh," the old man began,
twisting his hat nervously, " you 'bout de only
white man here'bouts we kin come to w'en
we is in trouble."
Ramsey looked gravely at him.
" An' I got mo'n a wagon load o' trouble
now."
" Yes, Dee."
" Mist' Ramsey, suh - - " The nervous
twisting of his hat became more pronounced.
" My mule done laid down an' died, suh."
The white man nodded sympathetically.
" I bin a hard wukkin' nigger all my bo'n
days," Dee continued, " an' I'm willin' tuh
wuk de res' o' my days some mo' but I ain' got
nothin' tuh wuk wid. No mule. No food. I
ain' got nothin'."
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Ramsey pursed his lips and stared at his
fields naked in the winter's day.
"I jes' was ober tuh de bank fo' tuh ask 'em
tuh len' me two hunnerd dollars so's I kin git
me a mule an' a li'l food tuh tide us ober till
de nex' crop comes but Mist' Graham done
said I'd hab tuh hab col-col--"
"Collateral," Ramsey said quietly.
" Yes, suh. Collateral. But I ain' got no
collateral. I ain' got nothin' ceptin' my two
han's, an' my wife, an' David an' Henrietta."
"Yes, I know."
" An' I'll hab tuh sign wid Mist' Pearson if
I cain' git no two hunnerd dollars an' if I goes
tuh wuk fo' Mist' Pearson--"
"Yes, I know," Ramsey repeated.
" So I done come tuh you, suh," Dee burst
forth pleadingly. "I doan want tuh be Mist'
Pearson's nigger. Me, an' Louise an' David
an' Henrietta, we'll wuk fo' you 'n' pay you
back, suh, if you'll len' hit tuh me."
Ramsey shook his head slowly.
" I can't, Dee. I'd like to help you but I
haven't money enough to start saving all the
nigras in the county. I have to take care of
my own nigras. If I loan you two hundred
dollars and another two hundred to some other
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nigra caught in the Cracker buzz saw I should
soon be in the same situation you are in."
Perspiration broke out in tiny beads on
Dee's forehead.
"Yes, suh," he said. "Thankee, suh."
" You see, Dee," Ramsey added, putting a
hand gently on the old man's shoulders, " I'm
caught in their buzz saw, too."
" Yes, suh," said Dee.

4
Dee would have left the county but there
was no place to go. There was not even a
mule to pull the few sticks of furniture that
were his household goods, nor food for a journey, and no matter where a penniless nigger
went he would have to work for someone. In
Ochlockonee county they knew him for a
good nigger and would be more considerate
than would strange whites in another county
or another state, so two days later Dee Jackson
put his cross to the usual cropper contract.
It provided that Pearson supply him with
a mule, seed, and a monthly advance of twelve
dollars between February and August inclusive, in return for half his crop after all
advances and interest thereon were deducted.
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The agreement particularly specified that
should the "said tenant fail to pay the advances made by the owner when due, the tenant agrees to surrender the possession of said
premises, in which event the owner is hereby
authorized to sell or dispose of all property
thereon the tenant has any interest in" and
concluded with the ominous words" and shall
be so construed between the parties thereto,
any law, usage or custom to the contrary
notwithstanding."
Dee could not read but he knew what it
contained. Others had signed cropper agreements and were charged eighteen percent interest on advances, and with the Pearson
bookkeeping system, a nigger never got out
of debt. And Dee knew also that the Georgia
law provided that as long as he owed the
planter one dollar he could not leave the
Pearson farm without facing arrest and the
chain gang for swindling.
So Dee Jackson became Shay Pearson's
nigger.
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III

hundred and eighty pounds the
SEVEN
Jacksons weighed in before the sun set
behind the pines. Louise led the way home,
her feet dragging along a furrow. Even the
empty sack hanging from her shoulder seemed
limp and exhausted.
David scratched himself tiredly. His
mother turned at the sound.
" Didn't you scrub yo'se'f, Son? " she demanded. " You ain' gone an' brung no lice
home, did you?"
" Sho I scrubbed myse'f. Scrubbed myse'f
good. Dis scratchin's jes' a nachral habit, I
reck'n."
" Better not bring no camp lice intuh my
home," she said severely. "I got all I kin do
tuh keep hit clean as 'tis. If dat house gits
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lousy I'll mek you scrub hit f'um top tuh bottom, Lawd mek me stumble an' fall in sin if I
doan!"
The southern night and the stillness around
the cabin lost in the twenty acres, the kerosene
lamp and its cheery light, the cream-colored
dishes and heavy cups on the red-and-white,
checkered table-cloth gave David a sense of
peace and security. And in Dee and Louise
was a deep thankfulness that the Lord had returned them their son.
After supper Zebulon was put to bed and
the women washed the dishes in a large, tin
pan while Dee and his son sat on the porch
steps and smoked their corn-cob pipes.
" I -hears dey's payin' a dollar an' a half a
day in de cotton mills," Dee said slowly.
" Yeah. How you figger'n gittin' dey? "
" I got fo' dollars an' sixty .cents. Made hit
shootin' crap once in town," he added apologetically.
David did not answer.
" I started wid a quarter," Dee explained
with a touch of pride, and then hastily, " but
dat was a sin an' I ain' sinned sence. I ain'
eben spent hit caise I got hit gambelin' but I
· figgered maybe some time I'd git a chance tuh
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spend hit on somethin' de Lawd wouldn't
mind."
"Yeah? On whut?"
"Well, I figgered maybe you'd lak tuh git
outuh de county an' go tuh wuk in a mill
town."
The boy peered at him suspiciously.
" Whut you want tuh git rid o' me fo'? " he
asked. " Ain' you wantin' me roun' here no
mo'?"
" Sho I want you roun' here, Son, but I
figgered maybe dis county ain' no place fo' a
young nigger. I b'longs tub Mist' Shay an'
fo' I knows hit Mist' Shay'll gib you twenty
acres an' you'll b'long tuh him, too."
" Got tub be somebody's nigger. An' Mist'
Shay's as good as a lot o' dem an' maybe some
better. If I takes yo' fo' dollars an' sixty cents
some deputy'll pick me ,up fo' I gits outen de
nex' county an' take my money away an' den
sen' me tuh de chain gang fa' bein' a vagrant."
" I figgered maybe you could git tub a mill
town if you pays de bus fare," his father said
hesitantly.
" Yeah. Dey was two niggers in camp who
tried hit an' dey had mo'n fa' dollars. Dey
was headin' fo' New Orleans an' dey headed
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right smack intuh de chain gang on de way.
You cain' go no place now-not wid all dem
fiel's an' ev'rybody wantin' husky niggers tuh
pick'm."
"I figgered maybe you could do hit, Son,"
Dee said quietly.
" If I stays here an' minds my own bus'ness
dey ain' nobody gain' tuh trouble me. I ain'
fixin' tuh git uppity roun' here. I'll jes' mind
my own bus'ness an' ten' tuh my wuk right
here wid you. Dis place's plenty good fa'
me."
" Hit's alright wid me, Son. I ain' schemin'
tuh git rid o' you. I jes' figgered maybe you'd
be a smart sight better off."
Louise and Henrietta joined them. The
shaky boards creaked under Louise's weight.
" Gi' me some tuhbaccy," she said, striking
the bowl of her pipe against her knee.
Dee gave her the can. She filled the bowl
and struck a match.
" Dat trouble o' Preacher Isaac wid Mist'
Shay's all patched up, I hears," she said with
a pleased air. " Po' ol' man. He was jes'
frettin' hisse'f sick Mist' Shay'd take his
chu'ch away an' plant de groun' wid cotton."

"Yeah," Dee said thoughtfully. "Dat's
whut he got messin' roun' wid things dat ain'
his bus'ness."
2

Old Isaac Burr was a Pearson cropper who
did his earthly work with eyes set heavenward
and who lived for the hours when he preached
God's word to his flock. He had never learned
to read or write but he had heard the Bible
read so often that he knew many verses and
these he used for texts. Pearson niggers met
in his cabin until the planter gave them a plot
of ground on which to build a church and each
year, after the crop was baled, donated a coat
of paint for the building. There was not a
cropper on his lands who was not proud of
the church and its tall spire. And then old
Isaac tol'd hi.s congregation, casually, in the
course of a sermon, that black children do not
have as good a chance for an education as
white ones. The listeners accepted it as a
truism and paid no further attention to it but
the planter, when he passed the Burr farm,
summoned him. The old man came, bowing
and smiling.
" Preacher," Pearson began, "my niggers
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roun' here are a pretty contented lot, ain't
they?"
"Yas, suh," he smiled. " Dey sho is! "
The planter rubbed his chin reflectively.
"A preacher's job's to spread the gospel,
ain't it? Every time I heard you, you talked
fine."
" Thank you, suh. Thank you. I all us tries
to gib 'em de Good Book's wuds de bes' I kin."
"That's jes' it. Why don't you jes' stick to
your job an' git 'em in right with the Lord instead o'. puttin' ideas into their heads that'll
make trouble."
" Who? Me? Why, Mist' Pearson, I bin
libin' here all my life an' I ain' bin one to
make no trouble! Somebody's lyin' to you,
suh."
" I was told you said something 'bout nigger
children not gittin' as good a education as the
whites."
The old man looked puzzled.
" I doan remember, suh," he said, " but
maybe I did say dat. Lawd, Mist' Shay, dat
ain' no lie. Eb'rybody knows hit."
"Yeah. Everybody knows it but there's no
sense rubbin' it in. First thing you know all
my niggers here'll start frettin' about it an'
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askin' fo' a lot o' things the county can't afford.
That would only git 'em in wrong. You
wouldn't want nothin' like that to happen,
would you now? "
" Lawd, no, suh I " the old man exclaimed,
frightened. "Us niggers doan wan' no
trouble!"
"Well, you probably didn't mean nothin'
but remarks like that can start an awful lot o'
misunderstandin'. Naturally, I figgered that
if the church built on my land was used to start
trouble amongst my niggers, well-nobody
could expect me to give up valuable property
to be used for that."
" No, suh," he agreed miserably.
" I reck'n it was jes' a accident an' it won't
happen no mo'. I jes' figgered I'd mention it
to you while I was passin' by."
" Y as, suh. I'se sho glad you did. I'll
watch my wuds mo' keerful, suh."
3
"Niggers'll allus hab trouble," Dee said
slowly, breaking the silence.
"Yeah," said Louise.
"White folks hab troubles, too," Dee said
thoughtfully. " Eb'rybody's got trouble."
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The unpainted wagon, with tufts of cotton
clinging to cracks in the rough boards, joggled
over the road to Preacher Isaac's church.
Henrietta was gay with a yellow ribbon in her
hair and Louise sat proud in her calico dress.
But Dee, though dressed in his lone pair of
black pants and blue, meeting-night shirt, was
far from worldly thoughts. On this night he
would sing and the Lord would hear him.
There would be a clean feeling in his heart.
He always felt like his spirit was washed clean
after such an evening, clean as fresh cotton
peeking through a cracking boll. There was
comfort in knowing there is a God and a
heaven beyond a world of cotton rows and
nigger shacks.
A hen flapped its wings excitedly to escape
the wagon.
They heard thunderous voices raised in song
before they saw the church with its friendly,
lighted windows. There was a primitive
yearning in the sound, a communion with God
and the promise of a future where there is no
work nor worry but only rest, and good things
to eat, and angels playing harps and singing
praises of the Lord; where the saved could
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peek through holes in heaven's golden floor
and see sinners sizzling on huge pine logs or
picking cotton under a Georgia sun forever
and forever, without even a drink of water for
their cracked lips.
Four lanterns, suspended by twisted strands
of wire from beams in the ceiling, threw grotesque shadows of the fifteen niggers already
there when the Jacksons entered. Door and
windows were wide open but the church
reeked of perspiration. Insects hurled themselves at the lights or settled on the unfeeling
bodies of the congregation sitting on long,
moveable benches. There were croppers in
overalls and in store suits bought in opulent
days, women in bright dresses and barefooted
youngsters; and facing them from the raised
platform was old Isaac with the white shirt
reserved for prayer meetings glaring on his
bosom. His preacher's coat fell below his
knees and even by lantern light it seemed to
show an age-old mossiness, but it was his insignia as the shepherd of a flock and he would
as soon have appeared naked before them as
without it.
" Come in! Come right in, Brother Jackson ! " he shouted.
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He sang:
Sinnuh, whut you gonter do
W'en de debbil git you?

The congregation picked up the song:
.Whut you gonter do
W'en de debbil git you!
W hut you gonter do
W'en de debbil git you!

" Lawd, I'm on my way! " Dee replied
lustily. The congregation roared:
Lawd, I'm on my way/

More Pearson niggers came. The loneliness of farms and the drabness of daily lives
were forgotten. As the head of each family
entered old Isaac shouted greetings between
the intoned words of a spiritual. Sweating
faces turned to him with abiding faith: an old
man, his hands wrinkled by a life of toil,
whose thick, flabby lips trembled as he sang;
a barefooted old woman, her face marked by
a century's lines, leaned forward eagerly. Her
thin, withered hands held a cold pipe. Stone
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deaf, she did not hear a sound but her rheumy
eyes were glued to the preacher.
Old Isaac was crying. Tears rolled down
his cheeks and he wiped them with the palm
of a hand.
"Yas, Lawd! " he cried. " Dey's yo' chillun-li'l black chillunl"
His white goatee quivered with emotion.
The old, deaf woman nodded approvingly.
" Amen," she murmured.
He raised clenched fists high overhead. He
was like an ancient prophet come among
them.
" Doan y'all go to figgerin' dat all you gotter do is to start prayin' an' beggin' de Lawd
to fo'gib you an' promisin' Him to be good
w'en y'all's too ol' to be bad. De Lawd ain' nobody's fool! He got His eyes wide open all
de time an' He's watchin' you-watchin' you
pusson'ly! You cain' pull a pair o' loaded
dice on Him. No, suh! You try dat an' y'all
lose jes' as sho's my name's Isaac Burr! Y'ali
lose an' find yo'se'f sizzlin' in hell an' de debbil right ober you laughin' till his sides hu't,
an' I sho won't blame him none I
" One o' dese days a angel tek a look down
here an' say to de Lawd, ' Lawd, dose black
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niggers down on de Pearson farm ain' payin'
no 'tention a-tall to whut yo' preacher's tellin'
'em. All dey wants is to fill dey bellies an' buy
some new clo'se an' shoot crap an' do a li'I
fornicatin'. Lawd, doan You reck'n we better sen' a li'l fire an' brimstone an' git finished
up wid 'em? Dey a bunch o' no good niggers
anyhow-jes' sinnin' an' fornicatin' all de
time!'
" But de Lawd's kind. Oh, my chillun, y'all
doan know how kind He is, blessed be His
name. He's got a heart bigger'n de hul' worl'
an' He'll say, 'Oh, le's gib 'em one mo'
chance. Dey ain' no use whippin' 'em now.
My Son was crucified wid nails through His
body jes' to sabe wuthless niggers lak dem.
Sho, le's gib 'em one mo' chance! '
" He's allus gibbin' you one mo' chancean' whut y'all doin' wid hit?"
His voice rose in a terrifying question. But
the emotion was too great for him and his
arms dropped to his sides with a helpless
gesture.
" Oh, my po' chillun-whut y'all doin' wid
yo' chance?" he asked brokenly.
A woman sobbed. An old man cried loudly,
"Lawd, 0 Lawd, fo'gib a ol' nigger fo' his
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sins!" Dee's head bowed. Louise wiped a
tear from her perspiring face.
" Boy, dat's preachin' 1" a voice shouted enthusiastically.
" Yes, suh I " another cried.
"Gib hit tuh 'em, Preacher!" an old
woman shouted hysterically. " Lawd, you ain'
tol' 'em de half ob hit yet!"

5
It was in the early hours of the morning
before the singing and shouting ended. In
Dee's-heart was a serene peace. He felt that
he was in right with the Lord. Henrietta was
asleep, tired by the emotional strain. David
stared moodily at the star-lit fields.
The wagon creaked through the ruts.
" I sho feels a lot better," said Dee.
"He preached fine dis eb'nin'," his wife
said admiringly.
A great contentment was over them.
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IV

HE county seat nestling in sleepy indoT lence
on the hot Georgia plain for six
days of the week awoke on Saturday afternoon.
Wagons lumbered out of dusty, red highways,
the mules and horses wet with perspiration.
They were left on the outskirts of the town and
in side streets while an invading horde of
blacks swarmed to the center of the town: men
with sleeves rolled up and collars open, women
in their Sunday best, sweating profusely, chiding and smacking their offspring. Niggers
within a ten mile radius were coming to town,
some to buy necessities or exchange produce
for clothes and flour, tobacco and kerosene;
but most just to wander about aimlessly or rest
in the shade of awnings over stores, glad to
escape the loneliness of their farms. The town
hall square, the street corners and the side48

walks were cluttered with them. There were
seven or eight blacks to every white in Live
Oak.
Dusty Fords and white farmers' wagons
lined the paved square. Crackers in overalls,
and their women in faded Mother Hubbards,
rambled about as aimlessly as the blacks.
Loud music blared from a radio store facing
the county jail adjoining the town hall. A
group collected before the loud speaker on the
sidewalk. Two black children joined hands
and hopped about joyously to the amusement
of bystanders who laughed and clapped hands
in tune with the dance.
The benches on the town hall lawn were occupied by whites. The blacks congregated on
corners and in front of stores or sat on curbs
puffing corn-cob pipes. Niggers did not walk
on the lawn except to drink at the public pump
from a tin dipper hanging under a sign" Colored." On the other side of the pump marked
"White," ragged and barefooted white children splashed water over one another with
loud shouts of glee.
As the sun set behind the one and two story
buildings, bringing a measure of relief from
the heat, a white man in a soiled shirt and
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wrinkled trousers, issued from a side street, his
arms loaded with hymn books and a Bible.
His fat jowls and protruding belly swayed
with each step. The paunch almost hid a
heavy, gold watch chain hanging from his
belt. As he advanced upon the lawn a number
of middle-aged and old men and women rose.
His red face was damp with perspiration and
he wiped it with a sleeve, smiled greetings,
and distributed the hymn books.
The elders dragged little boys with pinched
faces and barefooted little girls with long, thin
hair drooping to their shoulders, to join in a
semicircle under a stately live oak. There
was meekness in the children's eyes and the
grave expression of serious old age.
A crowd of whites gathered near the pump
while the blacks watched from across the wide
street.
The fat man waved the Bible.
"We will open with the hymn Hold Out to
the End/' he announced loudly. His voice
was husky.

so

I bin prayin' in the valley so long,
I ain't got tard yet.
I bin prayin' in the valley so long,
I ain't got tard yet.

He kept time by waving the Bible. The
veins in his neck showed blue against his red
throat. The singing suffused his face with
a deeper red. The scrawny old men and
women followed in dismal discord. The children sang shrilly.
A popular tune crashed from the radio, almost drowning their voices.
The fat man paused for breath and again
wiped his face with a sleeve.
Hold
I
Hold
I

out, my Brother, hold out to the end,
ain't got tard yet.
out, my Brother, hold out to the end,
ain't got tard yet.

The voice rose raucous and loud. The old
women screeched, their eyes raised to heaven.
The crowd stared. The niggers across the
street nodded and murmured, " Amen .."
2

From the wide, granite slabs of the town
hall steps Jim Deering and Sheriff Dan
Nichols watched the niggers. There was
power and force in the planter's tall, spare
form. The nostrils of his aquiline nose dis51

tended slightly over thin lips. A large, felt
hat shaded his gray eyes.
The sheriff's glance roamed to the stores
facing the square.
" Reck'n they won't do much buyin' this
ev'nin' ," he remarked.
Deering glanced at his shiny, leather puttees.
" I've got seventy acres that haven't been
picked," he said quietly. " Before we turn
around it'll be time to work the peanut farms."
Nichols nodded sympathetically.
" These damn niggers don't want to work,"
Deering added.
A frown flashed across the sheriff's heavy
face.
" I don't want to tell you how to run yo'
business, Jim," he said hesitantly, "but I
wouldn't jes' take 'em. Some o' these niggers
git away an' do a lot o' talkin'. I haven't forgotten the hell raised over that last batch you
took."
The planter's eyes moved restlessly over the
streets.
" I don't intend to lose money just because
niggers are too lazy to work," he said pointedly.
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"Some o' these young bucks'll git into trouble befo' the ev'nin's over," the sheriff suggested.
"That's a likely-looking nigger," said Deering, nodding towards one crossing .the street.
" That's a Clayton nigger," the sheriff protested quickly.
" I don't give a good God damn whose nigger he is."
Nichols shrugged his shoulders and turned
to the open window of his office where Jess
Pitkin, one of his deputies, sat with feet on the
window sill surveying the visitors.
"Jess," he called, "I wish you'd keep an
eye on Tom Mathers, Clayton's nigger. He's
bin gittin' kind o' biggity lately an' may git
into trouble."
The deputy spat a mouthful of tobacco
juice, wiped his chin with the palm of a hand,
and rose.
"I'm going over to the bank," Deering said
abruptly. " I want at least four."
The sheriff nodded and wiped the sweat
from his hat band.
3
In the years Jim Deering had been amassing
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his wealth, few were known to have received
wages from him even in seasons when crops
brought high prices. He cheated his niggers
so openly that they risked the anger of the law
and ran away. Even whites who went to work
for him fled.
There was difficulty with labor each year
and each year at planting time the sheriff,
placed in office by the politically influential
landowner, picked up foot-loose niggers in the
county who, rather than serve time on the
chain gang for vagrancy, usually agreed to
work off the fines the planter offered to pay.
Two years ago, at a time when Deering's acres
were blanketed with a stupendous crop, other
farmers demanded their share of vagrants.
He offered forty dollars a month but no Ochlockonee nigger would sign and in desperation
he forced three blacks and one white into his
car at the point of a pistol and took them to his
farms. The white escaped and found his way
to Atlanta and the resulting difficulty gave
Dan Nichols trouble before it was smoothed
over.
The county niggers feared Deering. There
were rumors that he had armed guards to keep
his workers from running away. The white
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man told of it in Atlanta but the planter explained that the function of the armed watch
was to protect his property. A crazy nigger
had once set fire to a barn and after that the
patrol was established, he said.

4
The afternoon sun beat upon the creaking
Jackson wagon. No neighbor was visible on
the road to Live Oak; they were alone in a
world of heat waves dancing on a deserted
highway. The perspiration ran down Dee's
face. Louise's polka dot dress clung damply
to her body. Her neck glistened under a large,
straw hat.
Saturday meant half a day's work and relaxation among people, streets and bright
lights and store windows; an ice cream cone
or a red lolly-pop for Zebulon, and boys who
would jostle Henrietta's skinny body and send
thrills of awakening sex through her, and
for David, there was adventure when the sun
set and black girls laughed invitingly in the
half-lighted streets and alleys of Nigger
Town.
Dee halted his mule in an open lot two
blocks from the town hall square. Two young
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niggers standing beside a nearby wagon ogled
Henrietta with glances that brought giggles
from her.
" Doan you go tuh laughin' at dem niggers,"
Louise said irritably.
" Leah de chile be," Dee advised mildly.
"Ain' you neber laughed w'en you was a fool
gal?"
" I ain' neber laughed dat foolish! " She
slapped the girl briskly. "Why, dat gal ain'
ol' enough tuh know her own name an' here
she's makin' eyes at 'em! A sin, dat's whut hit
is I "
"You done a li'l sinnin' yo'se'f w'en you was
a gal. Leah de chile be."
David jumped from the wagon with an
angry frown and the two youngsters turned
away.
" Dey's Mist' Deerin' ," Dee said abruptly,
nodding to the sun-baked street which the
planter was crossing.
" He didn't come tuh buy no kerosene,"
Louise said under her breath.
"He neber do come tuh town on Sat'dee
widout wantin' he'p on his farms. De sheriff'll be pickin' up some stray niggers dis eb'nin' fo' sho."
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Louise turned sharply to David:
" You keep outuh mischief, d'you hear? I
doan wan' you tuh go gittin' intuh no trouble
an' git carried tuh de chain gang again."
" He'll be alright," Dee said slowly, " but
dey ain' no sense gittin' intuh no messes."

5
Four blocks north of the square was the first
of the squalid buildings of Nigger Town. It
sagged on an unpaved street across from the
home of a poor white who did odd jobs in
Live Oak. Nigger Town wound in a semicircle around the county seat and petered out
in little clearings of cabbages and tomatoes or
weed-covered fields. Winding, dusty lanes
were its streets and flies buzzed about the cakes
of horse dung that dotted them.
The paint on Nigger Town homes had long
since worn off but their ugliness was hidden by
rambler roses and leafy vines that twined over
the trellised porches and clambered up the
walls. Here, on lazy Saturday afternoons, old
men and women sat drowsily on the stoops,
smoking their pipes and staring somnolently
at the children playing on the red streets.
In Mockingbird Alley was the clean little
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house owned by Magnolia Holland. Each
year it was given a coat of paint and when
spring and summer came the verandah was almost hidden by honeysuckle vines. Its windows were draped with spotless curtains and
at night heavy blinds were drawn. It had the
air of a deserted place by day but when the
town lights showed bright in the distance it
became alive. Laughter mingled with soft
tunes from a radio and niggers came to ring
the door-bell.
Near her house was a lunch room with an
orange and yellow sign "Eats." The restaurant's lone window was opaque with the dirt
and dust of weeks and on Saturday nights niggers with a little money gathered under the
yellow light struggling through to the sidewalk and shot crap.
These were Live Oak's oases for visiting
blacks and though fights often started there,
the sheriff closed his eyes. Niggers were
needed for the county's public work and the
law could always find there a supply of misdemeanor offenders.

6
Once a young wench had hailed David
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softly from a porch and he always passed the
house when in town but the call was never
repeated. Only from dark alleys still warm
with the day's heat, white men whispered
furtively as he passed:
" Hey, nigger, want a drink?"
David knew that he who had a dime stepped
into the alley and passed it quickly to an outstretched hand. A bottle was tendered and
tilted upward. There were many Crackers
peddling white mule made on lonely farms
and brought to town expressly for the Saturday visitors.
In the hazy light from the lunch room seven
niggers eagerly watched Fate roll two dotted
cubes. Dimes and quarters lay on the sidewalk. David stopped to peer enviously at
a youth rubbing the dice between his
palms.
" One dollar I makes dat six," the player
called. " Come on, gambelers, whey's yo'
money?"
" Half a dollar sez you gwine frow a seben,"
a voice announced.
The clang of silver on the sidewalk rang its
sharp challenge.
" I got a quarter of hit," another said.
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"Fifteen cents sez yo's clean outer yo'
haidl"
" Ten cents mo' I One dime mo'! Whassa
matter? Ain' y'all got no money? Wha' you
doin' in dis heah crap game? Doan y'all call
yo'se'f gambelers! Gambelers, huh I J es' a
lot o' cheap niggers, dat's all you is!"
" Two dollars sez you is a cheap mgger
yo'se'f," a deep voice said coldly.
A huge black threw two dollar bills on the
pile of change.
"Go on, mister," he urged, "dey's two dollars. Cover hit, an' hush yo' big mouf I "
The thrower paused in fondling the dice.
"I'm bettin', cullud man, an' I'm bettin' one
dollar. Hit's my frow."
"All you frow is a lot o' hot air," the challenger said contemptuously, and picked up the
bills.
Someone laughed nervously. Another
called irritably:
"Come on, do yo' singin' in chu'ch. Frow
de dice or pass 'em tuh somebody as will frow
'em! Dis ain' no prayer meetin'. Frow 'em
or pass 'em!"
The holder of the dice blew into his palms.
"Mudder Mary," he prayed, "show dese
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niggers how you an' li'l Jesus pair up on
t'rees I"
The cubes flashed out of his hands. A five
and a deuce lay uppermost.
"Haw!" the deep voice exclaimed. "Try
God hisse'f nex' time! "
" You jes' shoot yo' mouf off too damn
much, nigger," the loser growled.
"Maybe you'd lak tuh close hit?"
A steel blade glinted in the yellow light.
The burly nigger grunted and clutched at his
neck. The assailant dropped the knife and
fled. Someone scooped up the money and ran.
Only the knife was left by the time the restaurant proprietor and his two customers rushed
out.
Dayid instinctively turned to the lighted
streets, hoping to lose himself in the crowds.
Dark forms scurried by. A strong hand
grasped the boy's arm, and a voice demanded:
"Whut's yo' hurry, nigger? "
David lunged to break the hold and was
slapped across the mouth.
" Stay still," the voice warned, " or I'll bust
yo' haidl"
"I didn't do nothin'," he protested frantically.
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Another deputy with a frightened nigger in
tow came up.
"Here," he panted, "hold this one!"
David rubbed his bruised lips. The sheriff
and Jess Pitkin appeared, each with a prisoner.
"I got the knife," Nichols said triumphantly. " How many we got?"
" Four, an' Buck's after another."
" Sheriff," pleaded one of the prisoners, " I
was walkin' down de street an' doan know
nothin' a-tall 'bout all dis! What'd he want
to 'rest me fo'? "
"Hush!" Nichols ordered harshly, raising
a threatening hand.
The prisoners were marched to a street
light.
" Oh," said the sheriff, " yo're that Clayton
nigger that's bin gittin' biggity ev'ry time you
come to town ! "
" Sheriff," the boy said earnestly, " I was
walkin' down de street--"
"An' you," Nichols turned to David,
"yo're the nigger that's jes' back from the
chain gang, huh? "
"Yes, suh," said David, "but I doan know
whut hit's all about, suh. I was watchin' de
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game an' w'en de fight started I jes' run lak
ev'rybody else--"
" You didn't do the cuttin', did you? " the
sheriff demanded.
" No, suh! Lawd, no, suh! "
" Then what did you run away fo'? "
" I didn't want tuh git in no trouble--"
" Bad nigger," the sheriff interrupted with
a shake of his head. " Like as not did the
cuttin'."
" Sheriff, I tells you I didn't do nothin'! "
" He's a Pearson nigger," Jess Pitkin remarked casually.
" Sheriff, I swears wid my han' on de Bible
I ain' hu't nobody. Nobody I I was jes'
watchin' de game--"
Reports of the stabbing spread. From a
man knifed they grew to a nigger killed, two
wounded and eight arrested. A crowd gathered on the jail steps. Those arrested were
being booked and everyone was anxious to
learn the identity of the dead man, the injured
and the prisoners. After a fruitless search for
David Dee left Henrietta and Zebulon with
Louise and, hat in hand, pushed his way up
the stairs to the deputy guarding the screened
outer door.

" Kin I go in, suh? " he pleaded.
The deputy carefully selected a spot on the
lawn and spat upon it.
"Nobody 'lowed in," he said.
Dee waited with the others until Dan
Nichols appeared. The sheriff was immediately besieged with questions.
" Who bin kilt, suh? " an old woman asked
tearfully.
" Nobody, aunty," he assured her pleasantly. " J es' a li'l cuttin' in a crap game. Ain'
nobody bin killed."
There was a sigh of relief at the news. The
sheriff bit a chew from a plug of tobacco and
continued:
" Five o' the nigras in the fight's bin arrested
an' are now in there. N othin' to worry about."
" Who's bin arrested? " Dee asked fearfully.
Nichols noticed him for the first time and
frowned.
" Yo' re Dee Jackson, ain't you? " he asked.
" Yes, suh," Dee said.
"That boy o' yourn's allus gittin' into trouble." The sheriff shook his head disapprovingly.
·
" Whut he do, suh? "
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Other voices queried:
" Who else bin arrested? "
" Kin I see David? " Dee pleaded.
"No. Can't nobody see anybody jes' now."
" Mist' Nichols," Dee persisted, "cain' you
tell me, please, suh, whut he's charged wid? "
"Gamblin', fightin' an' resistin' the law,"
the sheriff said curtly. " He's a bad nigger,
that boy o' yourn, Dee! "
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HE wheels crunched in the road ruts.
Dee's shoulders swayed with each motion
as though he were part of the flat board on
which he sat, part of the one-horse wagon.
The reins dangled listlessly in his hands.
" I jes' felt hit in my bones dey'd be trouble
w'en I seen Mist' Deerin'," Louise said.
A wagon ahead stopped before a cabin
etched on a ghostly field of cotton.
" Dey was fifty husky niggers in town,"
Louise said again.' " Why did dey have tuh
'res' David?"
A loose wheel rattled. Zebulon kicked a
board restlessly in his sleep.
" Doan jes' set dey lak you's daid! " she
exclaimed irritably. "Ain' you got nothin'
tuh say!"
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"Nothin'," he said slowly.
" Why did dey have tuh 'res' David? " she
repeated bitterly.
" Mist' Deerin' has a lot o' cotton he wants
picked."
Tears rolled down her cheeks. She shook
her head dejectedly.
"Doan tek on lak dat," Dee said.
"An' me a chu'ch member. Why did de
good Lawd, bless His name, amen, have tuh
do dis tuh me? "
"De Lawd didn't do hit. Dey'd a-carried
David off eben if dey hadn't bin no fight." His
voice trembled slightly.
"J es' de meanes' white man eber was bo'n."
"Yeah."
"I hope he bu'ns in hell fo'eber an' eber."
"Dat'd sho he'p David now. Why doan
you hush?"
" I cain', Dee," she cried pitifully. " I'm
all broke up inside an' I'm scairt dey'll sen'
him away again."
" No, I reck'n not. You cain' pick cotton
on de roads."
" But David b'longs tuh us. He wuks fo'
us an' fo' Mist' Shay. Mist' Shay needs his
cotton picked jes' as bad as Mist' Deerin'.
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Reck'n Mist' Shay'd ,he'p git David out fo'
hisse'f?"
" I done studied dat. Mist' Shay ain' goin'
tuh fight Mist' Deerin' fo' one nigger. Mist'
Shay borries money f'um Mist' Deerin's bank
an' he cain' mek a enemy o' him."
"Money. Eb'rything's money. If we could
git some money we'd git Jedge Mayna'd tuh
go tuh co't fo' him - - "
"Talk sense, woman," Dee said tiredly.
2

There were cases where niggers in trouble
had gone to white lawyers. Not six months
ago old man Crosby, beyond the sunrise bend,
who had his own eighteen acres, went to law
against a white farmer and all he got was the
lawyer's bill. White lawyers do not care about
niggers who oppose planters, especially influential ones, and there were no nigger lawyers
within a hundred miles of Live Oak. There
was one in Macon and another in Atlanta, nigger lawyers who argued against white lawyers
before white judges and did not get their heads
cracked for impudence; but here in Ochlockonee county white lawyers were unwilling to
oppose white planters in a white man's court.
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3
When the mule was unharnessed Dee went
to bed. He stared out of the small window
panes at the stars low in the sky, sighed and
turned restlessly.
" Cain' you sleep, Dee? " Louise asked.
He put his hand OU:t to pat her head as he
had done when their mule died and the Lord
had not heard their prayers. Her cheeks were
wet to his touch.
"Ain' no sense tuh dat," he said kindly.
"De Lawd's done fo'got us, Dee," she wept.
"I feel hit in my bones. He's done fo'got us
er He neber would a-let dis happen."
"Hush," he chided. "De Lawd neber fo'gits none o' His chillun. He's jes' busy,
woman. He's got other things tuh study widout all us stud yin' 'bout de Jacksons. He ain'
fo'got. No, suh. Doan you neber say dat."
" If dis was J an'ry de deputies would
a-slapped him an' sen' him on home. Now,
he'll have tuh stay in jail fo' months fo' co't
sets an' den be carried tuh de chain gang."
" You cain' pick cotton in a jail cell. I
reck'n Mist' Deerin'll be at de co't house tuhmorrer tuh git 'em tuh sign tuh wuk fo' him."
He sighed and turned again.
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"Bes' go tuh sleep now. We got tuh wuk
in de mo'nin'."

4
Ochlockonee's acres were heavy with the
season's yield. Niggers walked the furrows
with bent backs or crawled on knee-pads to
pick the cotton before the skies clouded and
equinoctial rains swept the land. But more
niggers were needed, strong niggers, niggers
who could pick two hundred, two hundred
and fifty pounds and more a day.
The court of general jurisdiction meets
twice a year but white justice sheds its lethargy
when niggers are needed in the cotton fields.

5
On Monday morning, after the five prisoners were fed hominy, molasses and black
coffee, two deputies escorted them to the sheriff. He sat in a large swivel chair before a
roll-top desk.
"What the hell was the matter with you
boys Sat' dee ev'nin'?" he asked genially.
" Cain't you bucks behave yo'se'ves? "
" Cap'n, I didn't--" a nigger began
eagerly.
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" Yeah, I've heard that befo'. You didn't
do nothin' an' nobody else did. There was no
fight an' no cuttin' an' no gamblin' an' no trouble. Fact is, you boys wasn't even in the
county, was you? "
The prisoners grinned. The deputies
grinned.
Nichols spat into a spittoon at his feet,
sucked at his teeth thoughtfully, and shook his
head.
"Boys, y'all got some serious charges
against you an' as the law I cain't do nothin'
'cept hol' you fo' trial. Co't'll set in about fo'
months an' the jedges'lllet you know if you go
free or git fined or go to the chain gang."
" Fo' months I " one exclaimed.
"Yeah." He shrugged his shoulders regretfully. " Shouldn't a-cut up so frisky Sat'dee
an' y'all'd a-bin out in the fields this mawin'."
" I wasn't near the place," the Clayton nigger said sullenly.
The sheriff ignored him and continued:
" I don't figger you bucks are a bad lot. I
reck'n y'all's jes' a bunch o' fool niggers a li'l
giddy in the haid from too much life in you.
I don't like to hol' you all this time co'se it'll
be months fo' co't sets. An' then maybe you'll
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go free anyway or maybe git thuty days fo'
gamblin' an' sixty days fo' fightin' an' maybe
six months fo' resistin' the law. I reck'n
it means 'bout a year fo' y'all git washed
up."
Jim Deering opened the screened door to
the sheriff's office. His puttees were highly
polished and his coat seemed molded to his
shoulders.
"Morning, Sheriff," he said carelessly.
" Sorry I broke in while you were tending to
some business."
Nichols waved a pudgy hand.
" Perfectly all right, Mr. Deerin'. I'll be
through in a minute. J es' talkin' to this bunch
we picked up Sat'dee ev'nin'."
The planter nodded and strolled to a window overlooking the lawn.
"That's about all, boys," the sheriff concluded. " I'll have to hoi' you till co't sets.
Now, while yo're in jail I want you to behave.
Clean yo' cells ev'ry mawnin' - - "
"Plan to keep them here till court meets?"
Deering asked. "That's a pretty bad break
for them, isn't it?"
"Cain't he'p it, Mr. Deerin'. Charges
against 'em o' gamblin', fightin' an' resistin'
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the law. Giddy niggers, I reck'n, but I got to
hoi' 'em."
" Nonsense. There's a fight in Live Oak almost every day and crap shooting every night.
As for resisting the law I imagine all they did
was to try to run away-which is exactly what
you or I would have done."
The prisoners stared at him suspiciously.
" Maybe so. Maybe so. They may even
git off--"
" I think it's bad business to feed them for
months, bad for the county and bad for them.
If they are acquitted it will have cost the
county money and if they're found guilty
they'll have to work the roads longer to meet
the costs that piled up."
" But there's nothin' I kin do about it, Mr.
Deerin'," the sheriff said apologetically.
" Of course there is. If you make the charge
disturbing the peace they could plead guilty
and you would have to bring them before a
justice of the peace immediately. He'll probably fine them twenty-five dollars and costs
and you'll have it over with."
"We ain' got no money fo' a fine," a prisoner said hesitantly.
" That's so, too."
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The prisoners glanced at one another with
understanding, worried looks.
" I need help in my fields and I'll pay your
fines as advances against your wages," the
planter smiled. " I'll help you out of this
mess if you'll help me. Thirty dollars a
month. In five or six weeks you will have
worked off the fine and be free instead of still
being in jail waiting for trial."
"Feedin' 'em all these months would be an
expense," the sheriff said thoughtfully. He
turned to the prisoners. " I don't figger y'all's
such a bad lot as I tol' you an' I'm willin' to
he'p you an' the county. If you want to accept
Mr. Deerin's offer, why I'll change the
charges. I don't want to stan' in nobody's way
if they want to do you a good turn."
" I wasn't near de place," the Clayton nigger repeated.
"That's fo' the co't to decide," Nichols
frowned. "You don't have to plead guilty if
you don't want to. Some niggers never appreciate a favor."
" It would be a shame to send these boys to
the chain gang," Deering said quietly, " especially now that the Prison Commission will
restore the leather again."
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David had heard old convicts tell of the
leather strap whipped across naked buttocks.
Its use had been forbidden by law after horrified citizens awoke to its barbaric cruelty.
Now it was to be restored. Deering was in a
position to know for he was a county commisSIOner.
The planter glanced at a neat wrist watch.
"What say, boys?" Nichols asked.
" I reck'n I'll sign," one said slowly.
It was obvious to them that the alternative
to the chain gang was signing, and one by one
they agreed.
There was no difficulty with the justice of
the peace. He heard their pleas and imposed
fines of twenty-five dollars and costs on each.
When they got into the planter's car his coat
flapped back. They saw the shine of a smoothworn, brown holster.

6
As far as the eyes could see the Deering
acres were white with cotton. But no cabin
dotted the fields, no bent back picked the
whiteness from the crisp bolls. The rich land
was deserted but for a slim figure on horseback
in the distance, a white man, lean and wiry. A
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black, felt hat shaded his dark face and a rifle
rested across the pommel of his saddle.
Deering slowed down and called:
" Hello, Sam."
"Howdy, Mr. Deerin'," the man returned.
It was high noon when the car turned into
a narrow side road. Deep in the fields was a
cluster of buildings in a wire inclosure, two
large, rambling ones like barrack and mess
halls and three shacks, two near the gate entrance and the third beside a gravel road leading to a white mansion rising out of a green
sea of lawn a thousand feet away. Beyond the
wire fence were barns and shelters and a flat
pen filled with fertilizer. A quarter of a mile
east other cabins baked in the sun, homely
places with spots of green about them and
wash hanging on lines stretched between trees.
Two Ford trucks were inside the gate. An
odor of manure hung over the stockade.
A gigantic nigger stood with arms akimbo
in the doorway of a shack surveying them.
" Charlie! " Deering called to him. " These
niggers will work here."
To the boys in the car he said crisply:
" Hop out. Charlie will show you about."
Three horses were hitched under a clump
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of live oaks in a corner of the stockade. Three
niggers with shotguns in their laps lolled lazily on the grass.
" Bettah git'n de mess hall fo' yo' dinnah,"
Charlie suggested mildly to the newcomers.
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VI

niggers were at two long,
N INETEEN
pine tables. The room smelled of food
and perspiration and manure. A solemnfaced wench brought plates of black-eyed peas
and chunks of pork, corn bread, tin spoons
and tin cups filled with water.
The faces at the tables were resentful, sullen. Sometimes they spoke, in low tones, as
though fearful of their own voices. A nigger
facing David ate awkwardly with his left
hand. The right was bandaged with a dirty
rag. A city nigger who had never picked a
boll before. He had been on his way to Memphis but he was working for Deering now.
The dried leaves, sharp as knives to the inexperienced, had cut his hands until they were
raw.
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When a nigger finished eating he went out
to smoke in the shade of the building until it
was time to be taken to the field being picked
that day.
A leathery-skinned white in puttees and
brown, duck trousers and a pistol in a holster
on his hip, talked to the newcomers when they
went out.
"Charlie'll show you yo're bunks an' fix
you up with overalls so's you won't tear your
clo'se," he said tersely. " If there's somethin'
you want-underwear, shoes, 'baccy, you kin
git it from the commissary. Better change
now.''
Fifteen iron cots with old mattresses and
rough, brown blankets, ranged each side of
the barracks. The windows were covered with
iron netting. In the rear were three stools and
near them, six faucets emptying into a sink
resembling a trough.
"Dese heah bunks ain' bein' used now,"
Charlie suggested, pointing them out. " Pick
yo'se'f one."
A nigger brought overalls and threw them
on a bunk. When the change was made Charlie said:
"Y'all git yo' bags in de trucks. Ah reck'n
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Mist' Taylah-he's yo' ovahseeah-'11 talk a
bit fo' you go out in de fiel's. He gin' rally do.
Bes' mine 'im, caise he's hahd, hahd'n a string
o' bah bed wiah."
The overseer was waiting for them near the
trucks.
" You new niggers," he began abruptly,
" any o' you never picked cotton befo'? "
"No, suh," one said timidly.
"That's good. Mr. Deerin' specks y'all to
work an' I figgers husky bucks like you kin do
two hunnerd an' fifty poun's a day. Now, you
git thebes' kine o' treatment here. Good food,
an hour an' a half fo' dinner an' plenty o'
water out in the fiel's. Nobody likes a good
nigger better'n Mr. Deerin' or myse'f."
The three niggers with shotguns mounted
their horses. The overseer glanced at them.
" They's some niggers that don't appreciate
good handlin'," he added. "Them guards is
fo' them who try to cheat Mr. Deerin' by gittin' advances an' a lot o' stuff from the commissary an' then runnin' away. Some niggers
is like that, lazyin' on the job an' tryin' to
swindle Mr. Deerin'.
" But I don't figger y'all's that kine, so hop
m. I speck 'bout a hunnerd poun's fo' supper."

So

2

A pile of cotton sacks and a milk can filled
with water was in the center of the truck. The
nigger from the cabin beside the gravel road,
the cook's husband, sat at David's left and
Limpy Rivers at his right, on one of the boards
that served for seats. David was startled to
see Limpy. He had been on the chain gang in
Snake Fork, a surly, grumbling nigger, but
some six weeks befo're had been counted out
in the morning line. Outside of a casual nod
Limpy did not notice him.
The guards and overseer followed the truck
on horseback.
One of the newcomers glanced at the fields
and said:
"That's sho a lot o' cotton."
"Dey's mo'n dat," the cook's husband volunteered. "·Dey's mo' Deerin' niggahs 'bout
three miles east."
David looked at the armed guard following
them.
" Mighty lak a chain gang," he said guardedly.
"You mek yo' time dey an' goes free,"
Limpy growled.
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" We cain' go after we wuks out de ad~
vance?" David asked, startled.
" Ask Cooky," Limpy returned.
" Mist' Deerin' gimme ten dollahs two years
ago. I ain' wukked hit out yet," the cook's
husband said.
Two miles from the stockade the trucks
entered a clearing in a full-flowering field.
Cane brakes in the distance marked the end of
the cotton rows. The cans of water were placed
beside a weighing machine near which wicker
baskets were piled. Each nigger took a bag
and a basket and left for the area assigned him.
Two guards rode to the cane brakes where a
path separated them from the cotton field.
The other patrolled the road from the clearing
to the highway. The overseer rode the furrows, watching the niggers and returning to
the clearing to weigh the full baskets when
they were brought in.
Limpy walked with David.
" Some niggers try to run away by gittin' in
dem brakes," Limpy said.
·
" Yeah? " said David.
" De brakes en' up in a big swamp-miles
an' miles long."
"Yeah."
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" Mos'ly new niggers. Doan know no better. Ain' no sense goin' dey."
"No, no sense in dat."
One hundred pounds before supper meant
fast work and David picked swiftly and
steadily. The sweat under his arms irritated
him. Sweat formed on his upper lip and
trickled to the corners of his mouth, leaving a
salty taste.
3
An hour before sundown the overseer blew
his whistle. The clearing was banked high
with cotton. In the morning the trucks would
take it to the Deering gin.
It was almost dark when the niggers returned to the inclosure lighted by four lanterns
on high poles, and washed the sweat from their
faces at the common trough. After supper
they gathered about the worn steps of the mess
hall and barracks. Few of them talked and
those who did, the burden of their conversation was women, women they had known and
women they hoped to meet when they got
out.
"If yo're a good nigger an' do yo' weight
Mist' Deerin' gin'rally carries you to town
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some Sat'dee ev'nin' or lets you go wid Mist'
Taylor," David learned.

4
Sometimes when they came in from the
fields the overseer would say a pleasant word
or Mr. Deering would smile and tell two or
three they could go to Live Oak on Saturday.
Then the whole atmosphere would change.
They would tell stories, laugh and sing. They
were so grateful for a little kindness.
Mondays were usually pleasant. They were
rested and the fortunate ones who had been to
the county seat were still reliving their experiences with vivid words and exclamations.
Sometimes they talked enviously of the servants in the big house but the wenches in
starched aprons and white caps were beyond
them. Charlie claimed the prettiest and the
guards claimed the others.
But even talking made them feel a little
closer to the living world.
5
The public school for niggers in Live Oak
had been too far away for David to attend so
he had never learned to read or write. One
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evening, on the return from the fields, he asked
Cooky if he could write.
"Sho," he said with a touch of pride. "Ah
wen' to de fo'th grade."
"I wanted to write tuh my folks," the boy
explained.
" Come on ovah after suppah an' Ah'll
write hit fo' you. Co'se Ah will."
Thereafter David often visited Cooky.
They would sit on the porch, smoke and talk
in low tones. Sometimes Mary Lou, his wife,
would sit with them and watch her three-yearold son at play.
Once David asked them:
"Why doan you git yo'se'f a passel o' Ian'
f'um Mist' Deerin' an' maybe you kin mek a
li'l money sometimes?"
" Mist' Dee'in' doan wan' croppahs," Cooky
explained. " He got 'bout thuty now but dey's
mos'ly niggahs whut's bin dey long befo' he
got de Ian'. He'd rathah git fam'ly niggahs
by de month if he kin, co'se hit's hahd fo'm to
run away. But even single men's cheapah by
de month co'se in wintah he lets 'em run away
an' he doan have to advance 'em ten dollahs a
month while de crop's growin'."
David learned his story.

ss

Cooky, whose name was Walter Freedman,
had worked in an Alabama mill until he got
consumption. A nigger doctor told him to get
out in the sun if he wanted to see his boy grow
up and the coughing, emaciated nigger went to
work for a farmer. At the end of the month
he discovered that he was being cheated. That
same night Mary Lou and he bundled their
few personal belongings in a blanket, took
their seven-months-old baby, and crossed the
Chattahoochee River into Georgia to avoid
trouble with the planter who claimed a debt of
eight dollars and thirty-seven cents for goods
advanced. An independent nigger farmer was
giving them a lift through Ochlockonee
county when Deering passed and asked if they
·.
were looking for work.
Forty dollars a month for him and his wife
were the wages agreed upon and a ten dollar
advance sealed the contract. At the end of the
first month Freedman's itemized account
showed that deducting the value of purchases
from the commissary, he had two dollars and
eighty-one cents due him, but the clerk's
ledger showed a debit balance of over six dollars for him. Deering was in the store looking
over the stock and Freedman called his atten86

tion to the discrepancies in the two accounts,
tendering his own carefully listed figures. The
planter silently took the large, red ledger and
glanced at the Freedman page.
"That's what the ledger shows," he said
frowning.
" Ah didn't buy dat much stuff, suh," Freedman insisted.
"That's what the ledger shows," the planter
snapped. "I guess your figures don't include
rent and interest on the value advanced you."
" I figgered rent, but I didn't buy dat much
stuff. An' dey cain' be eight dollahs int'res',"
he protested.
Deering's face flushed. With an angry exclamation he struck him in the mouth, knocking him against a flour barrel.
" You impudent son of a bitch! " he raged.
" Do you mean I'm stealing from you! "
Freedman never protested again. Succeeding months found the debt increasing. The
planter charged twenty percent interest on the
balance as recorded in his books. The latest
reckoning showed the nigger almost two hundred dollars in debt.
" Ah'll never pay out," he concluded resignedly. "But, dey all de same, only some is
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wussen others. But Ah ain' got no mo' cough.
Wukkin' in de sun sho fixed dat up fine. An'
Ah gits mah clo'se an' food, an' Chrismus
time Ah gits ten dollahs Chrismus money an'
sometimes Mist' Dee' in' sen's ovah some things
fo' li'l Harrison to play wid. Ah wanted to
run away again but f'um whut I heahs, places
ain' much diff'run' so Ah stays on. Hit could
be wuss."

6
There were some who found contentment in
the Deering stockade. A man has to work for
someone, and once a nigger gets that into his
head and does not expect too much he can be
happy, so Joe Wallis with his moon face and
sunny disposition, was happy. To Joe life was
filled with fun and laughter. His presence
made things easier and everybody liked him,
even the guards and the overseer and Deermg.
Joe sang. His round face would wreathe in
smiles, his feet would tap time, his head and
shoulders would shake and his eyes would roll.
Ballads, blues, spirituals. He had a great
store of them and when those were not sufficient for his mood, he would make up his own,
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about little things in the stockade or thoughts
that he had or a wench he had known.
They liked My Jane especially and they
always sang it with him:
My Jane, whut a gall she loves red shoes,
My Jane, whut a gall she loves silk clo,se.
My Jane, whut a gall she loves plenty money,
She kin devil a feller till hit ain, even funny.
My Jane, whut a gall she loves heaps o' men,
Gits whut you got an, dat' s yo' en'I

"Ain' dat de truffl" someone always
shrieked.
" Y as, suh, but she's wuth hit! " he invariably replied.
My Jane, whut a gall drive a feller to de bad,
My Jane, hell-o-mighty/ bel gal I ever had!

But sometimes Joe sang of thoughts none
would dare utter in prosaic talk. Then his
companions would stir restlessly and shake
their heads.
" Dat's right," they would say to one another.

u

Nigger go to white man1
Ask him /o 1 wuk.
White man say to nigger:
Git out o1 yo1 shirt.n
Nigger throws off his coat1
Goes to wuk pickin1 cotton.
W 1 en time come to git pay1
White man give 1 im nothin1 •
L£11 bees suck de blossoms.
Big bees eat de honey.
Nigger raises de cotton an1 cawn1
White folks git de money.

When the overseer or the planter were in an
ugly mood they did not sing. On such days
they lay on their cots talking, often reliving
the events that brought them there. One
nigger who had come in February had been
on his way home from Atlanta to Tallahassee.
In Ochlockonee county a deputy saw him on
the highway swinging his carefree way. Now
he was working for Deering.
"-Maybe sometime Mist' Deerin'll git good
an' tard o' havin' dis nigger 'roun'," he smiled
cheerfully, " an' den maybe I kin go on my
way. An' boy, w'en dis nigger gits home he
ain' travellin' no mo' I "
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Limpy told how Deering paid five dollars
for him, the balance of a twenty-five dollar
fine for vagrancy, to secure his release from
the chain gang a month before the sentence
was up. Thirty dollars a month he had been
promised and in the six weeks he had been on
the planter's land he had not yet worked off
the five dollar advance. Deering charged him
for food, for rent, for shoes, for everything
possible.
" Dat's how dey git you," he finished sourly.
" I bin heah five months an' I'se sho' lucky
I didn't git mah haid busted," Joe Wallis announced gleefully. " I was standin' fron' o' de
drug sto' in Live Oak wid half a pint o' moonshine in mah belly-! was so drunk I couldn't
hit de groun' wid mah hat I I said, ' God
damn' 'bout somethin' or other w'en a white
man an' woman was passin' by an' fo' I knew
hit de white man smacked me square in de
mouf fo' swearin' befo' a white woman an' de
sheriff slapped me in jail-an' heah I is!"
"Yeah. An' here you stay," Limpy assured
him dryly.
7
On the day he got Dee's answer to his letter
9I

David was depressed. When Cooky finished
reading it the boy shook his head dolefully.
" I reck'n dey keep a nigger here till he jes'
has tuh run away," he said.
Freedman sucked thoughtfully at his cold
pipe.
" Tain' smaht to run away," he finally said.
" Tain' right tuh keep you locked up lak
you was on de chain gang, either."
" Co'se 'tain' right but whut's a wum gonter
do w'en a bud got him in his mouf? Hollah
' Hey, Mist' Bud, you ain' got no right to be
eatin' me!' Whut do dat git 'im? Git 'im a
slap in de mouf, dat's whut hit git 'im. Oat
wum cain' argy w'en de bud's eatin' 'im. All
he kin do is try to git away. Hollah'n ain' no
good. Hell, no! "
" Reck'n a nigger kin git away? " David
asked in a low tone.
" Las' yeah Willie Frazer an' Sam Lowie
done run away," Freedman said slowly.
"Willie'd bin a good niggah fo' a month after
he come heah an' den wen' slap out o' his haid.
Sudden. J es' lak dat. ·Hit was choppin' ·time
an' he'd bin wukkin' all day. Right alongside
o' me, too, an' he didn't ack crazy a-tall. But
all of a sudden up he straightens an' widout a
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wud stahts runnin' fo' de swamps. Mist'
Taylah was dey an' he hollahs fo' him to stop
but Willie jes' kep' right on lak de devil hisse'f was after'm. Mist' Taylah hollahd again
an' den Buck raises his gun an' lets 'im have a
barrel-full.
"We bu'ied 'im in de swamp right dey wid
a weight roun' his laigs to keep'm f'um comin'
up an' hantin' Buck."
"Dey kilt 'im?" David exclaimed.
"Yeah. Buck did. But dat ain' all. Hit
was after dat dat Sam Lowie stahts fussin'
'bout Buck killin' Willie an' de fus' thing he
knows Mist' Dee'in' knocked a couple o' his
teeth out an' Mist' Taylah hit 'im on de haid
wid a pick handle an' den Sam wen' clean out
o' his haid, too. Mus' a-bin de sun dat yeah,
I reck'n. Mus' a-bin, co'se Sam ups one
ev'nin' an' run away. Ain' nobody knows
whut's happened till Mist' Dee'in' brung 'im
back all hog tied an' w'en he gits 'im in de
stockade Charlie gi'm de leather till his ahms
hu't.
"Law', dat was a whippin'. He was laid
up two weeks, he was hu't so bad.
" Sam mus' a-bin clean crazy wid de heat er
stubbo'n as a gov'men' mule co'se you know
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whut he done? W'en he run away, instead o'
keepin' right on goin' dat fool niggah wen'
straight to de she'iff's office an' says Buck
Robe'ts done kilt Willie an' he seed 'im do hit.
Fo' Sam knew whut happened he was slapped
in jail an' Mist' Dee'in' noterfied dey had a
runaway niggah b'longin' to 'im. An' w'en
Mist' Dee'in' got 'im heah, he sho made a
mess o' 'im."
"Whey's Sam now?" David asked, frightened.
" Nobody knows dat. Two days after he
could stan' on his two feet he wen' in de fiel's
again an' nobody seed him after dat. If dat
niggah's gone again he didn't go to de she'iff
no mo', dat's sho."
He puffed at his pipe meditatively.
"Or maybe," he added slowly, " he's bu'ied
in de swamp, too."

8
Like a sudden equinoctial storm came the
trouble over Limpy Rivers. His sullen bitterness had earned him the reputation of being
ugly. Charlie had tried to humble him shortly
after he was brought from the convict camp,
and failed. The huge nigger had warned him:
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"Dey ain' no use yo' bein' uppity roun'
heah. If yo' behave yo'se'f you'll git along
lots bettah."
" Nigger," Limpy had returned harshly,
" I'm doin' my work? Den mine yo' own
bus'ness an' you'll git along lots better,
too!,
There was something about Limpy that discouraged even the guard from pressing him
too far.
Limpy did his work. Despite the hip injury that caused the limp, he was one of the
best pickers in the stockade. He picked so
rapidly that he had leisure to stroll to the
clearing frequently for a dipperful of the
warm water. Sometimes he spat it out contemptuously.
"That nigger's gonter git in trouble," the
overseer remarked once.
One morning Limpy refused to get up saying he was sick. Taylor and Deering came
and though he did not look sick, said nothing.
Then, on a day when the sun seemed bent on
shriveling everything in the fields and clothes
stuck to sweating bodies, Limpy lay down beside a rivulet that ran thinly through a field
and drank a bellyful of the cool water. A few
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days later, when the crews were awakened in
the morning, his head swam and he lay back.
" I got de mis'ries," he said when Charlie
came to see why he was not up.
"Yeah? You played sick befo'. Say, you
bin tryin' awful hahd to git in trouble roun'
heah f'um de fus' day you come an' now you
stahtin' in to play sick reg'lah, eh? Bettah git
up fo' Mist' Taylah obliges you wid somethin'
to git de mis'ries ovah."
"I got de mis'ries, nigger!" Limpy said
angrily. "Hush yo' big mouf an' git me a
doctor."
" You got too damn much mouf fo' a sick
niggah! Git up or I'll repo't you to Mist'
Taylah."
Limpy looked at him with hatred and
turned his head. Charlie left and returned
with the overseer. Breakfast was almost over
when Limpy appeared with a rapidly swelling
lip. He swallowed a mouthful of coffee but
did not touch the food. Taylor and the guard
watched him from the doorway, their faces
grim.
When the crews straggled out of the mess
hall and Taylor shouted, " Pile in I " Limpy
took his place in the truck, holding his head
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in his hands. Once he shivered as with a
chill.
When the trucks returned for the noon meal
Taylor spoke to Deering and the two watched
him walk to the mess hall and slump against
the screen door. The planter went to him
quickly.
"What's the matter with you?" he asked
coldly.
" I got de mis'ries bad, awful bad, Mist'
Deerin'," Limpy said weakly.
"Mr. Taylor tells me you were lazying in
the fields all morning." Deering clipped the
words.
"I got de mis'ries, Mist' Deerin'. I'm willin' to work but I got a fever dat's bun'in' me
all up an' makin' me shiver half de time. I
cain' work. I wisht you'd git me a doctor."
" I'm not paying you to get fever! " Deering
exploded. "You've been too damned uppity
from the day you got here. You're always
hunting trouble and if you hunt a little more,·
you'll find it! Now, if you don't want to go in
there and eat, that's your lookout, but I don't
want to hear of any more trouble over you.
You get out in the fields and do your share! "
"I got de mis'ries bad, Mist' Deerin',"
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Limpy repeated. He held on to the wall for
support. "I doan wan' no trouble. I got de
mis'ries. Cain' you see I got 'em?"
Deering ignored him.
" Let me know if he does his work," he said
to Taylor.
" Sho," said Limpy bitterly, " if I was yo'
slave an' you paid a t'ousan' dollars fo' me
you'd tek care o' me w'en I git de mis'ries but
you kin git plenty mo' niggers cheap if I
die--"
Deering turned on him white with fury.
His fist smashed against the nigger's face.
Limpy sank to the ground, blood running
from his nose and mouth. He wiped his chin
with a hand and looked at it dazedly.
" I got de mis' ries, Mist' Deerin'. I ain'
lazyin' on you, suh."
"Get up and go to work!" Deering ordered
tensely. " Get up, or I'll give you something
to get sick over! "
Limpy's eyes flared.
" Sho," he growled, " why doan you kill me
now instead o' sendin' me out in de fiel's to
die!"
The planter's face turned apoplectic. For
a moment he tried to restrain himself. Then,
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with a swift movement his hand darted to his
hip and drew his pistol.
With a hoarse scream Limpy tried to
scramble to his feet, his hands half raised in
supplication.
" Mist' Deerin'--" he cried.
Deering fired twice. Limpy slumped to the
ground, his head on his chest. His hands lay
loose in his lap as though he had fallen asleep.
" You asked for it, you black bastard I "
The planter swung the door open.
" I want no impudence around here I " he
shouted to the terrified niggers at the tables.
" Remember that! And I'm not paying you
to play sick. I'm paying you to work!"
He turned to the gigantic nigger beside him.
"Weight the son of a bitch and bury him
in the swamp! ''
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VII

UARDS and overseer rode grimly, and
G Deering
niggers moved from stalk to
stalk, silent and apprehensive.
A fear he had not felt even on the chain
gang was in David's heart. There, convicts
were punished. One, who had tried to escape,
died while being punished but no one had been
killed for impudence. In Snake Fork there
were niggers who, rightly or wrongly, were
convicted of crimes but here there were only
niggers who had accepted a few dollars from
Deering. Dee's father had brought eighteen
hundred dollars in the open market and no
man throws eighteen hundred dollars into a
swamp in a fit of anger, but Limpy had cost
Deering only five dollars. Five dollars. That
was all. And there were lots of five dollar
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niggers, five dollar niggers and twenty-five
dollar niggers to be taken from jails and chain
gangs or hired for an advance. None cost a
thousand dollars or eighteen hundred dollars.
Cheap niggers-and the south was full of
them, ploughing the soil, chopping cotton,
picking cotton, ginning cotton. And if Limpy
were never seen again, why, he was just a nigger who owed Deering money and ran away,
a runaway nigger afraid to show his face; and
if someone told the sheriff-well, look at what
happened to Sam Lowie.
2

" Keep yo' mouf shut an' ack lak nothin's
happened," Cooky advised David when they
returned from the fields.
No one spoke of Limpy. It was hard to believe that this noon he had opened his mouth
and this evening he was in a dismal swamp,
dead, with weights around his body. Their
feet were heavy on the mess hall floor. The
clatter of cups and plates sounded harsh.
Some tried to speak, casual talk of food and
dung flies buzzing about them, but their voices
were strained, unnatural. On their cots in the
barracks they tossed restlessly. Mattresses
IOI

rustled and beds creaked and shadows of the
window netting threw tiny squares on them
and the walls and the floor.
A nigger on a cot near David whispered:
"I kin still see 'im, squattin' dey, an' him
jes' kilt."
Joe Wallis uttered a high, nervous laugh.
" Boy," he announced earnestly, "dis ain'
no place fo' li'l Joe Wallis. W'en dey starts
killin' us, dat's w'en li'l Joe starts follerin' de
road f'um here to anywhey I "
"Hit'll be a long time fo' I fo'git de way
dat Limpy man looked," a voice said fearfully.
"Fo'git 'im!" Joe exclaimed loudly.
"Lawd, I'd know him if I saw his ashes in a
whirl win' I "
A nigger turned upon him irritably.
"Hush yo' big mouf," he advised sharply.
"Dis ain' no time fo' talkin'."
In the morning Joe Wallis was gone.
How he slipped out they could not guess.
His absence was immediately reported and
though neither Deering nor Taylor commented upon it, the tension over the stockade
grew. At breakfast, in the trucks and in the
fields, they were glum, nervous, fearful. Each
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order, each command was gtven sharply,
harshly.
High Y aller, who had been in the stockade
two months, a quiet nigger who minded his
own business, threw his sack down and started
for the clearing.
" Hey, you! What the hell's the matter
with you! " Taylor shouted.
The nigger stopped. He turned and picked
up his bag.
" I reck'n you cain' even git a drink now no
mo'," he said sullenly.
When the trucks returned for the noon meal
Taylor sent a mule boy to the commissary for
Deering. The planter came, his face drawn
and his jaws clenched. Through the mess
hall door they saw Taylor whisper to Deermg.
" Mo' trouble," a nigger said in an undertone.
"Heah dey come," another voice said.
Deering, with Taylor and the guards behind
him, kicked the door open. The planter was
tense, almost quivering with fury. The strain
on him since the killing seemed at the breaking point. The niggers stopped eating and
stared dumbly at him.
IOJ

" All of you I " he called harshly. " Pile
out!"
One rose hastily. The others followed,
crowding each other.
"High Yallerl" Deering called.
The nigger's shoulders were hunched like
an animal about to spring when he stepped
from the group.
· " I told you yesterday I want no impudent
niggers on my farm I " the planter said savagely to the huddled group. They had never
seen him so furious, not even when he shot
Limpy. "Now you're going to see what happens to those who think they can get impudent!"
High Yaller straightened up. The watching niggers could not see his face but they saw
his fists clench and quickly open again lest it
be misunderstood.
"Charlie! And you, Pete! Strip this son
of a bitch and give him twenty lashes!"
" Mistuh," High Y aller said evenly, " am I
gonter git whipped fo' wantin' a drink o'
water?"
Deering ignored him. A guard slipped
handcuffs on him. Another appeared with a
long, leather strap of knotted thongs. With a
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quick movement the guards threw him face
down. One sat on his shoulders and the other
on his feet. Charlie slipped the nigger's overalls down until the buttocks were exposed, took
the strap and stepped back. It swished
through the air and cracked like a pistol shot
on the brown flesh.
High Y aller screamed and squirmed, rubbing his face in the soil. The guards dug
their feet into the earth to keep from being
thrown off.
Red welts showed on the skin.
The strap swished through the air again.
High Y aller ceased screaming before the
twentieth stroke. He moaned and his body
jerked spasmodically. His face was scratched
and bleeding. He tried to spit the red clay
from his mouth but it stuck to his lips and
chin.
The exposed flesh was a mass of welts and
criss-crossed lines of blood.
A guard unlocked the handcuffs. The
nigger rose unsteadily, the overalls falling
about his feet. He took a step forward and fell.
They carried him to the barracks and laid
him face down on his cot.
Flies settled on the raw buttocks.
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Madness descended upon the stockade. The
slightest infraction of an order was met with
a curse or a beating. Once David did not
move fast enough and a guard hurled a pick
handle at him. Such talk as there was by
bolder spirits was in guarded undertones and
the undercurrent of fear and hate only added
to the tension.
The fields were still heavy with cotton. Two
niggers were gone and one too badly hurt to
work.
Two days after High Yaller's
whipping four niggers who had been threatened rushed for the swamps in a concerted
move. Taylor shouted and cursed but did not
raise his gun. He did not even try to capture
them.
Each runaway reduced the daily weight.
Much of the first picking had not been
touched. The fields already worked were almost ready for a second picking, and niggers
were runmng away.
Deering went to Live Oak and returned
with a new batch of six.
4
David concluded that a convict suit could
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not be worse than Deering overalls but he
hesitated to run away. He would never dare
set foot in Ochlockonee county again if he did.
One quiet evening on Cooky's porch the boy
asked abruptly:
"Figger Mist' Pearson'd pay de res' o' my
fine?"
"How you git to 'im?"
"I figgered maybe I'd ask Mist' Deerin'
tuh let Mist' Pearson pay hit."
" Yeah? Mist' Deerin' ain' lettin' nobody
go w'en he's so late wid his pickin'."
The boy sighed.
"Maybe I could run away," he said slowly.
"Yeah. Maybe."
" Pete wen' after me wid a pick handle day
fo' yestiddy."
"Yeah. I saw hit."
"Said he'd beat my God damn haid in."
Freedman nodded sympathetically.
"Ain' no sense stayin' here tuh git my haid
beat in."
"No. You right dey. An' dey ain' no
sense gittin' wuss if you git caught."
"Whut's a nigger tuh do? " David asked
helplessly.
Freedman spat carefully.
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" Run away," he said.
" But you done said - - "
" Yeah. Dat's whut I done said. An' I still
say dey ain' no sense gittin' wuss if you git
caught. Howsomevah, dey ain' no sense
stayin' heah, neithah. You's young an' b'long
to Mist' Pearson. Maybe he'll he'p you. An'
maybe he won't. Hit's a gambelin' chance
anyway."
"If I kin git home maybe I kin see Mist'
Pearson. I'm willin' tuh wuk, but I doan see
no sense in wukkin' fo' a cracked haid."
Freedman stared gloomily at Charlie sitting
alone at his shack door.
" If I was younger--" he began. He did
not finish the sentence.
"You'd go wid me?" David asked eagerly.
'"Why do an you? Whut you got tuh stay
'fo'? "
" Whey'll I go? "
He shook his head.
"No, dey ain' nothin' I kin do."
He puffed nervously at his pipe.
" But maybe you kin mek hit." He glanced
at the guard as though fearful of being overheard. "Yeah. Maybe you kin mek hit."
ro8
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Mary Lou joined them.
"Whut yo' conspirin' about?" she demanded. " Y' all look serious enough to be
figgerin' on runnin' away."
"Dat's jes' whut we was figgerin'," Freedman said guardedly.
" Man I " she exclaimed. "You gone clean
out o' yo' haid? Whut you mean messin'
roun' wid dat idee? Whut you gonter do wif
me an' li'l Harrison? Whey we go? Whey
we eat an' sleep? How we git outer dis heah
county? You crazy? "
Her husband nodded in agreement.
" Runnin' away ain' fo' a man wid a wife
an' chile," she continued excitedly. "You
cain' even git outer dis county wifout bein'
ketched an' all you'll git'll be a whippin'.
Hit's alright fo' a boy to run away. He kin
sleep in de woods or de swamps, but man, you
cain' tek a chile inter no swamps."
"Whut we gonter do?" he asked. " Stay
heah fo' de res' o' our life?"
'' You gotter stay some place. N obody's
mekkin' you no trouble. Whut you wan' to go
lookin' fo' hit fo'? You got a house an' wuk
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an' food an' clo'se. Whut you wan'? A
thousan' dollars?,,
Freedman did not answer. She turned to
David.
"W'en you fixin' to go? "
" Fus' chance I git. Ain' no sense stayin'
heah waitin' tuh git beat up."
"No. I reck'n dey ain'. Dat's right."
" I'd go dis minute if I had a chance."
"Law', dey's plenty chances. Jes' tell
Charlie you got a date wif one o' de gals up
at de big house. He let you go, an' you jes'
keeps right on goin' ."
" Yeah? An' Charlie'll say ' Whey's dat
gal? W'en you git a chance tuh date her up?'
an' den I git slapped all aroun'."
"Yeah. Dat's right." She nodded sympathetically. " I tell you whut. You bin comin'
here an' mekkin' my ackquentance. You tell
him you got a date wif me."
Freedman looked up, startled.
"We gotter he'p dis boy," she explained.
" If niggers doan he'p each other, whey dey
git he'p?"
" Yeah. I reck'n dat's right," he said
thoughtfully.
" Sho. Tell Charlie you got a date wif me.
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Den w'en Walter goes to bed I walks out in
de woods so Charlie kin see me. You ask him
if you kin go. We nacherly cain' come back
together. I come back alone, an' hit ain' my
fault if you doan come back."
" Den Charlie'll git fresh wif you," her
husband objected.
" He'll git his haid busted right quick if he
do," she laughed.
Freedman knocked the ashes from his cold
pipe into the palm of a hand.
"Well, I reck'n if yo' fixin' to go, you'd bes'
go," he said quietly. " I sho hope you mek
hit."
" Doan shake han's," she cautioned quickly.
David rose.
"You git back to de barracks," she advised.
"W'en you see me goin' out, you foller. I'll
be waitin' near de fo' live oaks yonder on de
road. But mine, ask Charlie."
David's. heart pounded with fear when he
approached the guard. The boy tried to walk
with an air of casualness.
" Reck'n I kin go yonder later? " he asked,
pointing with a thumb to the road.
" Wha' fo'? "
III

"J es'-jes' - - "

David forced a nervous

grin.
" I bin speckin' you, boy," Charlie chuckled.
" You bin hangin' roun' dat cabin too much.
Cooky'll bus' yo' haid wide open if you ain'
keerful."
David swallowed hard.
" He'll be asleep," he managed to say.
"Ain' a bad wench a-tall," the guard continued expansively. "Ain' bad a-tall." David
could smell moonshine on his breath. " Well,
if you gits yo'se'f a woman hit ain' fo' me to
stop you!"
"Den I kin go?" the boy asked eagerly.
"Shot An' I'll gi' you a drink fo' you go,
too I Come on in heah."
David followed him into the cabin. The
guard fumbled in a corner and produced a
bottle. Both took long swallows.
"Cain' nobody say Charlie ain' human," the
guard said.
The boy returned to the barracks. Stars
glowed in the sky and the lanterns covered the
stockade with a mellow light. He rolled
cigarette after cigarette nervously.
Mary Lou's dark figure came out of her
cabin and passed the guard's shack.
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David heard his steps on the hard clay. He
wanted to look back when he passed the gate
but restrained himself. He strolled leisurely
up the road to the clump of live oaks tall
against a distant background of wood.
Mary Lou stepped out of the shadows.
" Here you is, boy I " she called cheerfully.
She took his arm. " Here's de path," she
explained, pointing to a faint width at their
feet. " Hit tu'ns roun' an' gits off three
ways."
She stood close to him. Her hips touched
his.
"Boy!" she exclaimed with a high giggle.
" Whut you shakin' lak dat fo'? You ain'
scai rt, is you? "
"No," he said.
" I reck'n I'd bes' show you so's you cain' git
los'," she announced.
She took his hand. They walked into a
tangle of uncultivated land. She threw her
arms about him. Her breasts were warm and
pliant and her breath hot on his face.
"I reck'n we'll start you off right," she
laughed. " If you's gonter have a date wif
me you might jes' as well have hit!"
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VIII

N

INETEEN miles to the county seat but
only sixteen to home, and the road to
Live Oak clear between fields of dun colored
cotton. Travelers were infrequent even in
daytime and at night the highway was a wide
ribbon of deserted clay. David left mile upon
mile behind him. There was exhilaration in
the new freedom. Once, in the early hours of
the morning, the approaching rumble of a car
warned him to stretch out in a ditch at the side
of the road.
He was still wide awake when a tiny square
of light in a cabin leaning against a deep,
purple sky told him that morning was not far
away. He scanned the fields anxiously for a
safe spot to spend the day and at the first
glimmer of a gray dawn struck rapidly
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through soft furrows towards a horizon of
trees beyond a picked field.
The sun was high when he awoke. The
grass on which he lay was tall and pleasantly
soft. The trees were alive with the chatter of
birds. Patches of sunlight. Fields visible
through trees. And no cotton to be picked.
The need of water was troublesome by
night. The temptation to seek it at the first
silhouette of a cabin was strong but the fear
that it might be a Cracker or some nigger
cropper who would turn him in to curry favor
with Deering dissuaded him. Cabins became
more frequent and when he saw Lem Haskin's
house, with its square barn and the shelters
beside it, he knew he was only three miles
from home.
Near the broom weeds lining the mule path
David listened intently for some sound of
guard or deputy waiting in the shadows but
only crickets chirping of hot weather on the
morrow disturbed the stillness. He glided to
the shadows of the house and tapped softly on
the window pane of the room where his father
and mother slept.
"Who dat?" he heard Louise's startled
call.
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Dee's quick voice almost smothered the
question.
" Dat's David! Do an talk so loud,
woman!"
" Hit's me," the boy said softly. "Anybody
roun'?"
" Ain' nobody here, Son. Come roun' tuh
de do'."
His father let him in quickly. His mother,
in a. frayed nightgown over her underwear,
clasped him to her, crying happily.
"Stop fussin' wid him," Dee grumbled.
" He's tard. Cain' you see he's tard? Better
stop yo' weepin' an' git him somethin' tuh eat."
She released the boy and started fumbling
with the lamp.
" Whut's de matter wid you, woman! " Dee
exclaimed irritably.. "You out o' yo' haid?
Doan you mek no light!"
" I want some water fus' ," David said.
" Sho! Sho I" His father pattered to the
water bucket. "Lawd, I mus' be gittin' foolisher'n yo' mammy fo' not thinkin' about hit.
Co'se you want water. P'obly ain' had nothin'
tuh drink sense you run away."
David gulped the water and Dee refilled
the cup, moving with eager restlessness in his
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excitement, a ghostly pair of underwear in the
darkness. Trembling questions tumbled from
his mother, an eager torrent that did not wait
for an answer.
" Hush!" Dee interrupted. "Let de boy
eat. Lawd, why did You gib me such a fool
woman f Cain' you see he ain' had nothin' tub
eat fo' two days?"
Louise became quiet, leaning on the table,
watching her son.
"We knowed you done run away," Dee
said. "De sheriff an' a deputy was here at
sunup an' said you done run away yestiddy
ev'nin'. I tol' 'em I didn't know nothin' 'bout
dat but dey suched de place."
"Maybe dey'll come back. You cain'
figger 'em out," his mother cautioned.
" I didn't see nobody," David said assuringly. "I was mighty careful fo' I come roun'
tuh de window."
" Maybe so. Maybe so," his father said
quietly. " But you eat an' tek a mess o' food
wid you an' git out in de woods w'ile I study
whut tuh do. Cain' be too keerful. Oat man
Deerin's gontuh try tuh git you back tuh show
de county niggers hit ain' smart tuh run
away."
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Louise began to cry.
"Whut's ailin' you! " Dee turned upon her.
" Good Lawd, I never did see such a fool
woman!"
" Hit's never seein' Son no mo' ," she wept.
"He cain' stay here now. Dey'll 'res' 'im an'
sen' 'im tuh de chain gang or back again tuh
Mist' Deerin's place. Lawd, whut'd You go
an' do tuh dis here fam'ly?"
"Hit's· a lot better not tuh see 'im no rna'
den tuh see his fun'ral," Dee said grimly.
" Dat Deerin' place's bad. Bad."
"Yeah," said David. " Dat man'd jes' as
soon kill a nigger as spit. He killed one while
I was dey."
" Gawd a-mighty! " his mother exclaimed.
" Hush yo' mouf I " Dee cautioned angrily.
"Lawd," she wept, "hit might a-bin him."
"Yeah, hit might a-bin. Dey wen' after me
wid a pick handle, once."
" Lawd, Lawd," she breathed, shaking her
head.
David explained briefly why he fled. " Dat
place ain' fit fo' nobody," he concluded rebelliously. " De chain gang's better'n dat."
"Yeah," said Dee slowly.
"Reck'n Mist' Pearson'd buy me back an'
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Iemme wuk hit out wid you? " David asked
anxiously.
"I dunno. I reck'n not. Dey was Bill
Huston. He was a Pearson nigger but two
years ago w'en Mist' Deerin' couldn't git nobody tuh wuk fo' him he tuk him wid a gun
an' Bill, he run away tuh Mist' Pearson but
nothin' come of hit. Mist' Deerin's pow'ful
strong here'bouts. I reck'n Mist' Pearson ain'
gittin' intuh no fight wid him."
"Whut's de boy gontuh do?" Louise asked
tearfully.
" I dunno. I got tuh study hit, got tuh do
some tall studyin'. But de fus' thing is fo' him
tuh git some pone an' pork an' a pot-full o'
water an' git out in de woods an' stay dey tuhmorrer till hit's dark."
Louise bundled the food and filled a small
iron cooking pot with water.
" Bes' git movin' ," Dee suggested. " An'
come back here w'en hit's dark."
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News of a runaway spreads quickly in a
land so isolated that everything is a matter of
gossip.
The Pearson overseer wandered out to Dee
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that morning, spat a mouthful of tobacco juice
on a furrow, and said:
" I hear David done run away f'um the
Deerin' place."
" Yes, sub," Dee said. " De sheriff was
roun' lookin' fo' him."
"Pretty hard man, Mr. Deerin'."
" Yes, suh. Dat's whut I hears."
" Bad place." He squinted at a distant
field. "I .hope he gits away," he added
slowly.
"Thank-ee, sub. Thank-ee," Dee said.
During the day Louise cried repeatedly.
Once he nodded sympathetically.
" Sho," he said, "you go right on weepin'.
Hit's nachral fo' a woman."
" Dey might a-killed him."
" Yeah. But dey didn't, an' now he's safe
an' maybe by tuh-morrer he'll be outuh dis
county."
"An' I'll neber see him no mo'."
"Cain' tell," he said hopefully.
3
At sundown Dee fed the mule and left him
harnessed outside the barn. When the supper
dishes were washed and Zebulon put to bed,
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the three sat on the porch. Louise wanted to
extinguish the lamp in the kitchen but Dee
shook his head.
"1 es' set aroun' lak allus," he advised.
"Dey's nobody roun' but somebody might
come roun'."
Dee smoked in silence. Louise rocked nervously in her chair, rattling a loose board in
the porch.
"Cain' you set still?" he growled. "Allus
movin' an' rockin'! N uf noise tuh mek a man
like tuh slap you I "
" I ain' neber gontuh see him no mo' ," she
wept.
" Oh, hush! He'll be here. Good Lawd,
woman, I wisht de Lawd could a-gib you mo'
sense!"
"Whut we gontuh do?" she asked.
" I dunno. I bin studyin' hit all day. Mist'
Pearson ain' gontuh he'p but maybe Mist'
Ramsey will. He a1lus he'ps Ramsey niggers
an' de 1acksons was Ramsey niggers. My
father played wid Mist' Ramsey's father fo'
we was freed."
The mule moved restlessly, champing at the
bit.
"Whut you gontuh do wid dat mule?"
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"Maybe I'll ride him tuh Live Oak dis
eb'nin' ," he returned absently.
" Wid David? "
" You got 'bout as much sense as Zebulon,"
he said. " I reck'n hit's time fo' you tuh go
tuh bed, Henrietta."
The girl got up without a word. Dee followed her in. He removed the chimney from
the lamp, pinched the wick between thumb
and forefinger, and returned to the porch.
" I reck'n you'd bes' git outuh dat chair an'
stop rockin'," he suggested.
For half an hour they sat in silence, Dee
puffing at his pipe and sheltering the glow
with a cupped hand.
Louise whispered:
" Maybe he didn't wait in de woods."
"He waited. Hush."
"I'm scairt - - "
"Woman," Dee said tensely, "if you doan
hush dat mouf o' yourn I'll slap yo' teeth out
right now!"
She became silent. The minutes dragged.
Suddenly she touched Dee's arm and pointed
to the barn.
" Dey he is," she whispered excitedly.
" Son," he said when David joined them,
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" dat was fine. If you walk lak dat in de night
dey ain' nobody gontuh ketch you. Yes, suh,
dat was fine."
" You better he'p him an' not talk so much,"
Louise interrupted.
" Sho," he said good-naturedly. " I jes'
waited fo' him tuh come fo' I lef'. Now, Son,
you git yo'se'f some mo' water an' a mess o'
food an' git ober tuh dat bale shelter caise
maybe I'll be wan tin' you dis eb'nin'. I'm
gontuh town an' w'en I git back I want tuh
know jes' whey you is."
He turned to his wife. "An' you stay right
here on de po'ch an' let dat boy sleep. If anybody comes you shout louder'n at prayer
meetin' who dey is. Dat'll wake him up an'
he kin slip out o' de shelter. I doan figger
nobody'll come but I want tuh be keerful."
" Sho I'll wait," Louise said contentedly.
"I couldn't go tuh sleep nohow now."

4
The driveway to the spacious Ramsey mansion, little changed from the days when Dee's
father played there, was heavy with the odor
of jasmine and rose. Two dogs barked at the
wagon's approach. Old Brigadier Joe, white
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haired and neat in his dark suit, switched on
the lights of the kitchen porch and peered
out.
" Git away f'um heah! " he shouted to the
dogs. "Cain' y'all see hit's jes' a ol' niggah?
Go on now, git back to yo' kennels I Whut you
wan', Dee? " he added, recognizing him.
"Doan you know no better'n to come heah at
dis time o' de eb'nin'? Whut's de matter wif
you?"
"I had tuh come," Dee said apologetically.
"I got tuh see Mist' Ramsey."
"Whut's de mattah? You got mo' trouble?
Law', you got mo' trouble'n any seben niggahs!"
" I got tuh see Mist' Ramsey," Dee repeated. "Please tell 'im I'm here."
" Sho I Sho I Jes' come right on in an' set
down. Mus' be trouble, I reck'n. You look
lak de debbil had you by de tail wid a downhill pull on you."
The servant returned quickly.
"You come wif me," he said. " I fixed hit
fo' you an' he'll see you right now in de
library."
A broad stairway shiny from decades of
hard polishing led to the room where the
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planter sat in an easy chair with a book in his
lap.
"Come in, Dee," he smiled kindly. "It
must be pretty serious to bring you here at this
hour. Someone in trouble again? "
" Yes, suh. Hit's mighty serious, suh. Hit's
David."
" H'm." He nodded to the waiting servant.
"That will be all, Brigadier. I'll ring when
I want you."
Ramsey lighted a cigar, frowning.
"I heard he was working for Deering," he
said.
"Yes, suh. But he done run away."
"Why did he do that? He knew he would
get into trouble, didn't he?"
" He jes' had tuh run away, suh. A guard
wen' at'm wid a pick handle an' dey's beaten
'em all up. 'Bout fo' or five run away already.
Dey couldn't stan' hit no mo'."
" Oh. That bad, eh? "
" An' David, he was scairt dey would kill
him, too. Mist' Deerin' kilt one nigger an'
had him buried in a swamp."
Ramsey chewed vigorously on his cigar.
" Oat's why he run away, suh."
" I think David did wisely," the white man
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said quietly. " But what do you want me to
do, Dee? Deering isn't the only planter mistreating nigras. I cannot help every darky
who finds a hard master."
" Please, sub. David's a good boy. I know
dat, eben if he was on de chain gang. He's
willin' tub wuk. He neber did gib nobody no
trouble a-tall till dey picked 'im up las' year,
an' now mos' eb'rything seems tub tu'n out all
wrong. He's wukked off mos' o' de fine Mist'
Deerin' paid fo' him. I doan wan' de
boy tub run away up no'th whey we cain'
neber see him no mo'. Maybe he cain' eben
git up no'th. Maybe somebody else'll pick 'im
up an' sen' him tub another farm or maybe de
chain gang again. Eb'rybody wants cotton
pickers. Please, sub, cain' you buy David
f'um Mist' Deerin' an' let'm wuk fo' you?
You done he'ped a lot o' us niggers, I know.
De Jacksons, sub, was all us Ramsey niggers
an'--"
" Yes, I know. There is no need of going
into that."
The frown grew deeper between his eyes.
"Why do all you darkies come to me! " he
exclaimed. " I can't take care of all the nigras
in the south ! "
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Dee's face grew haggard. He slipped from
the chair to his knees with hands raised in
mute appeal. Before he could utter a word
Ramsey called irritably:
" Here! Here! Get up! How the devil
do you expect me to think with you down there
on your knees! "
" But, suh," Dee pleaded, "cain' you please
buy 'im back an' let him wuk hit off fo' you
on yo' farm, suh? "
"No! And for heaven's sake, get up! I
can't do that, Dee. I have more nigras than I
can really take care of."
" Mist' Ramsey," Dee cried despairingly.
He rose to his feet, twisting his hat nervously.
" Den he's got tuh git out o' dis county, suh I
Hit won't do no good tuh tek him tuh Mist'
Pearson--"
"Yes, I know."
"No, suh. If he could git out o' de county,
maybe tuh a mill town-- Oh, please, suh,
you tin good tuh us niggers an' dey ain' nobody we kin go tuh, suh. Dey'll kill David if
dey eber git 'im back on dat farm."
Ramsey stared at the distracted nigger and
chewed on his cigar.
" I cain' do no thin', suh. I got tuh wuk in
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de fiel's till sundown an' if I go dey'll ketch
him, sho, an' if David walks out o' de
county--"
"Have you any money?" the planter asked
abruptly.
"Yes, suh," Dee said eagerly. " I got fo'
dollars an' I'll gib dat tuh him. We ain'
needin' no money, suh. All I'm axin' is a li'l
he'p tuh git him outuh dis county-maybe tuh
Alabama--"
" It's just as bad there," Ramsey interrupted. "You better hold on to your four
dollars. You might need it yourself. I'll give
him a few dollars to keep him until he finds a
job. Now, I'll help you, but I don't want you
to tell all the nigras in the county that I did
or I'll have a swarm on my hands and a lot of
trouble from the Crackers."
Dee fell to his knees again and seizing
Ramsey's hand began to kiss it, sobbing,
"Thank-ee, suh, thank-ee."
" Here! " the white man exclaimed, pulling
his hand away. " Don't be a damned fool! "
" No, suh! No, suh! I'm sorry, suh! " He
rose to his feet and wiped his eyes.
" Have him here at breakfast time."
" In de mo'nin'? "
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" Yes. I'll take him out of the county myself. Just have him here."

5
It was a tearful parting for Louise.
"Ain' no sense takin' on lak dat," Dee said.
" Hit might be a lot wussen hit is. He might
a-bin killed or hu't pretty bad. Lawd, my
grandfather was sold a week after I was bo'n
an' he neber did set eyes on his chillun again.
An' he didn't go tuh weepin'."
He walked with David to the Ramsey fields.
It was safer, for though it was not as fast,
niggers a-foot can hide easier than a mule and
a creaking wagon, if necessary.
At the driveway they paused in the dark
shadows of a hedge.
"I reck'n we'd bes' res' here till hit's time,"
Dee said. "You bes' git yo'se'f some sleep.
I'll set up an' call you w'en hit's time."
An hour before sunrise he touched the boy
gently.
" I reck'n I'll be leabin' you, Son," he said.
" I gottuh be gittin' back tuh wuk."
He caressed the boy's face, something he
had not done since David was a child.
" Son, I'm sho sorry tuh see you go. We'll
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be kind o' worryin' 'bout you so doan you fo'git
us. An' w'en you git out an' settles down some
place, hit'd be right nice if you got some
preacher tuh write a letter fo' you an' tell us
whey you is."
He paused uncertainly and raised his head
to the sky studded with stars. Tears long repressed trickled down his cheeks.
" Son, I'm gibin' you intuh de han's o' de
Lawd--"
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IX

OAK drowsed in its week-day somLIVE
nolence. A few whites on the sidewalks
looked at the stern Ramsey in the back of his
car and David and the driver in front and
raised forefingers in salutation to the planter.
They reached the open highway unhurriedly
but seven miles out of the county seat a dusty
Ford overtook them and Dan Nichols honked
its horn loudly, motioning the Ramsey car to
the side of the road.
" Pull up," the planter ordered sharply.
" Mornin', sir," the sheriff said without getting out of his car. He nodded towards David.
" That nigger, sir-I have a warrant for his
arrest."
"So I understand, but I'm taking him to
Atlanta with me to see the governor."
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"What fo'? " Nichols asked in surprise.
"To prefer charges against Deering for
murder!" he snapped. " It's about time these
disreputable whites were held responsible for
their acts! "
David was terrified. A wave of resentment
swept over him that this man to whom he
looked for help should endanger him. He
wanted to deny any such intention but Ramsey's determined air and tightly clipped words
frightened him as much as the sheriff's
frown.
Nichols leaned easily against his steering
wheel.
" Ain't you a li'l hasty, sir? " he asked suggestively. " The Governor-an' I respect him
highly, sir-cannot supersede me unless I have
failed to do my duty. If this nigger has any
charges I'll hear them from him or anyone
else."
" I prefer to deal directly with the Governor," Ramsey said coldly.
"That is something, of course, for you to
decide. But I took an oath of office an' I inten'
to keep it. I cannot permit a man charged
with a crime in this county to leave unless he
is bailed. I have no charges against Mr.
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Deerin' before me, but I have got a warrant
for this boy. I would appreciate it, sir, if you
let me have my prisoner."
"I'll go this nigra's bond," Ramsey said
shortly.
"Then we'll return to the county court
house."
" I'll follow you."
Nichols nodded and with a "Thank you,"
turned his car.
" Mist' Ramsey--" the terrified boy began.
" That's alright, David. Don't worry. You
will be released on bail."
" Yes, suh," said David miserably.
Were it not for his father's faith in the man
returning him to the law and whose kindness
to blacks was common gossip the boy would
have risked jumping from the car in a desperate effort to escape the law he had learned to
dread. He had heard tales of this law, on the
chain gang and on the Deering farm, a just
law when black and black were involved but a
white man's law when it was black against
white. "Trials doan mean nothin'," Limpy
Rivers had once said. " Y ou's guilty fo' you
come fo' de judge."
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In the sheriff's office Ramsey motioned the
boy to a chair and asked:
" What is the bail, Sheriff? "
"The justice of the peace will have to set it,
sir, but I sent Jess Pitkin out to locate'm. In
the meantime I'll lock this nigger up pending
arrangement for bail."
Ramsey's face flushed.
"I am responsible for him." There was a
hard ring to his voice. " I do not think it is
necessary to lock him up."
Nichols smiled quickly.
" Very well, sir, if you are responsible. Jess
ought to be back right quick. I've telephoned
Mr. Deerin' an' Mr. Pearson an' they'll be
along. I figgered you'd want to talk to 'em
since he's originally a Pearson nigger."
Ramsey shrugged his shoulders indifferently.
" I do not see what interest they could possibly have in him. Mr. Pearson permitted
him to be taken away by Mr. Deering and the
boy ran away from Deering."
Nichols spat into the spittoon at his feet.
" Perhaps this whole difficulty can be
straightened out," he suggested amiably.
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"To avoid a murder charge against your
political backer?" Ramsey asked sharply.
The sheriff shook his head and smiled.
" I'm sure you don't want trouble in your
own community, Mr. Ramsey, but if you persist in pressin' this nigger's charge, which,
mind you, sir, is still unsubstantiated an' probably will be, because a nigger's a nachral bo'n
liar anyway, it'll only result in a lot o'
unfriendly feelin' against you, this nigger an'
this nigger's folks. An' I know you don't want
to hurt his folks."
Ramsey did not answer. The sheriff shook
his head again.
" Even if the charge is preferred an' a dead
nigger's body is found an' even if you git witnesses you've got to git a coroner's jury to
decide it was murder an' not self-defense. An'
then you got to git the grand jury to indict.
An' even if the coroner's verdict is murder an'
the grand jury indicts, which is very doubtful,
Mr. Deerin'll have to be tried in this county.
How many whites do you figger'll find him
guilty? I'm jes' lookin' at all this from the
stan'point of arrest an' conviction. There's no
use goin' off half-cocked."
"That remains to be seen."
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The sheriff spat leisurely.
"Why, there's hardly a white man fit for
duty on any o' the juries who don't deal with
or work for someone who deals with Mr.
Deerin'. A verdict against Mr. Deerin',-an'
mind you, sir, I'm even assumin' you git to the
trial stage-would upset the whole business
life o' the county. How many of 'em dealin'
with the Southern Cotton Bank do you
figger'll risk havin' their notes called? "
Ramsey's face was expressionless.
" Why, sir, I believe even you deal with the
Southern Cotton Bank."
" I have other sources of obtaining money if
they call my notes."
" But all this trouble over a nigger,"
Nichols said disapprovingly.
" There still are some who revolt against the
acts of swamp scum!" Ramsey said angrily.
" All I'm tryin' to do is avoid a lot o'
trouble," the sheriff said soothingly. " I'm jes'
tryin' to point out that it'd be almost impossible to convict Mr. Deerin' or even indict
him. You ain' he'pin' the boy. Yo're hurtin'
him, him an' his folks. The whites'll git the
notion they're gittin' uppity an' take it out on
'em."

" Perhaps we can find means to enforce the
law."
The sheri~ shrugged his shoulders regretfully.
" The law must temper justice with reason.
That's why niggers don't vote. If we didn't
temper the law with reason we'd have nigger
officers, nigger judges, intermarriage, race
trouble. No man likes to see murder done, if
it was done, an' you can't trust these niggers
anyway. They're ready to cook up any charge
to git the sympathy of a man like you."
He paused and rubbed his chin thoughtfully.
" I've known Mr. Deerin' since he was a
boy. He may show a bad temper when he's
mad but he ain't the man to go killin' his he'p.
It don't stan' to reason. This boy jes' didn't
want to work fo' him an' if you want to git
him out o' his contract, why, I figger Mr.
Deerin's a reasonable man."
"I gave my word to see this boy safe from
Deering's farm and I shall keep it," Ramsey
said firmly.
"Well, I'm pretty sure you kin buy'm
yo'se'f or maybe Mr. Pearson'll do it."
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" And let Deering continue murdering his
peons?"
" I wouldn't say that. There's no evidence
that he did except a runaway nigger's word, a
nigger with a chain gang record, too."
Ramsey did not answer. Georgia Crackers
were in the saddle, a rising white trash class
squeezing wealth from blacks freed from
slavery. Crackers had seized the power to
vote so they were the law, and by legal trickery
had maneuvered the niggers into another
bondage. Trash who had lived like slaves were
now building mansions on the bent backs of
niggers and those whites with contempt for
Cracker thievery had to live there, carry on
their businesses, raise their families. Protests
would mean business pressure, social pressure, ·
community pressure, for most Ochlockonee
whites dreamed of riding to riches on the
descendants of slaves. The Cracker was riding high, with the law in one hand and the
whip in the other. The proclamation to free
niggers had really only reduced prices for
niggers. White trash who never had a
thousand dollars or fifteen hundred dollars to
pay for a slave could get niggers now for a
IJ8

few dollars a head by giving them an advance
against wages.
Times change and new ways of getting
slaves are cunningly devised.
2

A Ford coughed up to the court house.
Through the open window they saw Pearson,
his face shaded by his hat, walk quickly up the
steps.
"What's all this excitement about? " he
asked with a wry smile.
"J es' li'l difficulty," the sheriff said mildly.
" Well, I've heard that Deerin' had trouble
with his niggers but it certainly s'prised me
that Mr. Ramsey "-he smiled brightly to him
-"was talkin' 'bout murder."
Pearson looked at David with a puzzled
air.
"I don't know what the hell's happened to
this nigger in the las' year. Seemed to be behavin' himself alright befo'."
" Maybe the desire to pick cotton cheaply,"
Ramsey suggested.
Pearson smiled. Ramsey chewed on a cigar.
Pearson stole, too. Some steal with a pistol
and some with the law.
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3
The sheriff looked grave. No one could tell
what might be stirred up when a respected
citizen like Ramsey wanted to create trouble.
These old aristocrats thought they knew how
to handle niggers, thought it wiser for the
South to keep them contented. Niggers had
gone north, a million of them, the papers said,
and these whites thought the exodus bad.
They wanted to keep them in the South by giving them better treatment and more rights.
But many niggers were better off than whites.
Whites had to worry about planting, advances,
picking and selling cotton, rain. Even a
bumper crop did not mean profit. The whole
country might have a bumper crop so prices
drop, or some outlandish country where workers live on a nickel a day might have a bumper
crop and sell cotton cheaper than the South
could grow it. Niggers do not have to worry
about such things.

4
Ramsey's glance travelled to the worried
boy. A nigger in the hands of the whites, the
black South, needed for the planting and the
reaping and these whites were driving him
q.o

away. Those two black hands planted the
fields and garnered the harvest, built the roads
and the mills, raised Georgia from a wilderness. Upon that back the South had built its
civilization. There was strength in that
nigger, strength to destroy what he carried on
his back and these money-grubbing, niggertrapping whites were too short sighted to see
where they were driving him.
" That nigra doesn't know his own
strength," he thought.

X

jaws were clenched when he
D EERING'S
appeared. He nodded to the planters
and greeted Nichols with, "Glad you got my
nigger, Sheriff."
"There he is, Mr. Deerin', but as I said,
there's a li'l difficulty."
" That's alright. I don't expect he'll give
me any more trouble."
" Not that way. He's got some kind o' complaint--"
" Oh, hell! What nigger hasn't?"
Ramsey took the cigar from his mouth.
" In this case," he said gravely, " it's rather
serious. This nigra charges you with having
committed murder."
Deering's face flushed a brick red. He
glanced at David with a hard glint in his eyes.
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" Well! " he exclaimed. " These niggers
will certainly go a long way to avoid paying
their debts! Why, Mr. Ramsey, I saved that
little bastard from the chain gang and now he
says I committed murder. I'll be damned I "
" I do not believe that is his sole reason--"
Deering's jaws showed white against his
skin.
" Are you implying--"
"I am implying nothing. This nigra is
making a grave charge. He tells me he and
other nigras are kept locked up under a guard
of armed men, that they are terrorized, beaten,
and that he saw you shoot a nigra named
Limpy Rivers and heard you issue orders to
bury the body in a swamp."
tc Yes?"
" I was taking him to Atlanta to see
the Governor," Ramsey continued blandly,
"when the sheriff stopped me with a demand
that this boy be kept in the county until he was
bailed on the runaway charge. I don't know
why he called you or Mr. Pearson but I am
here to go his bond."
"I am sure you investigated the charges
first?"
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"That is up to the authorities."
"And may I ask, sir," Deering said softly,
"what business it is of the Governor's unless
the machinery of the law has broken down
here? Have you complained to the sheriff
and has he refused to act? "
'' I prefer to deal directly with the Governor, sir," Ramsey returned quietly.
Deering smiled.
"As a taxpayer and a citizen, may I ask
why you do not press such charges with the
sheriff? If he is remiss in his duties I certainly want to know it. We will have him removed from office."
" I prefer to deal directly with the Governor," Ramsey repeated.
" So. And may I ask "-Deering enunciated the words slowly-" what in hell business
this is of yours?"
Ramsey rose to his feet and glared at the
planter.
" The business of any decent man tired of
seeing nigras robbed, beaten and murdered! "
" I'll see you and this nigger in hell first! "
Deering shouted furiously. " I'm sick of this
playing anyway! Sheriff, have you any
charges against me? "
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"No, sir, I have not," Nichols said quickly.
"Then I see no reason to continue this
farce. I have work to do if Mr. Ramsey
hasn't. This nigger has not worked out the
advance I gave for him and I'll take him I "
Turning to David he called:
" Come on, you ! "
"Just sit where you are, David," Ramsey
said quietly.
Deering turned on the white man.
" Ramsey--" he shouted.
" Mr. Ramsey, sir," the old man reminded
him sharply.
"To hell with your misters! Sheriff, that's
my nigger and by God! I'm taking him! "
Nichols jumped to his feet.
"Jim! Please! We'll never git anywhere
with all this shouting. Mr. Ramsey gave his
word to see this nigger out of the county--"
" I'll see them both in hell first! I'm not
going to stand here and see my nigger taken
away because he charges me with some cock
and bull story! He's a lazy bastard who's already done time on the chain gang and will
probably end up by being lynched! I've got
his signature to a contract! "
" That boy is not of age and his signature is
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not worth the paper it's written on," Ramsey
interrupted. " But that is not the point. You
did not kill a nigra on your farm last
week?"
" That's my business! But since you seem
to be unhappy without sticking your nose into
my affairs, permit me to inform you that I did I
And permit me also to add that I'd kill any
nigger who comes at me with a knife! "
"You should have reported it, Mr.
Deerin'," Nichols said solemnly.
"I called up but you were not in: Then I
became busy. I had him buried because the
body would stink in that heat. I had planned
to notify you the first chance I got and have
the coroner hold an inquest. I am ready with
my witnesses any time it suits you."
Pearson stirred uneasily in his chair.
Deering glanced at him and smiled.
"Well, now that I've reported it, I must be
on my way. Will you be good enough to give
me my nigger? "
"This nigra, who you say is lazy," Ramsey
said mildly, " cannot be of much use to you.
I imagine he would not be very happy going
back to your farm now. Would it not be
better if you released him? "
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" I'm not releasing him I That nigger's going to work out his advance! "
" Then I must insist, Sheriff, that you hold
this nigra as a material witness in the charges
against Mr. Deering."
Nichols shook his head in bewilderment and
pulled Deering aside, whispering to him with
emphatic shakes of the head.
Ramsey turned to Pearson.
" You want this nigra? " he asked.
Pearson shook his head.
" I reck'n it might cause a li'l trouble--"
he began.
" I understand," Ramsey said icily.
" Mr. Deerin's willin' to let the boy go,"
Nichols announced.
" If I get my advance back," the planter interrupted. "If you love him so much I'll return him to you for what he's cost me. He's
a God damn total loss anyway I "
"Less what he's already earned working,"
Ramsey suggested. " What is the balance? "
" I don't carry my books with me I "
" Very well, sir. If you will send me a
statement of his account with the contract he
signed, I'll send you a check for the balance
due you."
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" I hope everything's settled now, gentlemen, an' that there's no hard feelin's," the
sheriff said cheerfully.
Deering turned on his heel and walked out.
"What about the charges? " Nichols
smiled.
David looked up pleadingly:
" Please, Mist' Ramsey, I doan wan' tuh
mek no charges. I'd lak tuh go wid you, suh,
please."
" That's alright, David," he smiled. " I'll
take you with me."
2

Ramsey brought the boy to the bus station
in the adjoining county seat and gave him ten
one dollar bills.
" The Americus bus leaves this afternoon.
Take it and transfer there for Macon," he advised. "It has a large nigra population and
you can work there. There's a pretty rich
nigra there, too, who's good to his race.
Maybe he'll help you. I'll see Dee and tell
him I saw you out of the county."
The town was like Live Oak, only larger.
Concrete sidewalks and wide, concrete streets.
Small buildings of brick and dull wood. A
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drug store on one corner and a general notions
store on another. The depot, with its painted
signs announcing destinations and faresMacon, Atlanta, Columbus, Birmingham,
Jacksonville.
David peered into the darkened station.
Two white women sat on wooden benches,
with suit cases in front of them. There did not
seem to be a colored waiting room and he
stood uncomfortably before the large depot
window with another list of destinations and
fares painted in bright yellow.
A lean, sun-dried white in a soiled blue
shirt approached with a friendly air.
"Lookin' fo' work?"
David was too frightened to answer.
"How'd you like to work fo' me?"
"I cain', suh," the boy choked. "I'm on
my way tuh Macon. I'm waitin' fo' de bus,
suh."
" All you darkies are always on your way
some place," the man snorted and walked on.
There were hours to wait for the bus and
the white had scared him. He asked the ticket
agent how far it was to Americus.
" If yo' fixin' to walk," the clerk drawled
sympathetically, "head yonder till you git to
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the highway. That'll git you there. Maybe
some darkie'll give you a lif'."
Not until he was well in the countryside did
he dare ask for a ride. A grizzled old nigger
in an empty wagon from which tufts of cotton
fluttered, rattled by and David hailed him.
" Goin' far? " he asked timidly.
"Yonder." He nodded vaguely up the road.
"Dey's plenty room if you wan' a lif'."
The horse jogged wearily. A wheel
careened crazily. The driver wiped his face
with a shirt sleeve.
" Goin' far? " he asked.
"Americus."
"Purty far. Whut you gwine dey fo'?"
"Wuk."
"Plenty wuk roun' here."
"I wan' tuh wuk in a mill."
"Ain' no easier'n de tiel's." He glanced
sidewise at the boy. " Say, you ain' runnin'
away, is you? "
David did not answer.
" Oat's alright. I ain' askin' no questions.
Doan you be skeered o' me. Say, if I was to
tell 'bout all de niggers I he'ped run away I'd
be roasted lak a barbecued pig. Lawd, I've
done he'ped mo' niggers run away den dey is
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on Jake Millet's farm. I ain' askin' no questions but if you is foot-loose you better git
outen dis here county. Why, dey ain' a farmer
roun' here ain' pullin' de hair out o' his haid
worryin' 'bout pickin' dey cotton er shakin'
dey pecans er cuttin' dey cane, er jes' plain
worryin' ."
He wiped his face again.
"Dese white folks ain' happy les' dey's
worryin' 'bout somethin'. An' w'en dey starts
worryin' foot-loose niggers better start
t ravellin'."
" How far is it to the county line? " David
asked anxiously.
"'Bout eight mile. Ain' far. Sheriff Welby's huntin' 'em co'se he gits three dollars fo'
ev'ry res' but dat ain' nothin' to git worriet
about jes' as long as you is wid me. I got my
own farm yonder an' fo' all dey know you's
· wukkin' fo' me. Git dat worriet look ofien
yo' face."
Three miles north the nigger came to his
cabin. ·
" Dis is my place," he said. " If you got a
dollar er two you'd better tek a bus, boy. Ain'
nobody stop you if you got a ticket."
" I got de fare," David said nervously.

" Den you better ride. De Amityville bus
passes by here. You kin change dey fo'
Americus."
The bus was a luxurious limousine driven
by a white in a neat uniform. The fare was
collected in advance and David motioned to a
seat in the back. There were no other passengers until a white man in overalls, with his
coat slung over an arm, hailed the car on the
highway. The white man sat with the driver.
The front seat was the dividing line for
colored and white. Ten miles farther another
white standing before his cabin held up a hand
and the two whites sat in the back while David
sat with the driver.
The Amityville bus station was in a three
story hotel. From the ticket agent David
learned that the connecting bus did not leave
until seven in the morning. He would have
to spend the night in town and he started aimlessly for Nigger Town where he could find
a lunch counter and a bed but he had not gone
two blocks before a stocky white man stopped
him.
" Whey you go in', boy? " he asked.
" Americus, suh." .
"Whut you doin' in this paht o' town?"
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" Lookin' fo' de cullud section. I got tuh
wait till seven in de mo'nin' fo' de bus."
"Yeah." The white man eyed him meditatively. " Got the fare?"
" Yes, suh."
The boy hastily showed his carefully folded
dollar bills.
The man rubbed a two days' growth of
beard.
" Live in Americus? "
"No, suh. I live in Ochlockonee county,
suh."
" Got relations in Americus? " the man persisted.
" No, suh, no. I ain' got no relations
dey."
" Den whut you goin' there fo'? "
" I'm goin' lookin' fo' wuk," the boy explained nervously.
" Oh. No work whey you come f'um? "
"Yes, suh. No, suh," he stammered.
"Whey you fixin' to sleep this ev'nin'? "
David twisted his hat nervously in his
hands.
" I do an know, suh. I figgered maybe __·,
"Yeah," said the man decisively. "You
figgered. But I figgers I doan lak to see
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darkies wanderin' roun' loose in this here town
in de ev'nin'. Better come along with me."
" Mistuh, I ain' wanderin' roun' loose. I'm
jes' lookin' fo' a place tuh eat an' sleep till de
bus leaves--"
" Yeah. I'll give you a place to eat an'
sleep. Come along."
" You ain' de law? " David asked miserably.
" Yeah. I'm de law an' I doan lak no
vagrants roun' here."
" I ain' no vagrant, Cap'n. I got eight dollars an' I'm on my way tuh Americus. Please
doan lock me up. I never hu't nobody an' I'll
git out o' here dis ev'nin' if you let me go."
" Come along," the law said bruskly, taking him by the arm.
3
In the small cell in the county jail David's
bitterness surged in a · rebellious hate that
startled even him. He shouted furiously,
banged on the iron door, cried and cursed.
A voice several cells away shouted:
"Whut's de matter wif you, nigger? You
gone out o' yo' haid? "

4
When the justice of the peace solemnly im154

posed a fine for vagrancy on him the boy kept
his eyes on the wooden floor of the court room.
A white farmer approached with a grin.
" I need a li'l he'p out on my place," he said
amiably, " an' I'll advance you the fine if
you'll come an' work it off. Pay you twentyfive dollars a month."
David did not answer.
" Whut say, boy? " The sheriff poked his
shoulders. " Hit's a lot better'n workin' it off
on de roads."
"I ain' goin' tuh sign nothin'," David said
sullenly.
"Make him sign!" the farmer exclaimed
angrily. " These damn niggers - - "
" Can't make him sign," the sheriff laughed.
"It's against the law. This buck mus'
a-worked fo' a farmer befo'! "
His belly shook with laughter.
" I don't want him after the second pickin',"
the planter protested.
"Tell it to him," the sheriff grinned.
"There's plenty work in this county. We kin
use'm. We're short o' convicts anyway to
finish the road to Jeff Beacon's place."
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IGGERS hired for county work must be
paid wages but Georgia Cracker law can
hire them for fat back, peas and corn pone.
The weazened justice of the peace, with the
unshaved face seemingly swollen from a
mouthful of tobacco, peering through silver
rimmed spectacles. The corners of the court's
mouth, brown and moist where the juice
dribbled. The stuttering justice whining:
" T -t-ten dollars an' costs or three months on
the ch-chain gang."
The routine for the record was observed to
the letter.
In the absence of a clerk of the court the
justice sent a certified copy of the sentence to
the warden at Buzzard's Roost, Chickasaw
county's convict camp, and the boy was reIS6

turned to his cell until the warden or a deputy
claimed him.
2

Bill Twine was a huge man, six feet three
and weighing more than two hundred pounds.
A paunch that threatened to burst from the
belt around it swayed like congealed jelly
when he walked. A three days' growth of
beard made his heavy jowls seem as dirty as
his white cotton pants and soiled, white shirt.
"You'll be treated better'n you ever was at
home if yo're a good nigger," he smiled to
David. His teeth were stained a yellowish
brown from snuff dipping. "Good food-all
you kin eat. Eat it myself sometime. Guards
eat it, too. Three months ain't so much.
You'll work out soon an' if you've bin a good
nigger you'll git an outfit when you go, same's
a state convict."
The boy did not raise his eyes.
" Three months ain't such a long time," the
warden repeated. He motioned the boy into
the parked car.
Bill Twine did not manacle the prisoner
sitting beside him, for short-time convicts do
not risk longer sentences by attempting to esI57

cape. The boy was silent, morose, answering
only in monosyllables when asked a direct
question.
On the open road the sunlight, the level,
white fields of cotton, the very highway wandering off to freedom snapped something in
the boy's brain and without fully realizing
what he did he flung the door of the car open
and jumped. He struck the road with terrific
impact and rolled over and over before he
came to a stop and lay crumpled and unconscious at the furrowed edge of a field.
The Ford stopped with a screech of brakes
even before David's body had stopped rollmg.
" Crazy son of a bitch," the warden muttered, jumping out of the car.
The boy's face, and hands instinctively
thrown out to break the fall, were lacerated
and bleeding. His clothes were ripped as
though a beast had clawed them.
Bill Twine slapped him vigorously until he
moaned and opened his eyes.
"Git up an' see if you broke any o' yo' God
damned bones," the warden growled.
David rose slowly to his feet.
" Stretch yo'se'f! "
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The boy obeyed dazedly and as suddenly as
he had jumped from the car, the bleeding
hands and face and flapping overalls rushed
madly for the open fields.
" Hdt! " Twine shouted, pulling a pistol.
"Halt! Or I'll shoot!"
As quickly as the insane notion to run had
come, the sharp command brought him to his
senses and he stopped. Bitter tears were running down his cheeks when he returned at the
warden's command.
Twine advanced to meet him.
" So that's the kind o' nigger you are, eh? "
He struck the boy with a fist, knocking him to
the ground. Blood from his nose formed a
scarlet rivulet down his chin.
A car appeared on the road and at the
warden's upraised hand stopped. The driver
was a nigger who looked sympathetically at
the boy in the road.
"Got a rope?"
"Yes, suh." He quickly found a rope under
his seat.
" Bind his hands and feet. Put yo' hands
out! " he called harshly to David.
The boy put his hands out, but at the touch
of the rope to his wrists, stared wildly about
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him and with a loud cry pushed the nigger
back with a powerful shove.
"You little black bastard I " Twine swore.
" I ought to blow yo' God damned brains
out!"
He raised his pistol and struck David on the
head. The boy dropped without a whimper.
Blood ran down his forehead to his closed eyes
and mingled with the rivulet from his nose.
3
He regained consciousness in the county
jail. His whole body ached. The blood on
his face and hands had dried and the slightest
movement made it crack and bleed again.
There was a patch of bright, blue sky
through the barred window. A sense of helplessness and despair swept over him and he
cried with long, deep sobs.
He was in jail a week before a deputy
escorted him to the sheriff's office. His face
was covered with the scabs of healing wounds.
" Tried to escape, eh? "
David nodded dully.
" I reck'n we kin save you some time by
bringin' you befo' the co't now, if you plead
guilty," said the sheriff.
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David nodded again.
This time the stuttering justice of the peace
appointed a lawyer to defend the accused.
The lawyer borrowed the prosecuting attorney's plug of tobacco and suggested that it
would be wiser to charge the boy with a misdemeanor instead of a felony.
" Defendant is entitled to consideration fo'
pleadin' guilty," his attorney drawled. " If
you charge him with a felony you'll have to
bind him over to a higher co't. He's savin' the
county the expense o' feedin' him. In addition,
Chickasaw county has mo' felony convicts
than its population warrants. If defendant is
charged with a felony the county will not
profit from his work. He will be transferred
by the Prison Commission to another county
an' all we'll have is the expense o' keepin' him.
I figger it would be wise if the co't kept him
here on a misdemeanor charge."
The lawyer smiled cheerfully to David.
"I reck'n that'll save you some time, boy,
eh? What say? "
" Hit doan mek no diff'runce whut I say.
I'm gontuh git sen' up anyway."
David did not understand the phrases the
justice stuttered between wiping tobacco juice
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from his chin and exploring his nostrils with a
long, bony finger. He understood only that
for trying to escape he was to do nine months
more after he had finished the original three.

4
Misdemeanor offenders may not be sentenced to more than twelve months and are
kept within the county of sentence, but felony
convicts are the state's and are allotted to
counties in proportion to their population.
The Prison Commission which has sole control over the state's convict camps consists of
three men elected by popular vote. It is not
essential that commissioners be penologists but
it is essential that they be good vote getters.
Convict camp wardens are appointed by the
Commission, upon recommendation of the
commissioners of the county where the camp is
located, unless the proposed man has too unsavory a record.
The Prison Commission makes its own rules
for the supervision of convicts which are subject to no one for approval.

5
A nigger doing life and a year arrived for
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the Chickasaw county camp the day David
was sentenced. The two were handcuffed together. Ebenezer Bassett was his name and he
was in his forties. He had escaped several
months before from a northern county camp
where he was doing life for having killed a
nigger in a brawl. He was caught when he
was arrested in an easy house for striking the
madame over the head with a chair. He was
given a year for escaping.
All this he chattered while they waited
under the watchful eyes of a guard while Bill
Twine shopped in town for his wife. Ebenezer's face was wreathed in smiles when he
talked except in moments when his eyes
clouded with a perplexed, bewildered expression; then he looked as though he were groping for something he did not quite understand
or grasp.
" Figger you'll escape again, Ben?" the
guard asked jocularly.
"Dunno, suh," he chuckled. "Sho got a
long time to figger hit out!"
He turned to the boy.
" Whut you doin'? " he asked.
"Year," David said sullenly.

"I wouldn't even hang my hat up fo' dat!
Me-l got life an' a year! "
He laughed loudly.
" Dat jedge is outer his haid! How he
figger a man kin do life an' a year? W'en yo'
daid you cain' do no mo' time! "
He noticed David look at him with a puzzled air.
" Got my haid cracked," he explained
cheerfully. " Skull busted wide open an'
brains jes' ploppin' all over de place."
He shook his head vaguely and added:
" I git awful haidaches sometimes."
He broke into another loud laugh.
" Yes, suh, cracked my skull clean open. I
laid in jail fo' weeks fo' I was up an' aroun'."
The guard watched tolerantly with an
amused grin.
" J es' one thing troublin' me," Ebenezer
said confidentially, his eyes clouded with that
searching, groping look. " I dunno whey my
wife an' chillun is. Dunno whose gonter tek
care o' dem."
He shook his head sadly.
"Two li'l chillun," he explained, holding
up two fingers of his free hand.

XII

HREE of the Buzzard's Roost eight
T acres
were inclosed with barbed wire
strung on posts ten feet apart. Beyond the inclosure the ground sloped gently to a green
wall of swamp trees.
A wooden cross for the lanterns at night
faced two cages in the stockade, huge cages
with worn, wooden steps at each leading to
the doors open like the maws of iron monsters.
There were no pans under them, old cages,
where the night's receptacles were kept inside.
The criss-crossed, half-inch bars on the sides
were screenless. A kitchen of blistered, gray
planks sagged on brick stilts half buried in the
red clay. ·Its walls were stained with the
years' accumulation of grease until the very
boards seemed to ooze of the pots and pans
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inside. Twenty feet away was the mess hall,
as blistered and as gray as the kitchen. A
deputy's shack leaned towards two trusties'
shacks. In the easternmost corner of the stockade, under planks resting eaves-like on eight
posts, was the last stopping place of the convict before free legs were riveted with chains:
the blacksmith shop. The shelter was filled
with old shovels and picks, chains, broken
halters, saws, files, bolts and nuts and old automobile wheel rims.
Two hundred yards from the stockade gate
was the warden's house, a slat-board, rambling
building with an ancient coat of paint peeling
off its walls. A luxurious flower garden faced
the ugliness of the wire inclosure. Two acres
of vegetable garden, pig and chicken pens
stretched back of the house. On these acres
were the kennels for the dogs, the terror of
convicts and the despair of those who had been
tracked down by them.
A heavy, summer stillness hung over the
camp.
A trusty came out with two suits of stripes.
"Git in 'em," the deputy ordered.
The change made David resentful. Ebenezer was sobered by the wrinkled convict suit
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that marked him so irrevocably as of the chain
gang until his dying day.
From the open door of a cage a gaunt, black,
scarecrow of a man came haltingly down the
steps. He was bareheaded and barefooted.
His striped pants were rolled above his ankles,
and his torn undershirt clung to his bony
shoulders. He walked slowly to them.
"Y'all got a lemon fo' a sick cullud man? "
he asked plaintively.
They stared at him. The guard laughed.
" No, they ain't got no lemons, George," he
said.
The scarecrow returned dejectedly to the
cage and sat on the steps, resting his head on
his hands.
" He's always askin' fo' a lemon," the guard
grinned. "Tried to escape a couple o' years
ago an' got pretty badly beat up an' he's bin off
since. Good worker, though."
He scratched a stubble of red beard.
" Make yo'se'f to home. Cap'n's gone to the
house to register you in his hotel book an' it'll
be a while befo' the blacksmith's back."
2

Buzzard's Roost: red clay under a tropic
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sun. A cage for niggers and a cage for whites.
Flies. Mosquitoes. Tiny red ants. A cross.
Two concrete poles eight feet apart and stocks,
like a heavy wooden box with three sides missing. To David who had seen men faint in
them in Snake Fork, the four holes in the
wood were round eyes of terror. And a coffin
of thick wood standing upright, the like of
which he had never seen, but it was recognizable from the tales he had heard in the convict camp, of men in it who had pleaded for
a merciful bullet to end their agony and of
one who had died: the sweat box.
The blacksmith came and looked curiously
at them.
" Joe," the guard called, " double shacks fo'
this nigger," nodding toward Bassett, "an'
spikes fo' the other. You first! " he shouted to
David.
Sam Gates, the hulking killer in Snake Fork,
had had spikes. Twenty pounds of steel bayonets riveted around the ankles. Ten inches
of steel in front and ten inches behind so the
convict can hardly walk without tripping, or
sleep without waking when he turns.
David sat on the ground and held first one
foot and then the other on a block of wood
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while the spikes were being riveted. The eye
between the two steel prongs fitted closely
around the ankle, with just enough space for
pants to be pulled through when changing
clothes. The weight on his feet was heavy
when he rose. With his first step the projections clashed noisily against each other.
"Spread yo' laigs," the blacksmith cautioned.
David gained the steps of the nigger cage
walking straddle-legged.
Spikes was the
warden's answer to his mad effort to run away,
steel to remind him at each step that he was
marked for special attention, sharp points of
steel, bayonets of steel before him and bayonets of steel behind him-because Chickasaw
county wanted to finish a road for a white
planter.

3
David and Ebenezer waited on the steps of
the cage for the return of the road crews and
the call to supper. The two lanterns on the
outstretched arms of the cross were sickly in
the twilight. The cook's shadow moved fantastically over the small, square panes of the
kitchen window. The advancing night covI69

ered the squalor of the stockade. The bright
green of the hickories and dogwoods, white
oaks and bays at the swamp's edge became a
deep, purple wall standing jealous guard over
its stagnant pools.
A brooding peace settled over this world
fenced in by barbed wire.
The older nigger stared moodily at the cross
and cracked the knuckles of his fingers.
" I got chillun," he said sadly. "Two li'l
chillun-some place."

4
Trucks clattered on the road to Buzzard's
Roost. A trusty standing with the warden at
the stockade gate lighted two flare torches.
Bill Twine leaned his large bulk against a gate
post, his heavy face red in the spluttering
light.
A guard, steadying his holster with a hand,
jumped lightly to the ground from one truck,
and taking one of the torches, stood at the gate
post facing the warden. The shotgun guard
walked twenty feet away and loaded the gun
he had unloaded when returning with the
crews.
Bill Twine raised his voice:
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" Come on, you! Come by me I Lemme
smell you! Come by me! Lemme smell
you!"
Black and white, chains clanging like an
anvil chorus as they struck the earth, clambered out of the trucks and in an irregular file
started through the gate. As they passed they
counted:
"One."
"Two."
"Three."
Their faces glistened with sweat. Each man
paused before the warden who bent forward
jerkily and sniffed at their bodies to be certain
that the smell of sweat showed a full day's
work.
Seven whites and eighteen niggers, most of
them shackled; but only one walked with legs
spread apart, the spikes catching the torch
light like a clean bayonet. Twice he had tried
to escape and twice the hounds had found him.
" Fourteen."
" Fifteen."
And over their tired count sounded the
warden's monotonous cry:
" Come by me I Lemme smell you I Come
by me! Lemme smell you I "

The walking-boss-he with the pistolordered one nigger with a thin, harried face to
step aside. When the count ended Bill Twine
demanded:
"What the hell's the matter with that son of
a bitch?"
"Impudent!" the guard returned sourly.
" Gi' me as wicked a look as you ever saw
when I tol' him to move fas'. Should a-broke
his damn black neck right then," he added
savagely.
" Cap'n, I didn't--"
"Stocks! One hour! An' no supper!" the
warden snapped. " I don't want no impudence in my gangs! When yo're tol' to move
-move!"
When the sweat rolls down your body and
the clothes cling to it as though water had
been poured over you, and the dust of a
Georgia road gets in your nose and eyes and
ears and covers you with a reddish film while
you shovel fourteen times to the minute,
minute after minute, hour after hour,-it's
then that you go mad. You forget to keep your
eyes on the ground when the guard curses you
and say, "Yes, sir," and in your madness you
talk back or show the hate in your eyes. Then
17'1.

it means punishment when you return to
camp.
The nigger unconsciously rubbed his wrists
as a man about to be hanged rubs his throat
before his arms are strapped to his sides. He
walked between the warden and the guard to
the stocks and sat on a flat board lying across
the low supports. Bill Twine pulled an iron
lever and the boards opened, leaving curved
spaces for the hands and feet.
"Put 'em in!"
The convict raised both feet at right angles
from his body and placed his ankles in the hollows. His chains rattled against the wood. The
warden threw the lever that locked hollows in
the upper board over those in which the ankles
rested. Wrists followed in the other grooves
and the topmost board clamped over them.
With a quick jerk the guard pulled the
board from under the imprisoned convict.
The body sagged to within three inches of the
ground. His weight seemed to tear his shoulders from their sockets. The boards pressed
tightly against the arteries of his wrists.
The convict uttered a low," Oh, Jesus!"
They extinguished the torch and walked
away.
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The cook cried :
"Come on y'all! Come an' git hit! Come
an' git hit! "
The chained things resting on the cool soil
of the stockade rose and straggled to the mess
hall.

5
It is hard to walk into a cage again.
It was dark and hot inside. He clambered
to the upper bunk he was assigned, careful to
avoid jabbing the others with his spikes, and
stretched out on the blanket crumpled on the
straw mattress. It was too much trouble to
slip the pants through the eye of the spikes and
he removed only his coat and shoes. They all
slept in their pants, stripped to the waist, if
they had no underwear.
The iron door grated and clanged shut and
the noises of the cage at night began: chains
clinking, mattresses rustling, a convict humming softly to himself, sporadic comments,
curses in undertones, sharp slaps at flies and
mosquitoes.
Not a breath of air stirred.
The cage filled with the acrid stench of
eighteen unwashed bodies.
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A nigger scratched himself under the armpits. Another belched gas and laughed.
From the adjoining cage a white swore
querulously:
" God damn stinkin' niggers! "

6
Through the bars you saw the guard and a
trusty go to the shadowy mass in stocks and
raise the topmost board. The wrists were released and the convict fell back, his shoulders
striking the earth and his legs pointing absurdly upward. When the ankles were freed
his feet slid over the board, the chain scraping the wood.
They dragged him like a sack of potatoes to
the cage. The door grated again. Those who
were not asleep raised themselves on elbows
and stared as the trusty lugged him to a lower
bunk.
The door closed again. The padlock
snapped. Insects droned. Bodies tossed restlessly. A nigger snored. A convict stumbled
to the pots.
A wild thing cried in the swamps, a sharp
cry of anger or hunger or loneliness.
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XIII

the first night in a cage
I Tinisthehardheatto sleep
and stench, and doubly hard
when legs are weighted with spikes. When
David did sleep he awoke each time he tried
to turn. Once the convict who had been in
stocks startled him from a fitful doze by a
cry of pain felt in a nightmare, and once
the boy awoke from a dream where, lost in a
dismal swamp, his spiked legs were tangled in
twining roots that drew him down into a
glassy, stagnant pool.
It was quiet and peaceful in his father's
cabin now. The half moon was over the
broken chimney and the stars were winking
like silly nigger gals. The sagging front porch
was piled with picked cotton. Zebulon was
asleep with his mouth open, hugging his
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skinny little arms close to his breast. And
over everything was the stillness preceding
dawn.
The cook and his helper stumbled sleepily to
the kitchen. A lamp was lit and their figures
bobbed fantastically on the yellow squares of
window panes. The sharp cracks of kindling
snapped in two were like distant pistol shots.
The guard sat on the kitchen steps, scratching his neck and yawning.
The cage door swung open and the guard
called the old, familiar: " Ev'rybody up!
Gittin' out! Shake yo' laigs now!"
Chains rattled and clanged and convicts
stumbled sleepily from their bunks, crowding
and jostling one another in the narrow aisle.
2

Buzzard's Roost was rushing work on the
road to Jeff Beacon's acres. Last year the
planter had acquired unbroken land cheaply
and the county was now making an ancient
cowpath as wide and level as other Georgia
roads. An .excavator ploughed the soil and
convict crews shovelled it into mule wagons
that took the load to level deep hollows. In
a semicircle about the wagon, their legs
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planted firmly in the broken earth, they waited
for the signal from the walking-boss.
The guard approached David:
"Ever work on the shovel gang?"
" Yes, suh."
Smallpox Carter set the lick for David's
crew, a huge, pockmarked nigger doing
twenty years for manslaughter.
" Bettah put'm neah me, Boss," he suggested. " J es' to see dat he doan hu't hisse'f
none."
The walking-boss nodded. Convicts must
shovel in unison, for if one rises while another
bends, an arm may be badly gashed.
The eastern sky turned gray.
" Le's go! " the guard shouted.
Smallpox bent his broad back and with a
grunted " Hep! " rose with a shovelful of
earth and heaved it into the wagon. As he
bent each man in the crew bent with him and
when he rose, they rose with him. Steadily,
with rhythmic precision, fourteen shovelsful
to the minute, they bent and rose to Smallpox's
lead. Their breath came in pants, sweat broke
out on their bodies. The nigger who had been
punished threw his shoulders back after every
heave as though to ease a strain on his back.
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Only when the wagon was full and ready to
give place to an empty one, did Smallpox utter
a loud "Hoi' hit!" and everyone paused,
resting on their shovels while the loaded
wagon creaked away and the other took its
place.
The twenty-pound spikes pulled David
ankle deep in the loose earth. The large brogans the commissary had given him filled with
soil. His heart pounded. Muscles ached.
The red dust settled in his nostrils and mouth.
His throat felt dry and when he spat he spat
cotton.
In a momentary breathing space while
wagons were being changed Smallpox whispered to David:
" Lick too fas'?"
" I'll mek hit," he said doggedly.
The filled wagon lurched. The driver
struck the mule's flanks sharply with the long
rems.
" Go on, mule! " he shouted.
"Reck'n we'll hit up a slow tune," Smallpox said with a wink.
David nodded gratefully. The huge
nigger's deep voice started a rhythmic chant,
like the cry of his savage ancestors praying to
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their gods in the jungle. As his shovel sank
into the earth he sang:
Uh, uh, Lawd-

With perfect synchronization each shovel
sank into the soil at the last word.
I wonder why-

Eleven shovels swished their loads into the
wagon.
I got to live
Fo' de bye an' by.e.

Silence followed the last word. Shovels
rasped into the soil again in the rest.
De sweet bye an' bye/

As he finished the verse he heaved.
Uh, uh, Lawd,
Doan You bother me.
l'se never happy,
Cept on a spree Cain' You see!
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Uh,
Uh,
Uh,
Uh,

uh, Lawduh, Lawduh, Lawduh, Lawd-

Po' mel
Smallpox's pitted face shone with perspiration though the sun had scarcely topped the
wooded horizon. Backs bent and rose in
silence. The cries of the driver to his mule
sounded shrill.
They sang the same song again. The walking-boss strolled over and listened.
"Hey!" he shouted. "Whut you singin',
Smallpox? A lullaby? Wan' to put 'em all
to sleep on the job? Better hit up If I Kin
Gitto Georgia Line/ It's a lot livelier!"
The huge nigger grinned.
"Yas, sah," he returned without pausing,
" but wukkin' faster, Boss, ain' gonter bring
mah twenty years roun' no soonah I "
"Well, don't make 'em all lullabies," he
cautioned gruffly.
3
If you are young and have been in a chain
gang before you know what it means when a
strong convict offers you friendship.
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There was the Snake Fork cook who had
been on chain gangs for fifteen years in different counties who was comforted by a fifteenyear-old boy doing three months, whom the
warden gave him as a helper. And when the
meal truck arrived and the walking-boss
shouted," Lay 'em down! Come on now, an'
git yo' feed! " and Smallpox sat with David,
he remembered that Dee had said that to sleep
with a man was as evil in the eyes of the Lord
as sleeping with a beast of the field, and turned
to the lick leader.
"Whut you speckin', Mistuh?" he asked
coldly.
Smallpox looked surprised.
"What's de mattah? "he demanded, frowning.
" Lissen," David said quietly, " I bin on a
chain gang befo'."
"Tough, eh?"
" Lissen, Mistuh, doan start nothin' wid
me--"
The other convicts sat up at the prospect of
a fight. The shotgun guard turned in their
direction, sensing trouble.
Smallpox spat contemptuously and walked
away.
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The boy took his plate of peas and pork and
corn pone and sat on the cool, upturned earth
with the others. He was wet with perspiration. His body ached. The spikes irritated
his ankles and he stretched his feet sidewise
to ease the strain.
During the afternoon, when his eyes
smarted from the sweat that rolled down his
face, he cried to the guard:
" Gittin' out!"
It was the call of the convict camp when a
prisoner had to care for nature's needs. He
had learned in Snake Fork how convicts use it
for a two minute rest when they feel they are
about to drop from exhaustion.
" Gittin' out there! " the guard agreed,
pointing to low brush on the edge of a field.
4
On Saturday afternoons some bathed in a
large pan, less for cleanliness than for the cool
feel of water and when they washed five or
six used the same pan, for the pump was in the
warden's yard and it was too much trouble to
carry water for each man. . Sometimes the
commissary gave them a yellow bar of soap
but there were no towels and bodies dried in
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the sun. Many did not even bathe on Saturdays for it was too long to wait their tum, or
because their bodies would be more odorous
for the nightly smelling.
David watched a strapping nigger with an
open sore the size of a dime on his left leg
bathe in water already used.
" Syph'lis," the bather volunteered indifferently, noting the boy's look. " Ah tol' de
Cap'n 'bout hit w'en I fus' come an' Dr.
Blaine, he come an' looked me ovah an' said
hit was syph'lis but he couldn't affohd to buy
me no injections an' de Cap'n said he couldn't
affohd to sen' a strong niggah away w'en he
was shy o' convicts. But hit doan hu't. Ain'
no bother a-tall. Hit'll go 'way in a li'l while.
" Yeah. De doctor say ' Whut de hell do
you think I am? Come out heah an' spen' mo'
money on gas an' oil den de county pays me
an' den speck me to pay fo' injections fo'
syph'letic niggahs? Hit'll cost a couple o'
dollahs a treatment ev'ry week fo' a long time
an' if I staht wid dis one, whey I come off at?
Ev'ry -damn niggah got syph'lis one way or
another, anyway. Transfer him if you want
to git rid o' him!'"
Chickasaw county paid the county physician
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one hundred dollars a month, which was supposed to include service, travelling expense
and medicine for the county's sick.

5
But Buzzard's Roost was an idyllic camp
when you heard of others.
Skillet Jones who had spent half. of his fifty
years in camps from the Carolinas to Louisiana said so, told them they did not know a
good camp when they saw it.
Skillet looked as though southern suns had
dried him until there was nothing left but a
parched brown skin stretched tightly over
small bones, and two close set eyes darting
furtively in cadaverous sockets. A long scar
ran from his forehead to his nose, hit with a
skillet by a wench, he explained with a wide
grin.
There was the day David sat near him during the dinner period. Water had spilled
from a pail and the wet clay was a deeper,
darker red.
"Nigger blood," Skillet said viciously.
" All dese roads is red. All through de souf.
So much nigger blood in 'em dat no rain kin
ever wash 'em clean again."

He liked to tell stories, talking in his quick,
explosive way and interspersing the tales with
high cackles of amusement. When a convict,
exhausted by the grind, swore sullenly under
his breath, Skillet would snicker contemptuously.
"Huh," he would say, spitting disgustedly.
"Whut you niggers belly-achin' fo'? You
doan know a good camp w'en you seeone!"
And he would tell stories of some other
gang in some other state.
There was the one when the state of Alabama rented him like it would a mule to a
coal operator, and one of the Louisiana swamp
where all convicts had malaria but were
driven to work with whips while their teeth
chattered and their bones ached, and one of
the Mississippi camp, where the warden liked
to shoot into a gang of niggers to see how fast
they could run with chains on their legs-Oh, Buzzard's Roost was as clean as an
angel's wings and the guards as kind as a white
bearded saint to the South Carolina camp
from which he had escaped into Georgia. In
Buzzard's Roost there were vermin and
stench, cursings and beatings and stocks but
out of Slatternville seventeen niggers went into
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the wilderness of the South Carolina hills in
a floating cage, a cage drawn by four mules, a
swaying, creaking, rumbling prison of thick
wood with no bars or windows for air on
nights that choked you, and bunks of steel with
rings for master chains to lock you in at night.
Bedbugs slept with you in that cage and lice
nestled in the hair of your body and you
scratched until your skin bled and the sores on
your body filled with puss. Meat for the floating kitchen wrapped in burlap bags, stinking
meat swarming with maggots and flies, and
corn pone soaked by fall rains, slashing rains
that beat upon the wooden cage through the
barred door upon the straw mattresses until
they were soggy.
Gaunt-eyed convicts, stinking like foul creatures long burie4 in forgotten dungeons. . . .
Oh, Buzzard's Roost was a kindly haven to
some other camps.

XIV

CLYDE was the cook's helper,
B UTCH
drove the meal truck when the crews
worked a distant road. He had served two
and a half of a three-year sentence for stealing
foodstuffs from a grocery before he was permitted to drive alone.
On a day when the August sun turned leaves
a shrivelled brown and yellow, and convicts
and guards coughed from the dust, he drove
the truck between the shotgun guard and the
shovel-crew. The guard's view was obstructed
for a few seconds and he cursed the driver
furiously. That night Butch hung in stocks
for an hour to remind him never to drive between a guard and his convicts.
At eleven-thirty the next morning when the
walking-boss shouted "Lay 'em down!"
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Butch had not yet appeared and a mule wagon
was sent to look for him in case he was stalled
somewhere on the road. They found him
under the overturned truck, his right leg
broken and complaining of pains in his
stomach. They rushed him to camp and in
the warden's absence his wife telephoned the
county physician while two trusties prepared
the cot in a shed reserved for white women
visitors when they called on their husbands.
A trusty brought a bottle of moonshine from
the warden's house and poured a drink down
the half-conscious nigger's throat.
Once Butch rolled his eyes in agony,
coughed and clutched his abdomen.
" Oh, dat hu'ts," he said with a shiver.
" Hit hu'ts. Feels lak mah whole insides is
busted loose."
Dr. Blaine came as the warden drew up at
the stockade gate. The physician was thin,
undersized. His store suit was wrinkled and
his nails dirty. He examined the injured
nigger and nodded solemnly.
" You'll be alright," he said assuringly.
"All you need right now is to set your leg in
splints."
He ordered two flat boards, and washing the
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leg casually, bandaged it. When he finished
he said cheerfully:
"I'll send you some medicine. Take a
tablespoonful every three hours an' just lay
still."
" Cain' you gi' me somethin' to stop de pain,
doctor? " Butch pleaded. " Lawd, mah whole
stomach feels lak hit's busted loose."
" Yes, yes. I know. The medicine'll stop
the pain. You'll have it in a couple o' hours."
The warden walked out with the physician.
" You didn't set his laig - - " he began.
"No. He's got internal injuries an' can't
last long. Why torture him settin' his leg?
An operation might save him but there's no
wing in the county hospital for niggers, an' if
you take him to a nigger doctor's house he'll
have to stay there for weeks, maybe months.
It'll cost the county a lot o' money."
Bill Twine's jowls shook regretfully.
" That's too bad. He was a good nigger.
Time almost up, too."
" If you'll send a trusty to town I'll give him
something to ease the pain but that nigger'll
be gone in a day or two. I'll sign the death
certificate now and save myself another tdp.
Date it the day he dies."
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" What the hell happened? " the warden
asked.
"You heard him," the doctor returned irritably. " Heat. Exhaustion. Dizziness. He
didn't git over the stocks last ev'nin' an' when
he tried to apply the brakes somethin' went
wrong an' the first thing he knew the truck
was on him."
"Yeah," said the warden. " Le's sign the
papers."
Butch lasted another day. They shipped
the body on the milk train to his mother, so
the ice would keep it from decomposing before it reached home.
A coroner's jury and the doctor's certificate
said Butch was a careless nigger who met an
accidental death, but few care how many
niggers die of accidents following exhaustion
or punishment, nor how many might be saved
if permitted into white hospitals.
In some corner of a field lost in a tangle of
thicket, a fresh mound marks a Georgia nigger
returned by the state to his mother, and a slip
of paper is added to the Prison Commission
files. A nigger dead of an accident. A nigger
dead of disease. A nigger killed trying to
escape. Little slips of paper with rubber
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bands around them gathering dust in Atlanta
and little mounds of Georgia clay for mothers
to weep on.
2

To Chickasaw county Butch's death meant
only one nigger less to work on Jeff Beacon's
road and the state would send them another
for the county's quota.
The Prison Commission's wheels ground
another into the maw of Buzzard's Roost. He
came within a week, thin-faced, roundshouldered and with a whipped air. Albert
Hope was his name and he was troubled with
a cough that shook his body and left him gasping for breath. His papers said he was twentyone. He had cut a barber with a razor and
got ten years for it. The warden of the camp
where he had been had asked the Commission
to transfer him and the request came in the
same mail with Butch's death certificate. The
coughing convict was promptly sent to Buzzard's Roost.
When Bill Twine saw the emaciated face
and heard the racking cough he swore.
"Jesus Christl What do they want to sen'
niggers like him to me fo'? I can't work that
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consumptive without killin' him an' I'm not
goin' to have my death total raised because
some other warden wants his lowered."
He left orders to chain him and put him to
work driving a dirt wagon until he could be
transferred to the state farm.
"That'll be easy work," he explained.
The convict watched the chains being
riveted around his ankles.
"What dey wan' to put demon me fo'?" he
asked plaintively. " I cain' run twenty feet
widout coughin' my lungs up."
Two days of work from sunrise to sunset and
the nigger coughed up a mouthful of blood.
The warden saw him spit it out.
" God damn!" he shouted. " Put him in
my car an' I'll take him back to camp befo' he
dies on me. Jesus! Why don't they examine
'em before sendin' 'em to a chain gang!"
Bill Twine told the sick nigger to lie in his
bunk until the doctor came. The convict
covered himself with a blanket though the day
was hot. He lay on his back exhausted by
spasms of coughing. Sometimes blood welled
to his mouth even when he did not cough.
Flies gathered on the dark puddle he spat on
the floor.
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Dr. Blaine did not come. At night a trusty
brought a plate of peas and a cup of water to
the cage. During the night he had another
coughing spell. His head drooped over the
bunk and he gasped for air with a peculiar,
hissing sound, and spat another mouthful of
blood.
Smallpox slipped from his bunk and went to
him.
" Do anything fo' you, Con? " he asked
sympathetically.
"] es' a li'l water," he said weakly; wiping
the blood from his mouth.
"Cain' git no water now. Have to call the
boss-manto open de cage. Hit'd wake de hul
camp up."
"Never mine," Con said.
Funny, David thought, lying on his elbow
watching them, that of all the convicts the
huge nigger doing twenty years, the toughest
in the gang, should be the one to offer help.
3
In the morning the guard told Con to stay
in bed. Bill Twine brought him a little sugar
and condensed milk for his coffee.
When the c:rews left, the warden took a
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lantern from the cross and entered the cage.
His shadow spread and hovered over the bars
and roof.
" How you this mawnin', boy? "
" Pretty bad, Cap'n. Had a bad spell las'
ev'nin'."
" Yeah. Well, jes' stay in the cage. When
the sun comes up sit in the sunshine fo' a while.
That ought to he'p till the doctor comes. I'll
have you transferred to the state farm till yo'
better."
"Thank-ee, suh," Con said gratefully.
Dr. Blaine did not come that day either.
He telephoned he was busy.
"J es' keep him in bed an' he'll be alright,"
he said.
When the sun flooded the stockade Con tried
to rise but when he moved his mouth filled
with blood. But it was easier to breathe with
the door open and the pots gone so he did not
try to get up again.
The stockade drowsed in its daytime stillness. The trusties were somewhere at work
and a silence as of the desert was over everything. Human life was gone; only flies and
mosquitoes, red ants and a buzzard flying high
across the sun, lived with him.
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It is terrible to be alone in a dead world
with a dead cross· staring bleakly at you but it
is more terrible to be dying alone with chains
on your feet and a buzzard flying high waiting
for your carcass.

4
In the afternoon when Bill Twine returned
Dr. Blaine had not yet come. The warden
swore but Dr. Blaine's appointment was political, too, and there were many reasons why
it was not wise to protest against the county
physician's failure to appear. He it was who
signed sanitation reports. He knew the real
foods fed convicts instead of the foods recorded on paper. Only he could legally state
that a man died of heart trouble or apoplexy
or sunstroke after severe punishment.
The flies rose from the congealing blood on
the floor when the warden entered.
"How you feel now?"
"Pretty bad, Cap'n. Ain' de doctor gonter
come?"
" Sho he'll come. J es' talked to him. Said
fo' you not to worry none. You'll be settin' a
lively string right soon."
Con's lips spread in a ghastly grin.
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" No, suh, Cap'n. I reck'n dis is jes' about
de en' o' dis here nigger."
The terror in his eyes belied the grin.
The warden grunted and turned to leave.
" Cap'n," Con said quickly as though fearful that he would be left alone before he could
utter his request, "do you reck'n I could git
a preacher here to me?"
"What's that? A preacher? What the hell
do you want with a preacher fo'?"
"Well, suh, I bin studyin' while layin' here
in dis bunk dat I never done nothin' much to
git to heaven an' I bin figg'rin' maybe a
preacher could fix things up fo' me. I'd sho
feel better if things was fixed up."
Bill Twine scratched his heavy jowls.
" I ain't figgerin' on you passin' out but if
you want a preacher, why I'll git ol' man
Gilead down in town fo' you. Sho I'll git
him."
" Thank-ee, suh."
" Git'm here in three shakes. Sen' my Ford
fo'm right now."
"Thank-ee, suh," Con repeated.
The warden sent a trusty.
" Bring'm back with you," he instructed.
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" You'll find him in Nigger Town. Anybody'll tell you where he is."
Preacher Gilead came, removing his black,
felt hat and bowing respectfully. The white,
frizzled hair on his head shone in the sun. He
rubbed his straggly, white goatee nervously.
His broad, dusty shoes were cracked and his
trousers were frayed at the cuffs.
" Young nigra in the cage ast fo' you,
Preacher," the warden said amiably.
"Yes, suh. Yes, suh. I'll go dey d'reckly,
suh."
For a long time the old man sat crouched on
the edge of Con's bunk, just sat and held the
boy's thin hand and smiled kindly at him. The
insects droned. The sun beat on the iron roof.
The sweat ran down his face and the soiled,
white collar wrinkled as though trying to mofd
itself to his throat.
" Never did have no folks since I was no
higher'n a barber chair," Con said.
The preacher stroked the boy's hand and
smiled gently.
" I bin layin' here studyin', studyin' all de
time. Dey ain' nobody to claim my body an'
dey'll sen' hit to de students fo' cuttin' up."
The old man's lips moved silently.
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" You cain' go fo' de Lawd wid yo' insides
all missin' an' yo' haid sawed to pieces."
" I'll ask de Cap'n to let me bury you if you
die," the preacher promised gently.
"Will you now, sho?" The boy's face
lighted with relief. " I'm scairt, jes' scairt o'
bein' cut up. Never be myse'f again-even
w'en de angel Gabriel--"
" I'll go see de Cap'n right dis minute. I'll
be back d'reckly."
Bill Twine was directing repairs in the
blacksmith shelter when the old man approached.
"Yes, Preacher? How's the boy now?"
" Dat boy's gonter die, sub, I reck'n."
"Oh, I dunno. Dr. Blaine'll be along an'
maybe fix'm up good as new."
" Maybe, sub. But dat po' boy's terrible
scairt. He ain' got no folks an' he's layin' dey
frettin' dat w'en he dies his body'll go to de
students fo' cuttin' up."
"Oh l"
"Yes, sub. An' I was figg'rin'," he continued hesitantly, "mayb~ you could promise
him dat he ain' gonter be cut up so's he kin go
befo' de Lawd all whole, lak he is."
The warden shook his head.
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" Hit's the law, Preacher. If they ain't nobody to claim the body fo' burial we gotter sen'
hit to a medical school or bury hit in a pauper's field, an' dey ain' no nigger pauper's fi'eld
roun' here."
"Oat boy'd sho die a lot mo' peaceful if he
figgered he'd be buried some place all whole."
" Well," the warden said meditatively, " I
don't know what I kin do."
"Maybe you'd let me bury him, suh-some
place."
"Will yo' burial society take him?"
" No, suh. I reck'n not. He ain' no member. But dey's lot o' Ian' ain' bein' used--"
He motioned vaguely to the sun-baked area
rolling to the swamps beyond the barbed wire.
" I'll tell you what I'll do, Preacher," Bill
Twine said abruptly. "You tell him I'll see
to hit he ain't cut up none. Maybe hit kin be
arranged. That's thebes' I kin do."
"Thank you, suh," the preacher murmured.
"Ain' nothin' to worry yo' haid about, boy,"
he assured Con gently. " Dey ain' gonter sen'
you to de students if you die. Cap'n Twine
jes' promised me."
"I was scairt," the boy whispered. "Awful
scairt."
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A heavy humidity hung over the stockade.
Few could sleep in the heat, and the stench
of their bodies and night pots made it hard to
breathe. They were wet, sticky as though hot,
slimy water had been poured over them.
David was stripped to the waist. The pants
clung to his iegs, irritating them, and the
spikes were monstrous things that grew out of
him and were part of him now. His ankles
hurt from the rubbing weight and he feared
the irritation would bring shackle poison.
Sam Gates had had shackle poison and he remembered how swollen the leg was. Sometimes, a convict's leg has to be cut off if the
swelling gets too bad.
Smallpox bent his massive form over the
edge of the bunk.
" How you, Con? " he asked.
" Not so good."
"Dat doctor man 1ll fix you up fine," the
nigger said cheerfully.
" He'll be a li'I late w'en he do come."
There was something terrifying in the quiet,
resigned answer. A nigger cursed. Others
raised themselves on their elbows, shadowy
forms staring sympathetically.
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" I'm alright. Only I git scairt sometimes,"
the boy said apologetically.
" Hell, dey ain' nothin' to be scairt of! Cain'
nobody git in here to hu't you! Lawd, you
sho pertected in dis cage! "
"No, I'm scairt ev'rybody'll go to sleep an'
leave me alone."
The huge nigger dropped from his bunk,
his chain rattling on the floor.
" I'll set up wid you. Hell, I cain' sleep
nohow."
He crouched at the foot of Con's bunk.
" Wan' a song, boy, jes' to kine o' cheer you
up?" he asked.
"Dat'd be fine," the boy said.
Smallpox began:
lf you wanter sneeze,
Tell you whut ter do-

" Sing Star in de East, will you, Smallpox?" Con interrupted.
The huge nigger hesitated.
" Sho, if dat's whut you wan'," he agreed.
" 0 Lawd," he sang:
0 Lawdl Ain' dey no rest fo' de weary one?
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One star in de east,
One star in de west,
An' between de two dey ain' never no rest.
Let us cross over de river,
Let us cross over de river,
Let us cross over de river,
An' rest.
0 Lawd! Ain' dey no rest fo' de weary one?

Ebenezer Bassett was the first to join in the
singing. One by one the others added their
voices and those who did not know the words
hummed the tune. The whites in their cage
listened. The guard came out of his shack and
listened.
They sang for an hour, and silence agam
descended over the cage.
The lanterns on the cross smoked.
Con was asleep, one hand hanging limply
over the edge of his bunk.
Smallpox crawled stealthily back to his.
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XV

cry of terror shattered the silence
A ofLOUD
Buzzard's Roost. The convicts awoke
with starts. A half-naked nigger stood
trembling in the passageway, his teeth chattering audibly.
" Oh, Lawd I " he cried. " He's daid! "
A convict swore. A white cried out irritably. Trusties in tattered underwear appeared at their shack door. The guard ran to
the cage shouting:
"Hush! God damn you! What the hell's
the matter in there! "
" He's daid! " the nigger cried again.
A convict cursed angrily. A voice added a
rebellious cry and then another. It seemed
that they had been waiting for something like
that frightened shriek in the darkness to loosen
the floods of their emotions. The cages filled
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with cries and shouts and bitter oaths. The
guard bellowed for them to quiet but his voice
was lost in the rising bedlam. White and
black, the convicts went mad in a delirium of
expresswn. Cat-calls mingled with screams
and curses. Some found their shoes and
banged on the iron doors or hammered on the
bars. The noise could be heard half a mile
away.
Bill Twine, pistol in hand, came running in
his underwear, swearing luridly. His paunch
wabbled furiously and hi~ jowls shook.
"Git 'im out o' here!" a voice cried from
the nigger cage.
" Stop that noise! " the warden roared.
" Stop it, or I'll stretch every damn one o'
you!"
Timid ones, fearful of punishment, ceased
their cries. Others, fearful of being singled
out by their voices, stopped. Only an undercurrent of whispers and indistinct, muttered
protests sounded in the nigger cage.
" Git some torches an' open that door! " the
warden ordered angrily.
Two bright flares burst hissing and sputtering, throwing a weird light on the frightened
faces peering through the bars.
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The night guard swung the door open.
" Pile out I All o' you I " he shouted.
They came, barefooted, half-naked and
huddled together in front of the cage, silent
and app rehensi ve.
" What the hell happened? " Bill Twine
demanded.
No one answered.
"Who started this? Talk now, God damn
you! or I'll stretch y'all! "
" I got scairt, Cap'n," the nigger who had
uttered the first cry said, his teeth chattering.
" He's daid in dey I "
A rush of words came as though he feared
being stopped before he explained why he had
shrieked. He had started for a pot. Con's
hand hung over the rim of his bunk. While
bending to avoid an outstretched foot from an
upper bunk his chest brushed the hand. It
was cold, and the horror of being locked in
with the dead had terrified him.
" So that's it, eh? That's why you woke the
camp an' raised all this hell! "
" I didn't mean to start all dat, suh. I was
scairt. Dey'll be niggers dyin' here'bouts
now."
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" I dunno 'bout the dyin' but there'll be a
nigger stretched for startin' this!"
" Please, suh, Cap'n-I didn't mean to start
nothin'. I was jes' scairt slapped to death,
suh--"
" We'll see if we kin scare you enough to
keep yo' damn mouth shut in the future," the
warden returned viciously. "Jesse, git the
cuffs an' ropes ! "
The night guard handed the torch to a
trusty and disappeared into his shack.
"Bartow! Sam! Git that nigger out o' the
cage an' put 'im in the blacksmith shelter."
The two convicts carried the dead boy from
the cage.
" You stay here! " Bill Twine ordered the
still trembling nigger. " The rest o' you git
back in there an' don't let me hear any mo' o'
that God damned noise. The nex' time I'll
stretch ev' ry one o' you ! "
Ebenezer approached Twine.
" Cap'n, please, suh," he pleaded, " cain'
you put a couple o' pennies on Con's eyes so's
he won't look at us w'en we's sleepin'?"
Twine's fists clenched, but there had been
enough trouble without terrifying the niggers
more, and he growled:
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"Alright. I'll have a couple o' coppers put
on 'em."
Ebenezer scraped gratefully. The night
guard came with a pair of shiny handcuffs,
snapped them on the nigger's wrists and tied
a long rope to the links between the cuffs.
" Come on! " he said, yanking the rope.
Ebenezer turned to the warden again.
"Cap'n, 'scuse me, please, suh, but ain' you
gonter have somebody set up wid Con? He'll
ha'nt us sho if he ain' waked, suh."
"Alright. You set up with 'im if you want
to--"
" Yes, suh. Be glad to, suh. An' kin I git
some salt an' ashes f'um de cook fo' his sickness, too, suh? "
" Yeah," Twine said, and walked to the
stunted concrete post to which the guard was
already tying the convict.
2

Through the bars figures could be seen moving silently and swiftly before the white post.
The warden, an absurd figure in his underwear, held a flare high.
The unresisting nigger, with his back to the
post, was laced to it from ankles to hips with
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a rope and the one tied to the cuffs slipped
about the second post. The guard pulled
sharply. The convict's torso jerked forward,
bending at right angles, his arms outstretched.
His head drooped between the arms. The
sweat on his back and arms glistened in the
light.
" Stretch! " the warden ordered harshly.
The guard pulled until the rope was as taut
as a tuned violin string.
" Oh Jesus l " the nigger screamed. "Yo'
pullin' my arms out!"
The rope was wound around the post and
tied, leaving the convict stretched so the
slightest movement threatened to wrench his
shoulders from their sockets.
" One hour l " the warden said curtly and
extinguished the torch.
Over the moans of the nigger on the rack
sounded Ebenezer's low cries. He was a
vague shadow rocking on his haunches, waking the dead while arranging the plateful of
ashes and salt under the body covered with
burlap bags. His voice was indistinct but as
his emotions rose it came clear:
"Po' Con!
Po' black boy!
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You done lef' us.
No mo' cage. No mo' chains.
No mo' cough an' no mo' blood.
Come on, Consumption, an' git into dat salt
an' ashes an' leave dis po' black boy alone I
Leave'm alone so's he kin enter de bright
gates o' heaven all good an' whole.
Po' black boy I
Yo' free now-Lak a red breast flyin' in de sky.
"
From somewhere in the recesses of his
memory rose an old lullaby he had crooned to
his children:
Ol' cow, ol' cow,
Whey is yo' calf?
W q,y down yonder in de meadow/
De buzzards an' de flies
A-pickin' out its eyesOh, de po' li'l thing cried' Mammy!'

"] esus Christ I " a voice from the white
cage shouted. " Can't somebody hush that
nigger!"
3
Bill Twine kept his promise not to send
Con's body to be cut up by students.
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When the convict crews left he picked a
secluded spot where tall pines rose against the
cloudless sky and the land sloped to the first
shallow pool of the swamps, and ordered
Ebenezer and a trusty to dig a grave behind
a cluster of bushes. Rich foliage shaded the
exposed roots of ancient trees in the stagnant
water and beyond, the green tangles brooded
witlt its mystery. The dew was still wet on the
sparse grass and the morning chorus of red
birds were starting their daily hymn to the rising sun.
Four buzzards sailed effortless over the
stockade and perched on a dogwood to watch
the digging- men. A white butterfly settled
upon the fresh turned soil, fluttered its wings,
and flew off.
That night, when the cage door closed on
them, Ebenezer told the story of Con's burial.

4
A convict who has been stretched cannot
work the next day and the nigger was on the
cage steps with his head resting on his chest
when the doctor finally arrived.
" Is that nigger why you called me so
urgently?" he asked the warden irritably.
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" No! " Bill Twine returned coldly. " I
called you about that T. B. nigger you didn't
have time to see. Well, you kin see'm nowunder that pile o' bags yonder! "
Dr. Blaine shrugged his shoulders.
"Too bad," he said regretfully. " Have
you made out the death certificate?"
"What'll I make it out fo'? That he got
consumption since he came here an' died in a
few days? I ain't fixin' fo' mo' trouble than
I already got. You had no business lettin' that
nigger stay in camp! You should have examined him when I first called you last week
an' ordered him transferred to the state
farm!"
"What's the difference what he died of?"
the doctor said in a conciliatory tone. " I'm
the one who decides on the cause, so you have
nothing to worry about. He died o' heart
failure. Most o' these niggers are syphilitic
anyway an' they can die of a syphilitic heart
as easily as T. B. You're gittin' too upset."
"Too damn many heart failures out o' this
camp."
"Oh, hell, make it anything you want!" he
exclaimed testily.
Bill Twine filled out the report. For cause
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of death he wrote laboriously: "Just dropped
dead."
"That's good enough," said Dr. Blaine.
" There's no claim on this body an' he was
scared o' bein' cut up by students an' I
promised to have him buried. He was a good
nigger an' it ain't his fault he's dead."
"Sure. You can't ship the body anyway.
Damn thing'll decompose by the time it gets
anywhere. An' you won't make the county
sore by taking him off its hands."
5
A trusty brought Preacher Gilead. His
white hair seemed a little thinner than before
when he removed his hat in the warden's presence and bowed gravely.
" Mawnin', Preacher," the warden said.
"That boy-he's dead, you know."
" Yes, suh," he said tonelessly. He glanced
at the nigger on the cage steps and sighed.
"I promised not to turn him over to the
students so I'm havin' him buried on the
premises. I figgered you'd want to hoi' services."
" Yes, suh."
"Body's by the grave yonder."
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"Yes, suh, I'll go d'reckly."
Soil lay on one side of the deep, red hole
and the burlap-covered Con on the other.
The preacher uttered a startled " Oh
Lawd! " when he saw the grave.
" Y' all done digged dat no'th an' sou fright at de cross-ways o' de worl'! " he said
reproachfully. " How dat boy tu'n roun' w'en
de golden trumpet soun's an' de daid begin to
git ready to git up out o' dey graves? "
The convicts looked frightened, and worried
lest they have to dig another grave east and
west.
Red ants scurried under the bags as though
unable to wait until the body was laid away.
More buzzards flocked to the dogwood and
sat motionless, eying them with cocked heads.
The old man shook his head. In a loud
voice he cried:
" Chillun I Look on de face o' yo' brudder!"
"My brudder in de arms o' Gawd," Ebenezer crooned. He raised a bag from the face.
Two copper pennies lay on the closed eyelids.
Tears rose to Preacher Gilead's eyes. He
wept as he pocketed the coppers.
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" He's done worked out his time an' he's a
free sperit now," he said gently.
" Lak a bird in de top-mos' pine,'' Ebenezer
crooned.
The convicts lowered Con into the grave.
The plateful of salt and ashes, with ants
crawling over it, lay dull in the sunlight.
" Ashes to ashes," the preacher mumbled,
scattering them over the bags. The trusties
shovelled the soil into the grave. The old man
raised his head and clasped his hands together
fervently:
" 0 Lawd, Who got kindness an' mussy in
Yo' heart fo' all things,
Dis boy's a-goin' homeFlyin' lak a mockin' bird straight to You.
Spread Yo' white wings over him.
Mek him fo'git dey was chains on his feet
Lak You made Yo' people fo'git dey was
slaves w'en You tuk 'em outer ancient Egypt.
Great is Yo' mussy. Hit endureth fo'everSho, sho, You got some fo' a po' cullud
boy."
He looked so old and shrivelled standing
there, with the veins in his hands showing and
the raised chin so scraggly and drawn.
Ebenezer and the trusty shovelled steadily,
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eying ·each other and the preacher suspiciously
lest one dash for the stockade to avoid being
the last to leave the six-foot graveyard and
thus be the next to die. Their quick breathing and worried looks were so pronounced that
the old man stopped abruptly. Ebenezer
paused, fearful lest they fly before they even
filled the grave and leave him to struggle as
best he could with his chain.
A look of deep compassion spread over the
preacher's face.
" I'm a ol' man," he said gently, " an' hit
doan matter much if de Lawd calls me, so y'all
jes' tek yo' time. I'll wait right here till you
is gone."
When the last pats of the shovels smoothed
the mound he said quietly:
"Y'all kin go now."
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XVI

"SHO. Bury 'em in swamps," a voice said.
"Who cares? Yo' nothin' but a nigger."
" Should a-taken care o' dat boy," said
another. " Hit ain' right to let 'em die lak
dat."
"Niggers got no rights. Mules got rights.
Mules cost money," the first voice said
bitterly.
" Should a-taken care o' dat boy," a third
voice said with deep conviction. " Prison
Commission sez dey gotter tek care o' you if
you's sick."
" Yeah. Prison Commission sez de doctor
gotter be here w' en dey punish you, too."
"Somebody oughter write 'em 'bout dis
boy."
" Yeah? An' dey'll sen' a inspector an' he'll
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repo't Con got de bes' treatment. De Cap'n
an' de doctor'll say de same. An' w'en dat's
over you'll wish you was out dey wid Con."
"Yeah. Nothin' to do 'cept wuk out yo'
time-or die out."
" Or run out."
"An' git ketched an' put in de sweat box."
" Lots o' convicts run out."
"Yeah. Whey? Tell me dat? Whey dey
run?"
" Houn' dogs on Ian' an' wild cats in de
swamps."
"Yeah. Dey ain' no 'scape fo' niggers."
2

But even to think of escape makes it easier
when the guard curses and the sweat dribbles
down your body while you bend and rise, bend
and rise, fourteen shovelsful to the minute,
hour after hour under a tropic sun. Shackles
are off and a free body runs in the fields, in the
swamps, on the highway, hunted by man and
dogs but-free.
In the noon period Ebenezer dropped
tiredly beside David at the roadside and stared
morosely at the spikes.
"I got de blues," he said.
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The boy nodded sympathetically.
"I'd lak ter see my two chillun but I doan.
even know whey dey is."
David did not answer.
" I could fine 'em if I was out."
The sun's glare hurt the boy's eyes and he
covered them with his hat. The guard and
the walking-boss sat with their backs to a tree,
watching the convicts.
Mules grazed on the seared grass.
" I foun' 'em once w'en I run out an' I kin
do hit again."
" You got tuh run out fus'."
"Dey oughter be two w'en you run outone to watch w'en de other's sleepin'."
David turned on his side to look at him.
Ebenezer's eyes were bright.
"Ain' no use. You'd git ketched an' beat
half tuh death."
" Not if I meks de swamps at night. I know
swamps. I lived in 'em till I was man-size.
Dey ain' nobody kin fine me in a swamp in de
dark. Nobody. Not C?Ven a houn' dog. An'
by sunup I'd be whey dey couldn't fine me
even in daytime."
" Yeah? Yo' big trouble is mekkin' de
swamps."
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" I got dat all figgered out."
The boy raised himself on an elbow to look
with startled interest at him.
" I got a steel file-f'um de blacksmith
shelter."
"Whey yo' got hit?" the boy breathed excitedly.
" In de brush near de grave. Threw hit in
w'en we was carryin' Con dey."
"How you figg'rin' mekkin' de swamps fo'
de guard shoots you?" David asked eagerly.
"Dey cain' shoot you in de ev'nin'. Dey
cain' even see you. Gimme ten minutes an'
dey'll never fine me. Houn' dogs ain' no good
in swamps if you sticks to water."
David shook his head.
"How you git ten minutes start?"
" Dat's whut I got all figgered out," Ebenezer said triumphantly. " J es' a li'l mo'nin'
on Con's grave."
It was a simple scheme and in its very
simplicity lay the chance for success. The
warden knew the nigger custom of mourning
the dead and decorating graves with broken
crockery, cans, pots-anything sufficiently useless not to be stolen. As for the closeness to
the swamps, everyone in Buzzard's Roost
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knew enough not to try for them. Two had
fled there once and two weeks later a trapper
had found what the wild cats had left of them.
The warden would have no fear of a break in
that direction, not with chains and spikes on
their legs. Only the open road held hope for
escaping convicts in this camp, and on that
the hounds would find them.
Against capture and punishment was the
chance of success, of shedding spikes, and the
fear of shackle poison that might cost him a
leg and leave him a helpless cripple, unfit even
for a white man's farm.
The thoughts raced through his mind. To
the excited imagination the escape was an accomplished thing.
"W'en you fixin' tuh try?" he asked
eagerly.
"Dis ev'nin'. Right after supper," Ebenezer said.
3
The afternoon was long.
To David the work songs to which he
shovelled merely heralded an approaching
freedom. Even the guard's customary cries
and curses fell on indifferent ears.
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The sun sank behind the fields and the
guard shouted "Lay 'em down!" In the
truck Ebenezer sat at his side and while the
car shook its way through the gloom, pressed
his foot gently, a friendly pressure. Bill
Twine called " Come by me! Lemme smell
you I " under the reddish flares. In the mess
hall the older nigger caught his eye with a
significant look that made his heart pound
fiercely.
He was half through with his supper when
Ebenezer got up.
David knew what to do. He had been told
in a few swift sentences and he raised his legs
over the bench and followed him into the
yard. The boy walked slowly to the kitchen.
He saw the warden and the night guard talking together but they did not look at him.
The cook raised his head from the pots and
pans.
" You got somethin' I kin put on Con's
grave?" David asked hesitantly.
"I reck'n so." His large, flat nostrils quivered. He took two broken pitchers and a
dented pan from a shelf and gave them to him.
"Too bad 'bout dat boy," he said sympathetically.
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"Yeah," said David.
He walked awkwardly towards the warden
with the pitchers and pan in his arms. Ebenezer, smoking nearby, strolled towards them
casually. David's legs seemed weighted with
added steel and a cold sweat broke out when
he saw Bill Twine and the guard look at him.
"Please, suh," the boy said timidly, "I got
dese f'um de cook, suh, an' I was wond' rin' if
I could put 'em on po' Con's grave."
" Hell! " the warden exclaimed. " These
damn niggers'll have a grave lookin' like a
junk pile in no time I "
Then, with a tolerant shrug of his shoulders,
he said:
" Sho, if you'll make it snappy. Near time
fo' bed, y'know."
" Yes, suh. Thank-ee, suh," David stammered.
Ebenezer approached, bowing and smirkmg.
" Kin I go too, suh? " he pleaded. " I was
jes' figg'rin' 'bout him all alone out dey--"
" Ain' you done enough mournin'? " the
warden laughed.
He glanced instinctively at the chains and
the boy's outspread legs.
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"Alright! But make it snappy," he said
good-naturedly.
The guard grinned. They watched the two
walk slowly to the stockade gate.
"Keeps 'ern satisfied," Bill Twine said.
"Makes 'em less trouble to keep in line, an'
they're safe. A three-year-old kid kin outrun
'em."
Beyond the stockade gate Ebenezer
chuckled.
" Lawd I Dat was easy I "
"Yeah," said David excitedly.
It had been so simple. Excluding the first
low chuckle of satisfaction neither uttered a
sound. At the mound they slipped behind the
little cluster of bushes. Not twenty feet away
was the first pool of stagnant water and the
darkness of the unknown.
The lanterns on the cross were bulbs in
the distance and the lighted windows of the
mess hall and kitchen, glowing squares of
light.
Ebenezer fumbled in the bushes.
" I got hit," he called tensely.
He held the file close to his body. It was a
foot long.
David threw the pitchers and pan on the
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mound and stood shaking with excitement,
staring at the darkness of the swamp's edge.
" Lawd, I cain' go ten feet in dey widout
gittin' cotched in dem roots," he whispered.
" An' dey I'll be, stuck dey, waitin' fo' de
houn's!"
" Dis ain' time ter start yo' worryin', boy.
If we ain' back in ten minutes dey'll be huntin'
us. Come on! I know dese swamps better'n
de stockade I "
With a frightened look at the tranquil, stardrenched land, David slipped after him into
the swamp. Water from a pool seeped into
his shoes with soothing coolness. A spike
caught almost immediately in a tangle of roots
and he jerked his leg desperately before he
freed himself.
"Put yo' feet careful on dem roots," Ebenezer cautioned nervously. " Feel yo' way.
Hit's darker'n a voodoo hell in here! "
Tall trees and intertwined branches heavy
with leaves shut out the sky except for scattered patches through which stars shone
brightly. David followed blindly, holding on
to his companion's coat. Under a cowled
cypress was solid ground, some wild creature's
path, and he stepped on it with relief. Ebe-
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nezer heard the firm step and with an irritable
mutter pulled him roughly.
" Git ofien dat path! " he exclaimed. " You
wanter leave a trail fo' dem dogs? Whut's
de matter wif you? "
The older convict felt his way with the instinct of a jungle animal. They were wet to
the knees. The chains were troublesome and
the spikes more so. Once David had to extricate himself by tearing feverishly with his
hands at the roots in which it caught. He
could scarcely take five steps without the long
prongs catching in roots or sinking in the
slimy mud.
It seemed to them that they had been in the
swamp a long time before the first, faint cry
came with the warning that they were missed.
The boy plunged forward in a spurt of desperate fear.
" Do an you go to losin' yo' haid now I "
Ebenezer exclaimed angrily. "Dey ain'
a-comin' through dese here swamps wid no
houn' dogs. If dey do dey'll go by de paths."
He moved quickly to a motionless mirror of
water over which the sky hung like a lighted
dome, and paused to listen.
The smell of rotting fish hung over the
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water. Frogs croaked. By the starlight they
saw that the pool extended several hundred
feet, triangle shape. The bank to their left
was lined with cypress trees.
"Dis cain' be much deeper," Ebenezer
whispered. "Le's mek dem cypress shadows."
They waded through the primeval slime
and reached the shadows before the faint baying of the hounds came to them. They heard
Bill Twine roar but the words were indistinct.
Another and still indistinct cry sounded, followed by shouts and the crash of men plunging
into the swamp.
" Dey cain' go far," Ebenezer whispered.
" De dogs'll lose de scent an' de Cap'n an'
guards ain' got no special likin' fo' wadin' in
swamp water an' maybe gittin' bit by a rattlesnake. Dey'll be gittin' back right quick an'
hunt us te.r-morrer."
The calls of the guards and the weird, frantic baying of the dogs became clearer but the
brush and trees and leaves were so dense that
they could not even glimpse the torches. Ebenezer whispered encouragingly. If the search
reached the pool, they would submerge until
only their heads were out of the water; but
even while he was whispering the hunt was
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recalled. The sounds of crashing retreated
and the frustrated cries of the dogs told them
that the scent was lost.
The stillness of the jungle settled over them.
Only the croaking of frogs and the vague
noises of the night ruffled the swamp's peace.
With a high, excited chuckle Ebenezer said:
"We did hit, eh?"
David laughed nervously.
"Yeah. Now whut we do? How long we
have tuh stay here?"
"'Bout a week. Dey'll be huntin' us till
den. De fus' thing ter do is git dese shackles
off."
They found a clump of thick, intertwined
roots, gnarled and bulbous, hanging over the
water and sat on them. Ebenezer commenced
filing immediately.
" Didn't I tell you," he said. "You stay wid
me an' I'll git you outer dis mess, safe on de
way ter yo' folks."
"I doan want tuh git back tuh my folks.
Dey'll be huntin' me dey."
The older convict's arms moved rhythmically while the file screeched against the steel
around his right ankle.
" I doan lak chain gangs nohow," he said.
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" I want ter fine my two chillun an' git up
no'th wid 'em."
When the first shackle fell he uttered a
triumphant:
" Dey she is I "
When the second was filed through he let
them and the twenty-inch chain drop into the
water at his feet, laughing delightedly at the
faint ripples.
" Dat's one chain ain' never gonter trouble
nobody no mo'," he said grimly.
He gave the boy the file.
"Right here," he said, pointing to the
riveted eyes encasing the ankles.
The sultry night turned cool by the time the
spikes dropped with a splurge into the water.
The boy rubbed the irritated ankles. It was
hard to believe that his feet were free again
and he stretched and bent them in the sheer joy
of free movement.
"Le's travel," Ebenezer said. "We got ter
git on as far as we kin fo' daylight. Den we'll
sleep, with no trail fo' dem houn' dogs ter
pick up."
The dragging weight was gone. Even moving through slimy pools and thick vegetation
was a joyous sensation. When a gray patch
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spread cool over the branches and the red
birds commenced their morning song, Ebenezer picked a dry spot under a curtain of low
branches and told David to sleep while he
watched lest some accident bring the hunters
or a trapper upon them.
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XVII

was high noon when David's sleep was
I Tbroken
to take the watch.
It was cool and shady in the heart of the
swamp. Where the sun shone, it was on a
primeval world of lush green. A small, lusterless pool, in which floated dead leaves and
broken twigs, was at the right and a dense
forest of dogwood and maple, hickory and
cypress on all sides, shiny moss and thickets of
brush and long grass and ferns. Life chattered
and chirped but only when a bird flew scolding from its nest in a flurry of excitement did
leaves tremble, catch the sun and send it shimmering over the dead water.
Ebenezer snored and turned restlessly. He
slept with his mouth open, his legs spread wide
in the luxury of space. David stretched lazily,
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revelling in the sense of freedom. At this
hour the convicts of Buzzard's Roost were
shovelling soil on Jeff Beacon's road, shovelling fourteen times to the minute, minute after
minute, hour after hour while the sun beat
upon them and the sweat ran down their
bodies and red dust filled their nostrils and
open, panting mouths.
Ebenezer awoke with a start.
"Well, how you?" he grinned happily.
" Dey ain' foun' no tracks, did dey? Didn't I
tell you dey ain' no dog livin' kin fine me in a
swamp!"
" Yeah. N othin' bin roun' here."
" I doan know how big dis swamp is, but
we'll jes' keep travellin' sou£ till we git to hits
edge. Mus' be some farms whey we kin fine
water."
He led the way again through underbrush
and paths tracked by wild creatures. They
walked boldly, no longer caring whether
leaves rustled or branches snapped, and before the shadows of approaching evening
threw a gloomy haze over the swamp they saw
a tract of level ground and a dilapidated cabin
and barn through a net of cypress leaves.
Close by the swamp was a clump of cane
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planted apparently by the farmer for his own
use.
Ebenezer whispered to David to wait while
he crept forward, moving stealthily, with the
grace of a wild cat stalking its prey and with
as much sound. He returned with a broad
grin.
" Fo' whites pickin' cotton," he chuckled,
"an' no dogs aroun'. W'en hit gits dark we'll
fine water an' maybe somethin' to eat."
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The slender cane brakes rose in a dark mass.
They broke two stalks and stripped the bark
with their teeth, chewing the pith.
"Wonder who lives dey," Ebenezer said
thoughtfully, staring at the two lighted windows of the cabin.
" Whoever hit is, dey know dey's two convicts loose.''
''Yeah."
When the cabin lights were extinguished
and they were convinced the farmer and his
family were asleep they wormed their way
around the cane to the first stripped cotton
row, gliding cautiously on hands and knees lest
their forms silhouetted against the sky tell a
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waking person of their presence. Near the
barn was the mule pen and a watering trough
filled with water. They drank in it eagerly.
The barn door was fastened with a stick
inserted in two rings. There was a pleasant
smell of hay inside. As their eyes grew accustomed to the darkness they searched the walls
for overalls and finding none, crept out.
They regained the safety of the swamps and
followed its edge until another cabin rose
against the sky but a small pen near it made
them uncertain whether it was for chickens or
dogs and they dared not risk a close inspection.
A mile south and another cabin leaned drunkenly against a wide spreading live oak. Ebenezer left to reconnoiter for food and clothes
while David waited.
His companion did not return. The boy's
anxiety turned to fear and when a cabin
window glowed yellow with the warning that
farmers were rising he knew Ebenezer had
deserted him. He must have found a pair of
overalls and had started alone without troubling to say good-bye. Fear lest the convict
left his stripes where they could be found for
the hounds to smell or that the farmer would
learn a pair of overalls had been stolen and
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notify the sheriff or the warden, terrified him
and he retreated into the swamp, wading
through pools until, in a bed of thick ferns, he
found a dry spot where he stretched out to
sleep.
For three days he lived on the mushy fringes
of the swamp, always moving north when
night fell. There was water to be found in
mule pens and once he stumbled across a peanut farm and once he wallowed in luxury in
a melon patch. His body was a mass of sores
where flies and mosquitoes bit him, and
his clothes, torn on brambles and broken
branches, were caked with the dried slime and
scum of the pools. His face was gaunt from
the days of broken sleep, thirst and hunger
and fear, and his eyes mirrored a growing
despair.
3
He was awakened by hounds baying. In a
terrified glance he saw Bill Twine's huge
form, a guard and two trusties holding dogs
straining at their leashes, and the scared faces
of a nigger and his family. The boy retreated
into the swamp, stumbling in his haste. The
sound of his flight brought wild shouts from
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the guard and fierce cries from the hounds.
The guard crashed after him, swearing luridly
as he sank in a pool. · The unleashed dogs
leaped through the brush in a mad desire to
reach him. The shotgun roared and snipped
leaves and twigs from low branches.
With a helpless little cry the boy stopped,
shaking and trembling. The dogs leaped
about his ragged, terrible figure with triumphant cries. The guard, dripping with water
and cursing furiously, reached him and without a word struck him in the mouth. Bill
Twine appeared, panting, his paunch swaying.
" Got 'im, eh? " he called. " Carry 'im
out!"
He snapped handcuffs on the boy.
" Ought to blow yo' God damned haid off
fo' all this trouble," he swore.
The niggers, with their cotton sacks hanging
from their shoulders, stared sympathetically
when they came into the open field.
"So yo' goin' to dec'rate Con's grave, eh?"
the warden said viciously. " Put one over on
me, eh? You an' that smart lifer! Don't like
my gang, I guess. Well, that's jes' too bad.
Yeah, too bad. We'll try to make yo' stay
with us a li'l mo' pleasant from now on."
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Ebenezer was in the stockade. David saw
him lying near the stocks in the blaze of sun,
trussed up like a pig ready for slaughter. His
head lay loosely on the red soil as though the
neck had been broken. His eyes were closed.
His legs and arms, tied with ropes, pointed to
the sky, the whole body kept motionless by a
pick thrust between the tied limbs. His mouth
was open. The veins in his temples and arms
stood out, swollen. And swarming over the
face and arms and neck were myriads of tiny
red ants.
Bill Twine paused at Ebenezer's form and
rolled him over with a foot.
" Let'm rest fo' an hour," he instructed the
guard, " an' restrict'm again. We'll see how
he likes bein' free I "
While the guard removed the pick from between bent legs and arms the warden marched
David to the sweat box.
"You got a lot o' dirt on you," he growled.
"Nothin' like a good sweat to git it off you."
The terrified boy turned a haggard face to
him.
" Please, suh," he pleaded, "kin I git a Ii'l
water, fus'? "
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"Sure." The warden waved a magnanimous hand. " There's the swamps. Lots o'
water. He'p yo'se'f any time you feel like
it."
The thick door of the pine box was opened
and he was thrust in. The padlock snapped.
It was dark inside except for a small spot
of light entering a two by four inch air hole
in the top.· The box was too narrow to turn
around in and he stood motionless, a living
mummy in an upright coffin. The tropic sun
beat upon it. Sweat dribbled down his face
and body. His tongue was dry, thick, swollen..
It was hard to breathe.
He heard Bill Twine's muffled order to
pour water over Ebenezer.
He became dizzy. He opened his mouth
for air. The dried swamp filth and slime on
his body and clothes dissolved and ran down
his chest and legs. The striped suit clung to
him. His wrists expanded from the heat,
swelled, and the handcuffs chafed and irritated them. His head ached. A mosquito
entered through the air hole and fastened on
his neck despite his spasmodic jerks to dislodge it. Flies whirred and droned about his
head.
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He heard the warden order Ebenezer
trussed up again. The nigger pleaded, his
words indistinct.
Sometime in the afternoon he could no
longer restrain the demands of his bowels and
bladder and his excretions dribbled down his
thighs.
The humid, stifling air in the sweat box
filled with a sickening stench. Flies and mosquitoes, attracted by the odor, swarmed
through the air hole.
A merciful blanket of unconsciOusness
covered him.
He was awakened once by Ebenezer's sobs:
" Oh, please, please, suh. I cain' stan' hit
no rna'."

5
He heard the convict crews return and Bill
Twine crying:
" Come by me! Lemme smell you! Come
by me! Lemme smell you! "
The cook cried:
"Come an' git hit!"
The sweat box was opened in the morning.
The boy fell out, unconscious, bloated,
swollen.
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When he regained consciousness he was lying naked on a lower bunk in the cage. The
handcuffs and stinking clothes had been taken
off and a blanket thrown over him. The door
was open. It was broad daylight and the
somnolent hush of the day was over Buzzard's
Roost.
A tin cup of water lay on the 'floor beside
him and he drank it, his hands shaking.
Ebenezer was across the narrow tier staring
pityingly at him.
"Dey stretched me," he said weakly. "Dey
stretched me till I tol' 'em whey I lef' you."
David did not answer.
"I got spikes now." He raised a foot to
show the pointed, steel prongs.
David turned his face to the bars.
In the afternoon he was given a suit of
stripes. A trusty helped him to the blacksmith shelter and spikes were again riveted
around his ankles. Bill Twine snapped an
iron collar with a padlock and a five-foot
chain around his neck and jerked the boy back
to the cage. The loose end of the collar chain,
long enough to reach the pots, was locked to
the criss-crossed bars.
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From his bunk he could see the tiny red ants
scurrying in all directions and the shadow of
the cross dark on the red soil.
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